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Racers set for
similar SEMO team

Apple Award
State award for vocational
education goes to Apperson
See page 2
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News In Brief

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 11, 1987

Council delays votes on
bids for police facility

Shade trees for fall planting
offered by Arbor Foundation
The National Arbor Day Foundation is giving 10 shade trees to
everyone who joins the nonprofit Foundation during September. 1987.
A Sugar Maple, Weeping Willow, Red Oak, Green Ash, Thornless
Honeylocust, Pin Oak, Silver Maple, Tuliptree, River Birch, and Red
Maple will be given as part of the Foundation's campaign to encourage
tree planting.
These trees were selected because they provide beautiful orange.
red, and yellow autumn colors and cooling summer shade, according
to John Rosenow, the Foundation's executive director.
The Foundation will give the 10 trees to members contributing $10
during September. The six-to-twelve inch trees will be shipped this
fall between Oct. 15 and Dec. 10 when conditions are right for planting. They will be sent with enclosed planting instructions, and are
guaranteed to grow or they will be replaced free by the Foundation.
To become a member of the Foundation and to receive the trees,
a $10 membership contribution should be sent to Ten Shade Trees, National Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City. NE
88410, by Sept. 30, 1987.

Elsewhere...

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council moved
to delay the vote on bids for a new
police facility until an appraisal is
made on the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ as a possible
alternative to the Poppy Shoppe
location at Fifth and Poplar
streets.
Mayor Holmes Ellis appointed a
committee to evaluate the church
building and site after John Dale,
minister of the church, again asked the council to consider the property during its regular meeting
Thursday evening.
In the process of building a new
facility of its own at the corner of
Glendale Road and C.S. 641, the
church's proposal included the ap-

Horne of the 13S4
National scouting Museum

35 CENTS

Making a point

praisal of both sites and possibly
taking the Poppy Shoppe property
from the city and subtracting it
from the church's appraisal price.
Bids were open for the police
facility Sept. 3 with the lowest bid
coming from Geurin Construction
Co. at $148,950 and $5,200 for
demolition of the existing Poppy
Shoppe
The vote on bids for the
384-crypt mausoleum in the city
cemetery was also delayed at last
night's meeting. Though the bids
were advertised, none had been
submitted by the deadline date,
according to City Clerk Jo Crass.
In other business, several
members of the Murray Fire
(Cont'd on page.?)

By Be Aasseillsori• Pre••

.11.4.11.4.11.4, Bahrain — Iraqi warplanes attacked Iranian factories
and a ship and Iran rocketed a supertanker on the eve of U.N.
Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar's mission to end the
7-year-old war.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan says a pact to eliminate
medium-range nuclear missiles now depends on "Soviet willingness
to get down to ... hard work."
Q1'.4NI7CO, 14. — A former Marine guard at the Moscow Embassy said he was not surprised at his acquittal on seven charges that
he had sex with Soviet women and lied to authorities about it.
WASHINGTON — A Florida family driven from their community
after their three hemophiliac sons tested positive for the AIDS virus
asked Congress today to help others avoid the rejection and persecution they have experienced.

Pope's North American visit

0Ft. Simpson
CANADA
Edmarton

San
Francisco

Fistal Court reviews jail
construction, renovation
By &WTI' WILSON
In personnel matters, the court
Staff Writer
moved William E. "Red" Hodges
Calloway County Judge - from the road department to help
Executive George Weaks told the out at the jail. Also, Bob Herndon
fiscal court Thursday about the was raised from -a temporary
progress of construction on the employee to full-time status at the
county jail, dealing specifically road department. The move
with the addition of steel supports becomes official Monday.
Gerald Van Trece made a
to the jail walls.
"A prisoner tried to escape and presentation to the court Thurswhen we investigated the situation day. Trece, an official of C-4
we found that the walls were Media in Benton, informed the
merely concrete blocks. The court and the magistrates of the
prisoner used a metal object to dig progress his company is making in
around the blocks and push them installing cable around the area.
out." commented Weaks. "So, we
Trece said that cable has been
- are putting a solid sheet of steel put in throughout the county, inalong the inside of the walls."
cluding as far north as Dexter,
Weaks added that the renova- south to Hazel, west to Lynn Grove
tion was inevitable. He said that and Coldwater, and as far east as
the steel support was not installed the river. He stressed that more
when the jail was built many years
(Cont'd on page 2)
ago

Country music star Lee Greenwood took center-stage during his Thursday night concert at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium.
Greenwood performed hits like "Dixie Road," "I Owe You," and "God
Bless the U.S.A." — singer-songwriter Michael Johnson opened the
Staff photo b David Tuck
show.
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School board tables video equipment purchase
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Phoenix
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New Odom
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CUBA rm
Where he will go and with whom he wgi meet
Sesectea nignisghts
1. Miami—Sept, 10-11: President
and Mrs Reagan. Jewish leaders
2. Columbia, S.C.—Sept. 11:
Ecumenical leaders
3. New Orleans—Sept. 12: Black
bishops black Catholic leaders
religious educators
4. San Antonio—Sept. 13: Catholic
Charities, social action leaders
seminarians
5. Phoenix—Sept. 14: Native
Americans

6. Los Angeles—Sept. 15-16:
Youth teleconference link to
Portland Denver. St Louis meeting
with U S bishops
7. Monterey, Calif.—Sept. 17
8. San Francisco—Sept. 17-18: To
view the Golden Gate Bridge. meet
with U S laity representatives
9. Detroit—Sept. 19: PolishAmericans
10. Edmonton—Sept. 19 & 20
11. Ft. Simpson—Sept. 19: Indians
and Eskimos

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer After a lengthy discussion, a
motion for the Murray Board of
Education to make a commitment
concerning the purchasing of
video equipment for Murray High
School was tabled at the board's
regularly-scheduled meeting
Thursday night.

Mark Etherton, Greg Delaney
and Allyson Steffen, all teachers
at the high school, made a presentation to the board concerning
their need for higher quality video
equipment at the high school. The
equipment, such as new cameras
and audio boards, would be used
by the speech team, the journalism class and the school's

video club. The estimated cost of
the equipment is around $30,000.
Etherton and his group were
hoping that the board would make
a commitment for a sum of money
and then seek matching funds
from local businesses.
"The motion was tabled until we
can see how much assistance we
can get to help fund the program,"

—Today's Index

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
, copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5.30 p m Monday
Friday or by 330 p m Saturday
are urged to cull 733.1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours.* II a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, S am.- 12
p.m. Saturday.

dr,

Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
thundershowers, light south
wind and a low in the mid 60s
Saturday will be partly cloudy
and a little cooler with a continued 30 percent chance of
thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The- extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday calls
for fair skies with pleasant
temperatures and no rainfall
- LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.8
$55.8

(Cont'd on page?)

Workers' comp
question still
remains: who
pays for what?

Confederate memorabilia

Chicago Tribune Map. Source Chicago Tribune news reports

Two Sections — 30 Pages
13-17
Classifieds
16
Comics
.16
Crosswords
.6
Dear Abby
12
Horoscope
4, 5
Murray Today
Obituaries
18
3
Perspective
Sports
8-11
12 pages
Fall Fashion '87

said Robert Glin Jeffrey, Murray
superintendent. Jeffrey and the
members of the board liked the
idea of improving the school's
video equipment and expressed
hope at seeing that accomplished
soon.
The board approved food bi s

Dr. Robert Hendon (left), president of the Associates of the Murray State University Libraries, presents two
Confederate bonds to Dr. Keith M. Heim, head of special collections at the Pogue Library on the campus.
The bonds in denominations of $100 and $1,000 were issued by the Confederate Treasury in Richmond in March
1863 and carried annual rates of interest of 7 percent. Since the War Between the States ended before they
were to mature in 1868, the bonds were never redeemed, although one interest coupon (lower right hand corner) of each bond was cashed. The bonds are on permanent display at the Pogue Librar), along with other
Confederate memorabilia.
4

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A
group trying to double-check a
proposed plan to bail out Kentucky's debt-ridden workers compensation program failed in a
meeting Thursday to decide how
the cost of the plan should be
divided.
But the top aide to House
Speaker Don Blanclford said he expected that snag to be ironed out in
meetings over the weekend, with a
specific plan to be presented next
Friday to House and Senate
Democratic leaders. .
"The numbers are right; the
process is the problem," said the
aide, Buel Guy, following a
meeting with representatives and
staff of the Collins administration,
General Assembly, business and
industry.
The proposed plan. which was
informally approved by House
Democrats in a caucus Sept. 2,
called for an annual assessment of
$110 million on businesses, with
the coal industry picking up the
(Contd on page?)
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Apple award

Prosecution hedging until body
of Childress girl can be found
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP — Prosecutors in Union City, Tenn., say
the question of whether to pursue a
manslaughter indictment against
Pam Bailey in the death of her
daughter is in limbo while investigators search for clues that
could lead them to the girl or her
body.
The only evidence so far is Ms.
Bailey's June confession, in which
she said she struck 4-year-old
Marlena Childress in a fit of anger
but did not intend to kill her. She
soon recanted the confession.
which her family said was
cooerced.

Council...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Department were present to submit a petition to the council asking
them not to go through with a decision to use the breakroom in City
Hall as an office for the Murray
Transit Authority.
Mayor Ellis said that it was not
the council's decision but rather
an administrative decision. He
said, "The decision has been
made," adding that it was only
temporary and the Transit
Authority was working in limited
space.
Fire Chief James Hornbuckl
said the room had been a boiler

3 Mtnutes

641 Sooth

Hrs. 8 5 Mon. F.,
Soles Jock Foley

District Attorney General David
Hayes of Obion County, Tenn.,
said Thursday that "the question
is, 'Will we ga?"' on with the case
against Ms. Bailey "and if the
answer to that is yes, 'What will
the offense be
Ms. Bailey was charged with
second-degree murder and jailed
after she confessed, but Hayes
reduced the charge to
manslaughter last month. She is
now free on bond and living in
Mayfield with her parents and
husband.
Her family has contended that
Marlena, who disappeared in
room before the firemen donated
their time and labor to convert it
into a useful room, using monies
from the Fire Extinguisher Fund
and the Fraternal Order of Police.
The room now has tile on the floor,
paneling and snack machines used
by all who work in City Hall.
Hornbuckle said the decision to
eliminate the breakroom, which
was made two weeks ago, had
caused some morale problems in
the department.
Councilman Mike Outland suggested that a storage room next to
the breakroom be used instead.
Dr. Peter Whaley, chairman of the
8-year-old Transit Authority',
agreed to "look at" the room.
The Murray City Council will
meet again in regular session
Thursday, Sept. 17.

Phone 753 1372 o? 800 626 5484

Murray K
8 12 So, Open loie by oppoontmen.
Ben Ni. Don McCord, James Mormon

Wolter Byors, Ser. Mgr

Ted VonDyl.e Ports Mgr.

New executive units with factory warranty
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

April, was abducted from the
Union City home she shared with
her mother and stepfather.
The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation is retracing steps
taken by the Union City Police
Department and private investigators hired by LaWade
Strickland of Mayfield, Ms.
Bailey's father, Hayes said.
Strickland asked Union City
Police Chief David Rhoades this
week to re-interview an unnamed
witness who — according to
Strickland's investigator, Renfro
Hays of Memphis, Tenn. — could
break the case.
Hayes said investigators have
-"interviewed, re-interviewed and
re-re-interviewed" the woman,
who reportedly saw Marlena talking to people in a car shortly
before she disappeared.
"I know that there are some interesting things about her statement. And there are also some impossible things," Hayes said. The
woman, for instance, has said she
remembers seeing another child
playing outside who was not in
town that day, Hayes said.
Hayes said three or four
witnesses have similarly vague
recollections and that in:
vestigators are considering hypnotizing them, if they will agree.
Testimony of people under hypnosis is admissible in Tennessee
courts, Hayes said.
He said the significance of the
one witness "is perhaps receiving
more attention than it deserves.
But on the other hand, I think
( investigators I should continue
plowing through this mass of
interviews."
Theories behind the disappearance have changed three
times since the case began. Ms.
Bailey first said she did not know
what happened to Marlena, then
that she had inadvertently caused
her death and thrown her body into the Obion River. Wayne Emmons, Ms. Bailey's attorney, later
said a man from Martin, Tenn..
had taken .Marlena over Ms.
Bailey's objections.

FOR SALE

University Church of Christ Property
Murray, Ky.
Church relocating to new site at Hwy. 641 and
Hwy. 121 N. Possession with deed.

260'

PARKING

UI

HUGHES AVE

270'

100'

24

PARKING

132'
75'

ANNEX

PARKING

75'

53'
15TH STREET

MURRAY STATE
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

Main Building is 89x58'6" — has full basement
full main floor
Partial 3rd floor

5104 sq. ft.
5104 sq. ft.
1904 sq. ft.
12,112 sq. ft.

All Figures Are Approximate
(Main floor is designed to support a full 3rd floor which would allow
3 levels for a total of 15,000+ sq. ft.)
Educational Annex Building — 90'x48' — 2 floors of
There is paved
parking for 90
automobiles at
present.

By deeds a
total area
of 62,750 sq ft
(1.44 acres)

4200 sq. ft.
4200 sq. ft.

8400 sq. ft.

Main building in good condition; Annex fair; both have heat & air and
bathroom facilities, both are accessible by handicapped!
Call Guy Spann at 753-2587, the church office
or your favorite realtor.
a

•

MAIN STREET

House •
4 Ildr.

Magazine says hostage freed for
$2 million; second deal planned
BEIRUT, Lebanon API — ProIranian kidnappers received $2
million to free a West German
hostage this week, and plan to
release'another West German for
a similar ransom soon, the
magazine Ash-Shiraa reported
today.
Also today, the Lebanese wife of
U.S. hostage Joseph James Cicippio appealed for the release of all
foreign hostages. She spoke one
day before the first anniversary of
her husband's abduction.
The Holy Warriors for Freedom,
a Shiite Moslem group, released
Alfred Schmidt on Monday but
still holds Rudolf Cordes. Both
West Germans were abducted in
January.
Ash-Shiraa quoted anonymous
security sources for its information on the ransom payments.
Ash-Shiraa gained fame when it
broke the story of secret U.S. arms
sales to Iran in exchange for U.S.
hostages last November. But its
more recent reports on the foreign
hostages held in.Lebanon have not
been borne out.
The magazine also said the kidnappers received "indications"

Burglaries are
reported by the
sheriffs office

PURDOM MOTORS

150'

Walt Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledger and Times (second from left), was presented the citizen advocate for Vocational Education award in Kentucky at a state meeting in Louisville, recently. Presenting the
award was Dr. Ann Skinner Bardwell, associate Supt. of Public Instruction and State Director of the office of
Vocational Education (third from left). Others pictured at the presentation left to right are: Sally Crass.
Home Economics teacher at Murray High School, and KVA first district president. Dr. Sandra Parks, Director of Region I Vocational Education and Jim Lawson, principal of the Murray-Calloway Vocational Area
Education Center. The award was presented from the Ky. State Board of Education, Alice McDonald.
Superintendent. Apperson serves as a member of the Vocational School Advisory Committee of Murray and
has worked with the state advisory committees to strengthen vocational education programs in the area.

Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Dan Bazzell reported two
burglaries occurring Thursday in
different parts of the county.
Sometime between9 a.m. and 1
p.m. yesterday, a trailer near
Backusburg Hill in the northwest
part of the county was burglarized, Bazzell said Taken in the incident were six guns, knives, a color
television set and several items of
jewelry.
In what is believed to be an
unrelated incident sometime
yesterday, a residence in the
southern part of the county, off the
Murray -Paris Road, was
burglarized, Bazzell said. Taken
from the residence were two guns
and an undetermined amount of
cash in coins.
A forced entry was evident in
both incidents, Bazzell added.

from the West German government that Mohammed Ali Hamadi
would be treated leniently.
Hamadi, a Lebanese Shiite
Moslem, is awaiting trial in West
Germany for hijacking an
American TWA jet to Lebanon in
June 1985 and murdering an
American passenger.
The West German government
denied that any deal was made to
free Schmidt. Schmidt's
employers. the Munich-bised
Siemens electrical concw..

*School board...
(Cont'd from page I)
and a bid on renovations to the
Small Appliance Lab at the Murray Area Vocational School Thursday night.
Higdon Food Service of
Paducah. Institutional
Distributors of East Bernstadti near London). Golden Flake
Snack Foods of Nashville, and
Lance, Inc. of Charlotte, N.C. won
theifood bid war. John Clark Construction will do the work at the
vocational school. It will cost an
estimated $29,900.
A new bus will be purchased
from the state department at a
cost of $26,658. Jeffrey said the bus
will hold 65 passengers and will be
in use in March of next year.
Pinances were allocated by the
board for Mary Ann Russell to
make a trip to the Kentucky Youth
Assembly later this year. Also, the
Future Business Leaders Association at MHS was given permission
to conduct a fund-raising project.
The student organization will be
taking orders for Christmas gifts
from the Cook Gift Shop catalog.
This money, according to FBLA
president Angela Whited, will be
used to send members to regional
and state competition.
The board accepted Jeffrey's
recommendation to reject all bids
for copy machines for the four
local schools. Jeffrey said that
none of the bids met specifications
and he would open up for bids

denied paying ransom to obtain
his release.
"The kidnappers did not receive
solid promises from Bonn that
Hamadi would be released.
However, they received hints that
Hamadi's situation would be settled and sentences issued against
him would be commuted," the
magazine quoted the sources as
saying.
Last June Bonn rejected a U.S.
request for Hamadi's extradition
for trial by an American court on a
murder charge
again at a later date.
Jeffrey informed the board that
members of the state Department
of Agriculture and the Animal
Damage Control Office in
Jackson. Tenn. will be in Murray
from Sept. 15-17 to try and remove
the blackbirds and starlings from
the Environmental Lab on the
MHS campus.
Some 16.000 birds recently made
the lab their home. Area residents
have complained about the noise
and health hazards.
In personnel matters, Wanda
Sue Wynn was hired as a Title 6-B
aide. Pam Beane was hired on as a
part-time teachers aide Melissa
McMillian-Cunningham, Barbara
Drake and Mary H. Hocking were
approved as substitute teachers
for the next year.
John Hawks and Kelli-Burkeen
were hired as aides in the MI-IS
speech program. Joe Chaney is a
new para-professional in football
and Mohamed Reza Soltani will
help out in soccer. Lindy Hawes
was hired on in the food service
department.
Five new substitute bus drivers
were hired. They are: Mark Lewis
Anderson, Chris Holbrook, Cohen
Painter, Ron Cook and E.F. Clere.
The board also accepted the
resignation of Jack Wagar, the
long-time maintenance supervisor
for the schools. Wagar is declining
in health.
Applications to fill the position
of the late Eli Alexander, according to Jeffrey, will be accepted
through Oct. 8 or until the position
is filled.

Benefit proceeds

Court...
(Cont'd from page I)
customers will be added' in the
near future.
Weaks also praised the
magistrates and the road department on the condition of the county roads. He said he was pleased
with the progress that has been
made around the area.

Question...
(Cont'd from page II
biggest single chunk.
Guy said $110 million per year
would not completely pay off the
program's $1.7 billion debt — after
30 years, $200 million would remain — but was considered
sufficient.
He said it was estimated the
coal industry would pay about $54
million of that total, but no one had
yet figured out how much to assess
Individual companies.
Also unresolved was how much
to assess lai•ge, self-insured companies, Guy said.

Paducah Downtown Kiwanis Club member Leo Green (right) and Ed
Jones (left), first vice president of the club, present the organization's
annual donation to the Louis Mandrell-Paducah Downtown Scholarship fund at Mutray State University to Donna Herndon (second from
right), director of alumni affairs, and Dr. Elizabeth Blodgett, assistant professor in the Department of Special Education at MSU. Money
for the fund was raised at the annual Louise Mandrel! Benefit
Weekend. Green chaired the 1987 fundraiser. The club raised $7,000
for the scholarship fund this year. Administered by the MSt; Alumni
Association, the annual award is presented to a special education major at Murray State.
VI
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PERSPECTIVE
Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bill Kopperud, chairman of 1977
Calloway County Boy Scout Fund
Campaign, was presented a plaque in recognition and appreciation of his leadership in the drive
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club.
Kenneth Paschall and Tammy
Feltner were named as king and
queen of Calloway County Farm
Bureau.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Miller, Aug.
4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Morrison, Aug. 31; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Don Jones, Sept. 6.
Officers of Murray High School
Band are Dwaine Hampton,
James Harrison, Michelle Kelly,
Tressa Brewer, Shawn Baker,
Kevin Allbritten, Dean
Hainsworth and Claudia Billing,ton. Joe Sills is director.
Twenty years ago
Pictured is first courthouse of
Calloway County and recently contructed chimney made of bricks at
least 100 years old. The historical
building is now located on
Chestnut Street between North
12th and North 15th Streets.
Airman Joe D. Geurin Jr. is now
taking technical traininik at
Keesler Air Force Base,
Elected as officers of Murray
Kiwanis Club were Harold
Eversmeyer, John Mikulcik and
John Long.

Mrray Ledger & Times

Royko Says
Thirty years ago
Members of Hazel High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America participating in contests
and events at Kentucky State Fair
at Louisville are Harold Craig,
Frankie Cole, Jerry Waters, T.G.
Curd and Charles Nesbitt.
Robert Usrey has been named
as minister of Green Plain Church
of Christ.
Mlene Tucker and Jack Alan
Ray were married Sept. 7 at First
Methodist Church at Oak Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Phillips of
Detroit, Mich., have been the
guests of his mother, Mrs. Flora
Phillips, and his sister, Mrs. Muncie Clark and family.
Forty years ago
Lt. Comdr. Hugh L. Oakley and
Lt. George E. Overbey of Murray
are participating in a two-weeks
Inter-Fleet Exercise on the Atlantic Ocean. They are both in the
United States Naval Reserve.
The Rev. Wendell H. Rone of
Newport will speak Sept. 12 at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Edna Parker, A.G. Walton,
Mildred Dunn, George Williams,
Belva Dill, Louise Buckingham,
Virginia Furches and Frances
Churchill were electedias flew officers of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
New officers of Arts and Crafts
Club were Mrs. Mayme Randolph,
Mrs. L.E. Owen, Mrs. Charles
Farmer and Miss Mary Shipley.

Letter To The Editor

Readers dispute legal decision
Dear Editor:
We are writing this letter to let
the public know the manner in
which their affairs are being
conducted.
Approximately one year ago,
our home was destroyed by fire
At the time of this fire, this home
was occupied by a grandmother
and her grandchildren. The
responsible Linda Jones was arrested. Howef_vier, the Commonwealth Attorney. only charged
her of the offense of lirson.
During the latter part of August.
we went to the Calloway County
Courthouse believing that there
would be a trial as to Linda Jones'
guilt or innocence. Before the trial

started we were told by the Commonwealth's Attorney that a plea
bargain agreement had been
reached wherein Linda Jones
would enter a plea of guilty and
receive a probated sentence of two
years.
We were not consulted concerning the plea bargaining agreement
and believe that we have been
mistreated by the Commonwealth
Attorney's office.
Very truly yours,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Tharpe
217 Spruce Street
and
Elizabeth Smith
Spruce St.

WRITE.4 LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone numbecrust
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general

Interest.
Letters must not be more than
540 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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By Mike Royko

Cheating now the irrational pastime
As a recent immigrant to this
country, my friend Vasnik wanted
to learn our ways, so he asked me
if I would take him to a baseball
game and explain how our national pastime is played.
We settled into our seats as the
first pitch was being thrown.
And almost instantly, the umpire had stepped forward and was
shaking his finger sternly at the
pitcher.
"Vas dot?" Vasnik asked.
I explained that the pitcher had
touched his fingers to his lips
before throwing the ball.
"He like taste fingers? He have
colonel chicken for lunch?"
No, he was putting saliva on his
fingers to make the ball wet. The
umpire warned him not to do it
again.
"Why no spit? Germs?"
No, because a spitball tends to
act erratically and is more difficult to hit. It's considered
cheating.
"So why he do dat?"
Because if he can get away with
it, he has an advantage over the
hitter.
"Oh. So speet on ball is good if
you no get caught by map in black
suit?"
I guess you can put it that way.
The next inning, the umpire
went out to the mound and asked
the Ditcher to empty his pockets.

"What they do. rob heem?"
Vasnik asked.
No, they are checking to see if
he has any sandpaper in his
pockets.
"Oh, they want fix woodwork?"
No, they suspect that he is using
sandpaper to scuff the baseball,
which would make it more difficult to hit. "Ees good?"
No, that is also considered
cheating.
"But ees good if you no get
caught?"
Correct.
A couple of innings later, the
umpires went out and looked at
another pitcher's cap.
"What they do?"
They are checking to see if he
has Vaseline on the bill of his cap.
"Make hair look nice?"
No, it is another way of altering
the flight of the ball.
"Ees cheat?"
Yes, I'm afraid so.
The following inning, the' umpires went to the mound and examined the pitcher's glove.
"Ees more cheat?"
Yes, they suspect that he might
have some foreign substance
somewhere in his glove. Sandpaper or a tack.
"You tink he got?"
Possibly. It has become very
common.

"All dees people cheat all
time?"
Nobody knows for sure how
much cheating there is since it is
difficult to detect.
"But rules say is OK cheat if you
no get caught?"
No, the rules say you are not
supposed to cheat.
"Then why they cheat if rules
say no cheat."
Well, to circumvent the rules is
considered a special skill and is
much admired by other players,
their managers, many of the fans
and the commentators.
"So ees good to cheat?"
No, it is wrong.
"If you get caught, ees wrong."
That's right.
"If you no get caught, ees all
right?"
Not exactly.
"Is confuse Vasnik."
Well, you have to understand
that it is considered a tradition.
"Cheat is tradition?"
Yes, sort of.
"Then why you no make cheat
legal?"
Well, you can't make a rule that
says that breaking the rules is
legal.
"But if cheat ok, why no make it
no cheat? Then is ok."
Because they don't want to give
the pitcher an unfair advantage.
"Oh. Then only pitcher who
know how cheat have unfair

advantage.
That's right.
"So dumb pitcher who no cheat,
ees honest, he no got advantage."
That's correct.
"So ees smarter to cheat than no
cheat?"
I suppose it kind of works out
that way.
We were interrupted when the
batter swung, his bat shattered,
and the umpire began examining
the fragments. Then the umpire
motioned for the hitter to leave the
field.
"He get trouble for break stick?
Stick cost lots money, huh?"
No, they have discovered that
there is cork inside the bat?
"Why put cork in stick? Is keep
wine in stick?"
No, by putting cork inside the
bat, the bat becomes livelier and
the ball can be hit a greater
distance.
"Oh, boyki, ees more cheat?"
I'm afraid so.
Just then, a peanut-vendor walked by. While his head was turned,
Vasnik snatched a bag of peanuts
from the tray and stuffed it in his
pocket.
I reached for my wallet, but
Vasnik restrained my arm and
whispered:, _"No worry. He no
see."
Vasnik, either pay for the
peanuts or put them back.
"Why? Vasnik no get caught.
Ees ok.'
Vasnik, you don't understand.
What you did isn't right.
"Shoo ees right. I cheat, but I-no
get caught, so ees ok."
Vasnik, that is not the way we do
things in this country. That is not
the American way.
"You know what Vasnik think?"
What?
"Vasnik think maybe you the
foreigner."
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Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
We tend to lose sight of the fact
that virtues and vices are paired.
How could we know hatred if we
didn't also know love? What could
we understand of patience if we had
no knowledge of impatience, or
anger?
The famous English poet John
Milton understood this when he
wrote in Paradise Regained:
Where no hope is left, is left
no fear.
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Wrinkle Cream Great Success
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"YOUR SKIN CAN LOOK YOUNGER,"says Pharmacist Robert Heldtond about his wrinkle cream, EB5,to an interested onlooker
They are shown above in a JCPenney Cosmetic Department

It's an exciting story of a pharmacist who developed
a wrinkle cream which women are requesting throushOut the country.
Robert Heldfond is making cosmetic headlines with
his E85 Cream. Hix dream since pharmacy school has
resulted, in a wrinkle cream which js,enjoying tremefidous sates in department stores and is praised very
highly by customers.
Research lab tests show that by daily use of EB5
Cream, morning and night, facial lines around the
eyes, on the forehead, and around the mouth are
smoothed. And you'll be so pleased to find that EB5 is
5 creams in one .jar...EB5.is a wrinkle cream, a day

and night cream, a moisturizer, an eye cream, and a
make-up base ...all in one.
Pharmacist Heldfond's EB5 Cream leaves the skin
soft, velvety and younger-looking. It contains Liprogen
and other effective ingredient?).
If you are concerned about your skin appearing to be
aging too quickly, try some EB5 Cream. One jar lasts
for months. Sold with a ruguey-back,guarantee
(complete details available in-store).
[Note E85 Cream is available at most large JCPenney stores

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Murray
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Open at 5 p.m. Wed.-Sun.

For reservations any night
except Saturday, call:
(502)474-2773
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MURRAY TODAY
IPHS plans its annual tour
Ja.cksou Purchase Historical
Society has announced its 30th an
nual tour
President Benson Blackie of
Benton and Fairdealing and Tour
Director William F. Wilson of
Sledd Creek and Water Valley.
have set the date of Saturday, Oct.
10, with group going to Oxford and
Holly Springs, Miss.
The group will go first to Oxford
to tour "Ole Miss" and then to
visit Rowan Oak, the antebellum
home of William Faulkner, the
1950 recipient of the Nobel Prize
for Literature.
The tour in Holly Springs will include visits to Grey Gables and
Montrose, two of the many preWar houses in the town; The
Christ Episcopal Church;
Hillcrest Cemetery, burial site of
13 Confederate generals; and the
Marshall County Historical
Museum,
The .evening meal will be eaten
at the Old Country Store in Casey
Jones Villge, Jackson, Tenn.
The cost for the day will be $38
which covers everything: lunch,
dinner and entrance fees. Reservations must, be. received by
Secretary MISS Margaret Heath.

We are pleased to announce that
Elaine Edwards, bride-elect of Chuck
Jones, has selected her Revere ware
cookware, Baker's Secret bake ware,
dinnerware, small appliances and
Harvard cutlery from our bridal
registry.
Elaine and Chuck will be married
October 3, 1987.

Murray
Home & Auto

Two members
at convention
International Chapter of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood held its convention the first week in September in
the World Center in Orlando, Fla.
More than 2,700 delegates and
visitors were present.
Mrs. Olga Freeman and Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, both past
presidents of Kentucky State
Chapter. were in attendance,
along with three other past state
presidents, two current state officers, and three delegates from
local chapters. representing
Kentucky.
Elected as international president for the next biennium was
Mrs. H.L. Bradshaw of Peebles,
Ohio.
Dr. Helen Washburn, recently
inducted as president of Cottey
College, Nevada, Mo., was one of
the special speakers at the
convention.
The 1989 convention of the
Sisterhood will be held in Phoeniz,
Ariz.
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Vows will be said
in outdoor event
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Mr. and Mrs. William Edwards
of Buchanan, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Elaine V., to Charles R. Jones of
Murray.
The groom -elect is the son of
Charles W. Jones of Murray and
Ms. Joanna Jones of Southfield,
Mich.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Oct. 3, at 10:30
a.m. in an outdoor ceremony at
Bull Durham's Restaurant, Paris
Landing, Tenn.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
In the event of rain the wedding
will be inside the restaurant.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

MARILYN WILLIAMS was
crowned queen when her church in
Hardin raised the most money for
her &strict (Pentecostal Church
of God). She was a guest at the
Pentecostal Ladies Aiixiliar) ban.
quet in Savannah. Tenn., and will
also be a guest at the Ladies'
Retreat at Cedars of Lebanon
State Park, Lebanon, Tenn.. Oct.
22, 23 and 2.4.

Mary Hopson
now president
of local club

Elaine V. Edwards and
Charles R.Jones to marry

Mary Hopson, 1987-88 president
of Pottertown Homemakers Club.
was presented the gavel by Louise
Short. 1986-87 president, at a,summer party held by. the &I) at
Cypress Springs Restaurant.
Other officers for this year are
Christine Collins, vice president;
Kay Carlson, secretary: Mary
Moore, treasurer; Mary Gertzen.
cultural arts.
Also present were Lottie and
Hugh Hurt, Iva and Willard
Alford, Dolly and Ralph Lorenz,
Lavine Carter. Anita Purvis, Bobbie Cook, Gaynell Williams and
Hilda Adams.

-Corning cornmunity events are scheduled-

Friday. Sept. 11
Friday,lept 11
Auctiortto start fund-raising acDorothy Group of First Baptist
tivities for WATCH. work ac- Church WMU will leave from
tivities training center for the han- church at 5:30 p.m. to go to home
dicapped) will start at 5 p.m. at of Gene and Roberta Tarry for
605 Maple St., former location of social at 6 p.m.
Murray Auto Parts.
Square and round dancing with
music
by Sharecropper will be
Calloway High School Lakers
will play a football guile at from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
Madisonville.
_
Calvary Temple Youth Ministry
Murray High School Tigers will
will present a drama, "Rock
play a football game at Mayfield
Alive" at 7:30 p.m. at church.
at 7:30 p.m. Murray Band will per————
form at.halftime.
Saturday
, Sept 12
————
Captain
Wendell
Oury Chapter
Epi-Care. epilepsy support
of Daughters of American Revolugroup, will meet at 6:30 p.m. on
tion will meet at 2 p.m. at home of
bottom floor. Lowry Annex to
Mrs. John Livesay.
Pogue Library. Murray State
University. For information call
————
436-5337 or 753-5575.
Clinic for soccer referees will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Bee Creek
—— —
Complex, off North Fourth Street
Hvel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Extended. For information cal
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
489-2886.
————
————
Main Street Youth Center will
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
sponsor a "work day" starting at 9
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
a.m. at building, 206 North Fourth
for members only.
St., across from Calloway County
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 Lumber Co. Coffee and doughnuts
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
will be provided for the workers.
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
————
Shopping Spree/Bake Sale for
Life House Crisis Pregnancy
WATCH.(work activities trainCenter will conduct a volunteer
ing center for handicapped) funcounselor's training seminar at 6
draiser will be from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. at Life House at 1506
p.m. at Wal-Mart.
Chestnut St. For information call
————
753-0700.
Tr -County Arts and Crafts
Guild will sponsor its annual
festival from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Paris Landing State Park.
..•••••••••••,11

League Women
Voters plans
tea on Sept. 20

What makes us the best?
It's simple,
our service department.
Stio & Corn are

Chestnut Street Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-2571

Aft

Couple plans for October wedding

orld of Sound

que:71c,) 7
:
78

INTIRTAIN VOL

1202 Joe CreasowD-r.,- Benton , Ky.
42026, by Monday. Oct. 5. Nonmembers wIl be accepted if a
check in the proper amount has
been submitted and a vacancy exists. Those forced to cancel must
supply a replacement in order to
claim a refund.
The Brooks Bus boarding
schedule is as follows: Paducah,
5:30 a.m. at Hannan Plaza; Benton, 6 a.m. at First Missionary
Baptist Church; Murray, 6:30
a.m. at Kroger Store near MSU
stadium; Mayfield, 7 a.m. at
Greyhound Station; and Fulton.
7:45 a.m. at the bus station.
Those sending reservations
should tell Miss Heath where they
plan to board the bus, according to
Ray Mofield, publicity chairman.

Murray -Calloway County
League of Women Voters held its
annual planning meeting and
salad supper on Wednesday. Aug.
26, in the home of Sue Vandegrift.
Approximtely 25 persons were
in attendance.
The League will officially kickoff the year with a new members'
tea on Sunday, Sept. 20, from 4 to
5:30 p.m. at the home of Louise
Sickel, 101 South Eigh,th St..
Murray.
All persons interested in learning more about the league are invited to attend.
For more information call
Kathy Pasco at 753-0263.

DENNIS
QUAID
ELLEN
BAR KIN
C Qi LAM•
PIC'RAF S

(1:30, 3:30) '7:00, 9:00

He's got three hits
on the charts.
And he's only 17.

ENDS SOON•SEE ITV

REVENGE eft
OF THE

NERDS3I

He's
only
17...

EL

STEVE *40
MARTIN
DARYL
HANNAH

RENT YOUR
VIDEO MOVIES
AT THE CHERI

Pt;
(3:30) 9:00 Only

Fast, Friendly, Accurate
Computerized Service

OLVJamTO
inj
w
0

3:40) 7:15, 9:20

ROXANNE

1f4

(1:30, 3:20) 7:15,9:10

MON,SAT I I •dnre. • 10 p.on
IOW.•MOIL. • 1 p.m. • 10 p.m

Bring in the whole gang for a YatisfyIng
freshly prepared, special family lunch
Of dinner Just good, hearty food at
special family prices' Choice of three
accompaniments & a roll Of cornbread

PER
PERSON

THE
LOST BOYS
Party all night... D

Ch•r1 Theatre Lobby
lie es sesseseeeseesee

(1:3(P) 7:15 Only
I 9 9 9 9 9 S..

Murray Single Connection will
meet at 6 p.m. at home of Shirley
Scott, 1320 Sycamore St. For information call Pam at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
p.m. at American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
U.S. Rep. Joseph P Kennedy 11
will speak at 11 a.m. in ballroom of
Curris Center, Murray State
University. There is no admission
Murray State University'
tiacer
football team will play Southeast
Missouri at 7:30 p.m. in Stewart
Stadium, MSL'.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Weaving at 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850: Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Drying and Arranging
Flowers at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm; LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
————
Writers' Potpourri will start at
9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library

(('ont'd on par 6)

• a weight management program •

Healthy

.

EDNESDAY

(1:30,

MOOSIORS•AN AMIIIICAN TAIL
CROCODILE DUNDEE•3 AMIGOS

$399

JUST

NEW! Ham Steak
or Chopped Steak

[E4;I

NEW ARRIVALS

FAMILY WEEKDAY SPECIALS

UESDAY

71r
"

Nerds in
Paradise

Saturday, Sept. 12
Dance with music by Animal
House will be from 8 p.m. to midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
This is for members only.

T

Country Fried Steak
or Barbeque Beef

irt;)
(1:30, 3:25) 7:05, 9:00

• 0/1441•01..NY,PC•tlAf

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

3-Pc. Pride-FriedChicken
or NEW! Meatloaf

HURSDAY
NEW! Veal Parmigiana
or NEW!Swiss Steak

Flounder
or 6-Pc. Butterfly Shrimp
Offer good Monday thru Friday. Aug. 24- Sept. 27. 1987 from 11 AM

SPECIAL MENU
under

--..1

,:,..„.....„,
- .;;„.

Weighs
.

You can lose weight in
Healthy Weighs!
Positive stress management techniques
along with exercise and nutritional
awareness provides you with a total
weight-loss program.
Eight class series begins:
Tuesday, Sept. 15 6:30 p.m.
Call today
for more
information!
Teresa Harper
Registered Dietitian
753-5131

MURRAY
CALDCMAY
COUNTY
HosaTAL
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Quinn Chapel plans program

Week of Prayer planned

Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association will meet
Monday, Sept. 14, at 12 noon at Pagliai's Restaurant. Sid Easley, president, urges all members to attend this meeting as the board did not meet
during July and August. Members are also urged to attend the Need
Line benefit gospel singing featuring The Shelton Singers and Calvary
Quartet on Saturday, Sept. 12, at 7 p.m. at First Assembly of God
Church, Highway 94 East.

The Week of Prayer for State Missions will be observed in Baptist
Churches throughout the state during the week of Sept. 13 to 20. Various
mission groups of the churches will have special programs on the
theme, "Set Apart to Prayer," with the scripture verse being "Evening
and morning, and at noon will I pray" from Psalm 55:17a. The offering
goal for the state is $525,000. Persons are urged to check their church
calendars for the time of these special programs and prayers.

Oaks women plan luncheon

Group picture,will be taken

The women of the Oaks Country Club will have their monthly ladies'
day luncheon on Wednesday. Sept. 16, at the club house. Reservations
should be made by Monday, Sept. 14, by calling Suzanne Oakley, chairman, at 753-822. Other hostesses will be Connie McMillen, Peggy Noel,
Ruby Herndon, Jan Roberson, Paula Crouse, Sue Ann Hutson, Jean
McMillen, Linda Roach, Jeanette Fain, Jean Roberts, Margaret Morton, Irene Woods, Carol Julian, Betty Thompson, Sue Stone, Martha
Ryan, Becky Jones, Martha Barnett, Carolyn Caldwell and Lou Darnell
Member$ are asked to note the change of hostesses for this month from
those listed in the club's calendar of events.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMRLR 11, 1581

A history of First Baptist Church is being written and compiled by Dr.
H.C. Chiles, pastor emeritus of the church. As a part of this history,
there will be a picture taken of all all men who have ever served as a
deacon or as a trustee of First Baptist Church on Sunday, Sept. 13, at 5
p.m. at the church. Persons in this group are urged to be at the church
for the picture, church officials said.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 6p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. The lesson on "Joining the Pieced Blocks and Marking the
Quilting Line" will be presented by Bessie Williams and Maxine Nance.
All interested persons are invited, according to Phyllis Miller,
chairman.

Quinn Chapel A.M.E. Church at-216 Church St., Paris, Tenn will
observe its annual Women's Day on Sunday, Sept. 13, at 11 a.m.
Represenative Lois DeBerry of Memphis, Tenn., will be the guest
speaker. The Rev. Paul Tipton, pastor, invites the public to attend

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Rudy Riley of Kirksey from Lourdes, Paducah; Charles
Cooksey of New Concord, and Patricia Cope and Rommie Puckett of
Hardin from Western Baptist, Paducah; Angela Lyons of Murray and
Walter Dickey of Hardin from Marshall County, Benton.

Kelsey Renee' Sykes born
Mr. and Mrs. Shea Sykes of Hazel are the parents of a daughter,
Kelsey Renee', weighing seven pounds three ounces measuring 19 inches, born on Saturday, Sept. 5, at 11:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a son, Josh, 3. The mother, the former Brenda
Overcast, is on leave from Peoples Bank of Murray. The father is selfemployed as a farmer. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overcast of Hazel, Mrs. Joanna Wilder and her husband, Jimmy, of Oxford,
Miss., and the late Buddy Sykes of Murray. Grandparents are Mrs.
Geneva King of Hartsville, S.C., and Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Allbritten of
Murray.

North Skate Night on Monday

Children's
Fashions

North Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association will
have its Skate Night on Monday, Sept. 14, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Skating of Murray. Admission will be $3 per student with parents to
skate for 25 cents each. The PTA will receive $1 from each admission.
North students may bring guests.

Calvary program to be tonight

Calvary Temple Youth Ministry will present "Friday Night ROCK
Menus for the various lun- chuckwagon; Tuesday — pizza or
ALIVE" at 7:30 p.m. tonight(Friday)at 7:30 p.m. at the church, located
chrooms in the city and county chicken nuggets w/sauce;
on U.S. Highway 641 South. This will be presented by a drama team
schools,for the week of Sept. 14 to Wednesday — corn dog or peanut
18 have been released by Judy butter and honey sandwich; from Briensburg. All high school and university students are invited, a
church spokesman said.
Nina, food service coordinator for Thursday — hamburger or Sloppy
Murray City Schools, and Joanna Joe on bun; Friday — hot dog or
Adams, food service director for ham and cheese sandwich. Choice
Calloway County Schools.
of fruits and vegetables and milk
A Tent Revival at the Old New Concord School, off Highway 121 South
The menus are subject to occa- are available daily.
at
New Concord, will begin Monday, Sept. 14, and continue through Fri-,
sional change because of the
————
day,
Sept. 18. The Rev. Raford Herrin of Elizabethtown will be the
availability of food or other
CALLOWAY COUNTY
evangelist
for the services at 7:30 p.m. nightly. The revival will be sponspecial occasions.
----sored by Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray, the Rev. James Fortner,
Menus are as follows:
Breakfast
pastor, in cooperation with Bethany Baptist Church, New Concord, with
Monday — oatmeal with brown
the
Rev. James Tacker, pastor. The public is invited to attend the
-MURRAY CITY
sugar and cinnamon; Tuesday —
services.
pancakes; Wednesday
.Murnty High
blueberry muffins; Thursday —
Monday — smoked ham sand- egg and cheese patty; Friday —
wich or barbecue beef on bun; honey buns. Cereal, milk and juice
Tuesday — chicken fried steak or are available daily.
SUNDAY BUFFET
fish sandwich w cheese wedge;
Calloway High
11:30 A.M. - 2 P.M.
Wednesday — tacos or
Monday — pork chop pattie or
ADULTS
-2$2.50 CHILDREN
chuckwagon; Thursday — turkey club; Tuesday — beef stix
Roast
Beef
Au Jun
spaghetti w/meatsauce and or Sloppy Joes; Wednesday —
Country Fried Steak
French bread or hamburger: Fri- baked ham or foot long chili dog;
WIgravy
day — hot dog w/chili or beef and Thursday — lasagne or submarine
tit tiO6tun
Mashed Potatoes
gravy w , rolls. Choice of fruits and sandwich; Friday — barbecue
Green Peas
:
4 .11
vegetables. French fries, pizza, plate or bacon and cheese sand- .111:
Deep
Fried Onion Rings,
ot
milk and fruit drink are available wich. Choice of fruits and Area j
Whole Kernel Corn '
daily
vegetables, pizza, hamburgers,
Buttered Brussels Sprouts
era 1-,1 arIU
Murray Middle
cheeseburgers, fries, salad bar,
Candled Yams
Monday — hamburger or club milk and fruit drink are available
Garden Salad
sandwich; Tuesday — Sloppy Joe daily.
w/homemade dressings
Otaa.9 Fruit
or chicken pattie; Wednesday —
Calloway Middle
Bowl
burritoes w chili or hot ham and
Monday — chicken pattie sand24 Hour Slaw
cheese; Thursday — fish sandwich wich or burritoes/chili; Tuesday
Cottage Cheese
w r cheese wedge or cheeseburger; — pizzaburger of BLT/cheese;
Sliced Peaches
Friday — smoked turkey sand- Wednesday — hamburger of
Marinated Vegetables
wich or -ravioli w meatsauce. spaghetti/meat balls; Thursday —
Pasta Salad
Homemade Rolls
Choice of fruits and vegetables, Sloppy Joe or bacon and cheese
Pineapple Pudding
pizza French fries, milk and fruit sandwich; Friday — cripsy fish
Choice of Beverage
drink are available daily.
w/hush puppies or cheeseburger.
Carter Center
Pizza, salad bar, choice of fruits,
Monday — bacon and cheese vegetables and desserts, ,fries,
sandwich or fish sandwich milk and fruit drink are available'
ViSA
w/cheese sticks: Tuesday — pizza daily.
MM.
or pimento cheese sandwich;
East, North
Hwy. 841 S., Murray
Diners C ub Cart Blanche
Wednesday — steak nuggets
753-0910
and Southwest
w/sauce or hamburger; Thursday
Monday — chuckwagon
— chef salad w crackers or Sloppy soup/cheese wedge or hamJoe on bun; Friday — ham and burger; Tuesday — pizzaghetti or
cheese sandwich or peanut butter grilled cheese; Wednesday —
sandwich. Choice of fruits and fiestada or submarine; Thursday
vegetables and milk are available — lasagne or corn dog; Friday —
daily.
pizza or hamburger. Fresh fruit,
Robertson Center
fresh vegetables, salads, desserts
Monday — hamburger or and milk are available daily.

Tent revival at New Concord

Shown: Nontake's ROTHSCHILD, Imperial Baroque Formal China

HOW OUR BRIDAL REGISTRY WORKS FOR YOU—
Over the years We've found our Bridal Registry Service to be
one of the most appreciated of all the services that we offer to
our customers. It makes it easy for you to select the perfect
wedding or shower gift because you know it's exactly what the
prospective bride is looking for.
The engaged couple register their preferences,in china, crystal,
flatware and giftware. We record this and update the list as gifts
are purchased, to avoid duplications.
Visit us the next time you're shopping for wedding or shower
gifts. We'll help you select the gift the bride really wants. We'll
gift-wrap it. We'll ship it. And the service is free!

Couples currently
Melissa Emerson and Chad Cochran
Laura Abel and Michael Pitman
Laura Sears and James Ownby
Starr Jones and Stephen Durham
Malena Norsworthy and Roger Fox
Dora and Ted Forrest
Kelly and James Ray Thomas
Jean and Frank Gilliam, Jr.

74 Skxeociade
121 By Pass Murray
7534541
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Community Education

\
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Fall 1987 Non-Credit Courses

753-110415
bill Thirrat. k‘.

*Join Us for Lifelong Learning*

$08'smith I 21I) strcet
Infant thrii

YOUTH

Come To The

Weekend Special
Rent 5 Movies for $10
Movie Club Members Can
Rent 6 Movies for $10

COLOR ANALYSIS/IMAGE IMPACT
Monday, October 5-26
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., $25

COMPUTER-Tuesdays and Thursdays, November 3-12
3. 30 p.m -5-30 p.m
Grades 6-8. $30

GENEALOGY
Monday, September 28, October 5, 19, 26
6-00 p.m.-7-30 p m $25
NEW TAX LAW PREPARATION
Monday, October 19-November 9
6.00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., $25

Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

Sharp 19" Color TV
$26900

$8.95

SECURITIES AND INVESTMENT
Part I: Monday, September 28-October 26
7.00 p.m.-9:00 p.m., $20
Part II: Monday, November 2-30
7,00 p.m.-9.00 p m $20

VIDEO PRODUCTION
October 12-15
7.00 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
$22

BALLROOM AND WESTERN DANCE
Monday, October 5-Novembet 2
, 7:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m., $35

BIDDY BASKETBALL
Saturdays, November 7-December 12
10 00 a.m.-11:30 am, $15

Sharp VCR with
wireless remotes27999

ARCHAEOLOGY/TRIP TO WICKLIFFE MOUNDS
Saturday, October 10
9 00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Grades 4-6, $15

BOWLING
Tuesday, October 13-November 10
6:30 p.m.-800 p.m $15

Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

•

ADULTS

ART-Saturday, October 31-November 21
9:00 a.m.-1 1:00 a.m.
Grades 1-4, $25

PREPARATION FOR THE ACT
Tuesdays, October 6, 13, 20
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m., $30

••••••••
•
••••••

_.)itti0klikk\k‘\ )

ALL AGES
GUITAR-Tuesday, September 15-November 3
6:30 p m -7 30 pm $40

KARATE FUNDAMENTALS
Monday & Wednesday, October 5-November 25
12 10-12 50 p m -Lunch hour-, $60
AEROBIC EXERCISE
Session I: Tuesdays & Thursdays,
September 15-November 5
9 00 a m.-10,00 a.m . $34
Session II: Mondays & Wednesdays,
September 14-November 4
3:30-4:15 p.m., $34
HOW TO COPE WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Saturday, November 7
8. 30 a.m.-12-00,Noon, $25

Call 762-2716 To Register or For Information
Community Education Program is sponsored by Murray Staj.e_University, Calloway County School
District and Murray Independent School-Dist-Net°pain till 8 Fri.

00.t.
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Saturday,Sept. 12
Need Line Benefit Gospel Singing featuring The Shelton Singers
and The Calvary Quartet will be at
7 p.m. at First Assembly of God
Church, Highway 94 East. No admission but a freewill offering will
be taken.
————
Bethel United Methodist Church
will have a yard sale at 103 South
Eighth St., Murray, starting at 8
a.m.
————
Board of Trustees of Life House
Crisis Pregnancy Center will meet
at 9 a.m. at Life House.
Sunday,Sept. 13
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon
will be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
2 to 4 p.m. at their home. The
family requests that guests not bring gifts.
_———
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Paschall
will be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
2 to 4 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
Auburn 'University at 7 p.m. in
Racer Arena. Admission is free.
————
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Second day of festival by TriCounty Arts and Crafts Guild will
be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Paris
Landing State Park.
• '
————
Darnall reunion will be at club
house at Pirates Cove Resort,
Highway 80, east of Hardin. A
potluck meal will be served. For
information call 753-7386.
————
Amvets and Amvets Auxiliary
of Post 45 will have their annual
family picnic (potluck) from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. at KOA Kampground at Paris Landing
————
WOW Youth Group, ages 8-15,
will meet at 3 p.m. at WOW Youth
Camp.
————
Open house will be from 1 to 4
p.m. at W.A.T.C.H. (work aetivities training center for han-

VOCP

Sunday, Sept. 13
dicapped) Center, 702 Main St.
————
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will have its 100th anniversary
celebration today
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Leisure Craft
Camp at Brandon Spring Group
Camp, Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1 : 3 0 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Goodness Snakes at 2 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center.
————
Blood Bank Drive will be from
12 noon to 3 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
————
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Church will meet at 8 a.m. in
Fellowship Hall of church.
————
Monday,Sept. 14
First Baptist Church WMU will
have a continental breakfast at 9
a.m. in church parlor and Week of
Prayer program at 9:30 a.m. in
chapel.
Bazaar workshop will be at 9
a.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.
————
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Firesbyterian Church will meet at
7:15 p.m. at home of Mrs. George
Karnavus.
————
Prime Time Fellowship for
Memorial and Westside Baptist
Churches will e at 11:30 a.m. at
Westside Baptist Church.
————
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
church for Week of Prayer
program.
————
Board of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
————
Reservations for ladies' day luncheon on Wednesday at Oaks
Country Club should be made by
today with Suzanne Oakley,
753-8288.
Skating party for North
Calloway Elementary School will
be at 6 p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray-.

CONVENIENT SIZE
LAUNDRY PAIR
Versatile stack or built-in application
ELECTRIC DRYER
•Stainless steel cylinder .3-position air temp. control
•Tempered glass window •10 lb. rating *Coarse/fine lint
filter

WASHER
..5-position water temperature control *Regular. permanent press, and knits/delicates cycles *Automatic each.
detergent, softener dispenser •10 lb. rating

Now Only

$42900
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
c,

Village

Shopping Center

(Next to Cain s AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

Deatt)
L
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Teen's Tantrums Trip Up
Parents' Weekend Plans
By Abigail Van Buren
g 1587 5, Liftwersai

DEAR ABBY: We have two
daughters, 12 and 14. The 14-yearold hates to go anywhere with us —
even to the corner store. I usually let
her stay home, but we're planning
a long weekend trip, and she's
begging me not to make her go.
Frankly, I would just as soon stay
home than have her with us complaining about the long drive and
whining all the time because she's
bored. She says she can stay with
her girlfriend if I let her stay home.
It would make a more pleasant trip
for me. I'm torn both ways. I keep
telling myself: "Why should I give
in and let her stay with her friend?
I don't know the friend's parents
that well, and she's only 14. I'd
worry about her."
On the other hand I say to myself:
"If she is forced to go with us and
sulks, whines and complains. I
could ignore her. But why should I
have to suffer and have my trip
ruined?"
Please help me, Abby.
GOING CRAZY IN SANTA ANA
DEAR GOING: Your daughter
is manipulating you. She
whines and complains so you
will not want her around. Lay
down the law. Insist that she go
with you and refuse to put up
with her childish tantrums.
When she knows her scheme is
not working, she'll make the
best of it and lighten up. If you
let her win, you will be sending
her the message that all she has
to do to get her way is be
obnoxious and you'll knuckle
under.

Monday, Sept. 14
Football J.V hosts Mayfield 6130 p.m
Tuesday, Sept. 15
Student Council Meeting/8 a.m
Faculty Meeting/Library/3:05 p.m.
Soccer Team hosts U.H.A. at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday. Sept. 16
Activity Period: French & Spanish Clubs
"A Celebration of Citizenship" on KET
Thursday, Sept. 11
Spanish Club Meeting/3 p.m.
Soccer Team hosts Heath/5 pm.
Friday, Sept. 18
Spanish Club "Pot Luck" at Kristi Hohman's
Saturday, Sept. 19
W'SJP 1213/Debbie Rutledge
FHA Fashion Design Field Trip to Paducah
Band Contest at Trigg County High School

Pfeil Synd.C111.1

Before I send these diaries, I need
to be sure you will return them —
registered mail, of course, at my
expense. Thank you.
MY SIGN IS LEO
DEAR LEO: Please don't send
me your diaries. I'm sure they
would make fascinating reading, but I am not qualified to
evaluate material for possible
use as a television series. You
need a literary agent.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am planning a
one-week vacatiop to San Francisco
and already have my airline tickets
(they are non-refundable). My son,
18, is insisting that I have-an.AIDS
test when I return from my vacation. He says you can pick up AIDS
from saliva, and since I will be
eating in lots of restaurants and am
also staying in the home of a gay
friend, I am taking a large risk.
What do you say about this.
Abby? Although I pretended to my
son not to be worried, now I am
becoming concerned. I think the
medical world is trying to downplay
the AIDS epidemic to avoid panic in
the general population. Can it be
that it is really worse than they are
letting on? Please tell me if you
think the risk is really great.
Naturally I don't plan on having
sex with anyone, or kissing anyone
while I am there:
FLORIDA ABBY FAN

Dr. Robert Cogswell, director of Folk Arta for the Tennessee Arta Corn
mission, spoke recently at Murray State University during a folk art
celebration. Cogswell lectured in the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery. The
celebration was funded, in part, by the Kentucky Humanities Council.
the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Murray Chamto-r
of Commerce Business Conunittee for the Arts.

MSU freshmen taking part
in study of learning program

Newly arrived freshmen at Murray State University are keeping
daily journals and identifying their
learning styles in a program
DEAR FAN: Your son is mis- designed to help them stay in
taken. You cannot pick up AIDS school.
The retention effort began Sunfrom eating in a restaurant, or
•••
staying in the home of a gay day night, Aug. 23, when students
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 33-year-old friend — unless, of course, you in the freshman residence halls
woman who has been married four engage in unprotected sex with gathered in a standing-room-only
times. None of my marriages lasted the gay friend and he is infected meeting to listen to Dr. Frank
over a year (two divorces and two with the virus. Call "informa- Julian, vice president of student
annulments). I'm beautiful, intelli- tion" for your local AIDS hot- development, discuss the pitfalls of
gent, rich (Daddy's money) and line, then call and ask any starting college.
miserable. I've experienced both questions concerning AIDS that
"All along, we've known the proalcohol and dope addiction, been come to mind. A trained, knowl- - bIerna
of freshman life; now, we
edgeabl
e
person
will
answer
hospitalized twice, but I'm clean
are trying to determine how
your questions.
now. So why am I writing to you?
widespread these concerns are.
I've kept a daily diary for 17
•• •
Getting these new students started
years, and I'd like to send you my
right means we must find ways to
diaries so you can
e if you
think my life's story 3uld make a
(For Abby's booklet, "How to Write remove these obstacles or help
good television series.(My psychia- Letters for All Occasions," send a students around them," Julian
trist thinks it would.) I don't expect check or money order for $2.50 and a said.
you to read the entire 17 years' long, stamped (39 cents), self-adAt the - meeting Juliara,and
envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
worth, but how about if I sent you dressed
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, members of the Housing Office
the last 10 years?
III. 61054.0
staff gave freshmen the MyersBriggs Type Indicator (MET ). a
test that shows individual learning
styles.
"Across the country, studies
01 have shown that professors and
students seem to have very different
learning typologies; they
01
have different educational values.
Our goal is to sensitize freshmen to
*Every Sat. and Sun. til Noon*
their own ways of learning so that
they can adapt to the different pro/
1 2 order Country Ham, 2 Eggs,
fessors they will have throughout
Home Fries, Toast or Biscuits
college," Julian said.
In addition, students completed
and Gravy!
Only
a short survey concerning their
choice of schools and their first im1906 Coldwater Rd.
pressions of Murray State. These
759-1
864
to
results will be used for recruiting
research and individual counseling.
Each resident received a pad of
paper and a pen to use in writing
a daily journal of his or her ac-

Homeplace Family Restaurant
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
65

SNAPPER
FREE GRASS CATCHER
NO.DOWN PAYMENT
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

SHELTER INSURANCE

995

policy,
premium

„e4s. FOR A SNAPPER
25"6HP HI-VAC RIDING MOWER
SNAPPER Rear Engine Riders are America's #1 Consumers Choice
For limited time, SNAPPER is offering the 25"8HP HI-Vac Riding Mower
(Model 25065)for the fantastic price of only $999.95. You also receive a
Single Bag Grass Catcher absolutely FREE with your purchase SNAPPER's
rugged 25"6HP HI-Voc Riding Mower features disc-drive and on-the-go
shifting through five forward speeds and SNAPPER's patented Hi-Vac
system stands grass up for a more even cut For added comfort our
riders have a patented smooth start clutch Combine this incredible offer with no down payments and low monthly payments and
you have a spectacular SNAPPER value Visit your SNAPPER
dealer today!
kV a snap with

PICTURED
WITH FREE
GRASS CATCHER
Retail Value

$139.95
011117
,
1
4
r
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WARRANTY

PER
A division of Fuqua Industries

for Mom, Dad
and children

AT SHELTER,
ITS A MATTER Of PERSONAE PRIDI

/
1
41111 f)
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JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER OWNERS
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Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut St. Murray

753-4110 or 753-2571

'WIN,
err

Harold
"Jack"
Romaine
Licensed in Ky. and Tenn
201 N. 5th
759-1033

tivities and feelings about college
for a month. In late September the
journals will be collected and
studied — and Julian has prom)ed to read every pad turned in
"Not only is this an accurate
reporting of their life events, but it
also provides us with a fair picture
of their attitudes during the first
month of school, which is really the
hardest time to get through," he
said.
This group of entering freshmen
will be studied further in orientation classes, where members will
take the Student Development Task
Inventory (SDTI ), testing their
personal growth in noncognitive
areas like independence and career
choice.
The test will be given again in the
sophomore year and before
graduation, to determine how the
Murray State academic environment has affected the group.
One difference Julian expects to
find is the higher degree of retention and graduation of students living on campus as opposed to
commuters.
"It's a proven fact, really, that
students who live in the residence
halls become better students and
are more satisfied with their college experience," Julian said.
"They make better grades, get
more involved in campus activities
and have a greater chance of
graduating than do students who
drive in to school every day.
"My message to these freshmen.
is this: they can graduate from
Murray State, and they can learn
outside of class as well as inside.
Through these efforts, our staff will
try to improve our strategies and
programs to help them do that "

R.J. Reynolds
expected to make
announcement
RALEIGH (AP) — R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. is expected
to announce next week that it has
mastered the technical problems
of making a "smokeless
cigarette," but wil not enter into
production until the winter, a
cable news network has reported
The Cable News Network Thursday quoted unnamed sources as
saying the tobacco giant is advancing the annoucement of the product because too many employees
are learning of the secret project
to keep it quiet. Reynolds also is
_reportedly concerned about potential competition in the race for the
smokeless cigarette, sources told
CNN.
Contacted at his office in instonSalem on Thursday night, company spokesman David Fishel told
The Associated Press he could
neither deny nor confirm the new
product or that the company
would make an announcement
next week.
"You know, it's standard policy
for us not to comment on speculation or rumors," Fishel said. "I
understand they (CNN I got their
information through an advertising agency. But, I can't comment
further."
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Despite rnilding temperatures, ticks still pose problem
The weather in most parts of the
United States will soon become
mild, but hikers, campers and
others who love the outdoors need
to exercise caution. Tick season
continues, the experts say, almost
through November in some areas.
For most people, ticks are simply a nuisance. Doctors and other
health professionals warn, though,
that ticks can carry a variety of
serious — and potentially fatal —
disease — causing microbes. In
most places, the threat of contracting one of these illnesses does not
justify avoiding nature.
Nonetheless, preventive
measures, and an awareness.of
ticks in general, might further
reduce the hazard.
In the United States, the most
threatening tick-borne illnesses to
humans are Lyme disease and
Rocky Mountain spotted fever.
More than 1,070 cases of Lyme
disease and nearly 750 cases of

Rocky Mountain spotted fever
were reported in 1886, according to
the Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta, Ga. The ticks that carry
these diseases are found in narly
every region of the country. Left
untreated, Lyme disease causes a
form of arthritis, among other problems, and Rocky Mountain spott e d fever — sometimes
misdiagnosed as the flue — can be
fatal.
Worldwide, scientists have
discovered numerous
microorganisms that ticks carry
and pass on to animals and man,
Dr. James Keirans, a medical entomologist with the National Institutes of Health, says. In fact, he
continues, these tiny "brown bags
of blood" transmit more diseases
to humans and animals than any
other arthropod except mosquitoes. Arthropods are a division of the animal kingdom that in.
eludes almost 80 percent of all

Fishing line
By Jerry %lupin
Conditions are improving rapidly as the fall season settles in on
us. The water temperature has
fallen to 79-80 degrees and if we
should have some rain it will come
down even more.
The elevation is holding between
357-356 and this puts a lot of good
brushpiles and treetops close to
the surface where they can be
fished.
Many bass anglers are reporting
finding a lot of fish around this
type of cover.
However,the largest concentrations of bass are being found in the
grass, both shallow and deep.
As the water reaches winter
pool it will be difficult to cast some
areas, much less get into them by
boat, because of the density of this
grass.
Bass love it though. they use it to
hide in and to ambush their prey
so, we have to learn to fish it. The
hardest part is finding a lure that
will come through it effectively.
Several crappie were taken over
the holiday weekend from the
deep drops. J.T. Nesbitt told me a

couple of weeks ago that he could
catch a limit even though conditions were not very good. Well he
and his brother did just that. kept
60 and 20 of them were real slabs!
We personally are still chasing
the stripes in deep water but as the
water cools, will look for schools
working the surface more. Our
total stripe catch to date has
reached 8,615 fish and its hard to
quit when they are hitting!
Slab spoons and roostertail spinners are still the best to use unless
you are fishing at night.
I stopped by Benson's Sporting
goods Wednesday and purchased a
weed shark. Know what it is, a lot
of you do and several have been
using them for a while. It is a double edge blade which is made for
cutting the aquatic grass away
from the prop of your trolling
motor or the big engine prop. It is
easy to install, just epoxy it to the
housing like the instructions say
to. This little gadget is something
you need if you plan on fishing the
grass!
Happy Fishing!

Can You Afford A New A.T.V. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!
Yamaha
Kid Size

Only

706

'399

Town & Country Yamaha
fiery. 94E Murray

90 Days Same As Cash To Qualified Buyers'

7534078

N.Vc....NaaaNNNYANNax
New 1987 Pontoon Boats Now In Stock
•Hevris Flote Botes
•Riviors Gusset
•Crest

animals on Earth.) In the United desert tick that lies in the sand
States, these include Colorado tick waiting to hitch rides on passing
fever, a viral illness, and tick camels. Horrifying as it sounds,
paralysis, a mysterious and dead- "some North African and Middle
ly condition only cured by remov - Eastern ticks will come running
i n g the offending tick. after you," he adds.
Agricultural scientists in this
"There isn't any such thing as a
country. Keirans says, constantly 'normal' tick," Dr. Willy
look out for the introduction of Burgdorfer, a medical enforeign, disease-carrying ticks — tomologist at NIH's Rocky Mounsuh as species carrying Texas Cat- tain Laboratories in Hamilton,
tle Fever — that could decimate Mont., says. "Ticks of any species
livestock populations.
are potential reservoirs of
Identifying diseases and con- disease."
trolling the introduction of disease
In 1981, Burgdorfer identified
— carrying ticks, Keirans says, the microorganism responsible
depends in part on the Smithso- for Lyme disease in the tick
nian's tick collection at the institu- species, Ixodes dammini, the deer
tion's other problems," he says, tick. The microorganism has also
"you have to know what species been found in other species of ticks
you're workig with." Keirans uses in the United States and in Europe,
the Smithsonian's collection daily, where an illness almost identical
identifying ticks sent to him from to Lyme disease — Erythema
all over the world, adding new Chronicum Migrans, or ECM —
specimens to the collection and has been known almost since the
conducting research on the turn of the century. Telltale signs
biological characteristics of in- of both diseases are headache,
dividual tick species. The collec- fatigue and a spreading skin rash
tion is the largest anywhere, that resembles a bull's-eye. ForKeirans says, comprising more tunately, both diseases are
than 120,000 individual collections. treatable with antibiotics;
"There's really no other place to however, left untreated, the
send ticks that has the same diseases may cause inflammation
resources for accurate identifica- of the joints, neurological damage
tion," he adds.
and ether serious medical
So far, scientists have identified
problems.
approximately 850 species of ticks,
No one knows how LYme
Keirans says. Many of these are
disease came to the United States,
poorly studied, though, and the
Burgdorfer says. The first known
characteristics that distinguish
cases appeared in 1975 when
one species from another are often
children in Lyme, Conn., came
subtle.
down with its typical joint inflamFor simplicity, Keirans first
mation. Researchers hypothesize
categorizes ticks into two groups
that deer imported from Europe
— hard and soft. Hard ticks have
earlier in this century might have
an insect's typical shell and are
brought, the disease along.
the type most peopel, at some time
Another scenario suggests that the
in their lives, find attached to their
microorganin has bee present in
skin. Soft ticks, on the other hand, deer ticks f some time, but that
usually go after birds or bats, feed
the diseas didn't show up ivy
for much shorter periods of time
humans uititil East Coast deer
— perhaps only a few minutes —
populations — and thus, tick
and have a leathery skin.
populations — mushroomed with
Ticks attach to and draw blood
the advent of strict hunting laws.
from almost all vertebrate
When Rocky Mountain spotted
animals, .including frogs and
fever was first investigated in
birds. Keirans, for example, has
Montana in 1905, Keirans says, the
identified two species from
mortality rate for this illness was
Galapagos Island tortoises. Ex- 80 percent. Eventually, a
ceptions to this are the fishes and, bacterium carried by the Rocky
inexplicably, whales and seals, Mountain wood tick was identified
which like humans, are mam- as the culprit and effective
mals. Tick .life-spans vary, treatments were devised. These
Keirans says, but, in general, they
and other events prompted researlive from one to two years.
chers to begin collecting ticks
"Ticks also live in some inworldwide in order to zero in on
hospitable places," Keirans con- and stop or control tick-borne
tinues, "such as sea cliffs and
diseases.
deserts." Of course, there are no
Tick collections — such as the
flying species, but a few tick
Smithsonian's — have been used
species have eyes to help them
to identify sevral more tick
find hosts. Most ticks, however, species around the United States
come equipped with sensory that carry the Rocky Mountain
organs for detecting carbon diox- spotted fever bacterium.
ide, which all mammals exhale. In
However, Dermacentor variabilis
addition, ticks often occupy the
— the Eastern dog tick — now
same or nearby habitats as their transmits most cases. That
hosts, he says, citing a species of species is especially common in

LBL tagged as cookoff site
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The Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between The
Lakes has been named as the site
of the 1987 International Game and
Fish Cooking Association
IGFCA)State Championship
Wild Game Cookoff.
The announcement came from
Derse Smith Todd, executive
director of the IGFCA, the sanctioning body of the cookoff. "The
event is slated to take place on
Sat., Sept. 26 at Hillman Ferry
Campground." Proceeds will
benefit the First District League
of Kentucky Sportsmen, Inc.,
sponsor of the eveht.
"Wild game and fish cookoffs
are taking place throughout the
United States and Canada," she
said. "Currently, we have approximately 20 State Championship
sites planning cookoffs."
Designed to be fundraisers, the
cookoffs begin at the local level
and are most often tied-in with a
pre-existing festival or event.
Local winners advance to the
State Championship, where contestants will be vying for a spot at
the Taylor California Cellars'
World Championship Wild Game
Cookoff (location and date to be
announced).
State champions will be competing at the World Championship
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Manion says, "The cookoffs are
being organized as fun, festive
events, promoting the cooking of
game and fish and their nutritional value."
Anyone interested in entering
the state contest should write:
Wild Game Cookoff, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Ky. 42231.
For further information contact: Homer D.. Gray (502)
924-5602.
Organizations interested in
organizing a cookoff, may contact: IGFCA Wild Game Cookoffs,
P.O. Box 188, Delafield, Wis.
53018, phone 1-414-646-4110

otyaaNx_tvs5wzriwavc.
Marine Products
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10
10

for a total purse of $25,000415,000
in cash and prizes to the World
Champion. In addition to Taylor,
national sponsors include BeechNut Chewing Tobacco (presenting
sponsor ) and the National
Shooting Sports Foundation (official sponsor).
The IGFCA was founded by Tim
Manion, a well-known authority on
game and fish preparation. Manion authored the best-selling
cookbook, Wild Game and Country
Cooking; hosts the TV show, the
Outdoor Marketplace; and the
American Outdoors syndicated
radio show.
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the South Atlantic states. Of all the
states, North Carolina reported
the highest incidence of the
disease in 1986.
As with Lyme disease, Rocky
Mountain spotted- fever begins
with a rash, usually around the
wrists and ankles. Over the course
of days or weeks, the bacterium
multiplies in the body, enters
capillaries and bursts them, causing the black splotches that give
the disease its name. At that point,
Keirans says, "you're in big trouble." Without treatment, victims
can slip into a coma and die within
seven days after the onset of
symptoms.
Preventing these and other tickborne diseases is relatively simple. Keirans and other experts
recommend that people walking in
fields, woods or low-brush areas
always wear long trousxers with
the pant legs tucked into socks.
Shirts should also be tucked in.
Ticks, Keirans says, usually find
feet or ankles first, then crawl u p

person's body. "They spend an
awful lot of time just wandering
around," he says, although researchers don't know exactly what
ticks prefer in terms of body parts.
Tick removal methods are a
subject of controversy, but the
safest, most effective method,
Keirans says, is to grasp the tick
as closely to the head as possible
— preferably with tweezer — and
slowly pull it out. "If you yank on
it," he says, "you're liable to pull
the head right off." That situation
is not necessarily serious, but the
wound could become infected.
Burgdorfer recommends making a note of the tick bite and even
saving the tick for two to three
weeks.4s.o. reminder in case the
symptoms of Lyme disease,
Rocky Mountain spotted fever or
any sudden, unexplained illness
show up. Doctors. of course,
should always be informed of any
recent tick bite. As Burgdorfer
says, it could be the source of the
problem."

Ticks can Ilse in some
of the most in
hospitable
environments.
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Meet

Bill Rayburn
Sales Manager
and
1986 Million
Dollar Producer
See PrIfor all your
Real E late Needs

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

Office 753-1222

Good Luck
Racers!

RV Repair
Trailer Hitches
Installed

Used Trailers
giv.vorappil

121 N.
Murray, KY
(502) 753-7246

1987 Schedule
Sept. 5

Tennessee-Martin
(Scout Night)
Sept. 12 Southeast Missouri
(Business & Industry Night)
Sept. 19
At Western Kentucky
Sept. 26
At Louisville
Oct. 10
At Eastern Kentucky*
Oct. 17
Liberty University
( Parents Day)
Oct. 24
At Tennessee Tech*
Oct. 31
Morehead (Homecoming)
Nov. 7
At Youngstown State*
Nov. 14
At Middle Tennessee*
Nov. 21
Austin Peay*
*Ohio Valley Conference Games
All Times Are Central

7:30
7:30
7130
6:00
12:30
7:30
1:30
2:00
3:30
1:30 ,
1:30

Video Mart
Over 2,000 Movies
No Membership Fees
Convenient Parking
Night Deposit Available
Special Weekend Rates
VCR
5 Movies
For

$295

$600

Per Day

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.
502-753-1399

1988 Jeep Cherokee

1.9
3.7

0A APR Financing, 24 Months (2
door) OR $1,000 Cash Rebate
OA APR Financing, 24 Months
1.1 (4 Door) OR $700 Cash Rebate

by
for a
test drive.

*Come

CAINS AMC JEEP .% RENAULT
L "J"P
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

belcher oil co. inc.
403 South L.P. Miller
Murray
753-0212

THUS FAR: Murray State is 1-0 after a 34-6 victory at home over
Tennessee-Martin last Saturday. Southeast Missouri also is
1-0,
ing an 18-17 home upset over Troy State. which was ranked No.scor3 in
the NCAA Division II pre-season poll.
THE COACHES: Mike Mahoney is 1-0 in his first season as
head coach of the Racers. A 1974 graduate of Southern Connecticut
State,
he spent a total of six seasons as an assistant coach at Murray State.
During the 1986 season, he served as defensive line coach at
the
University of Kansas.
Bob Smith is 11-22 in his fourth season as head coach at soutlheast
Missouri. A 1962 graduate of Bradley University, he served as
offensive line coach at the University of Illinois prior to accepting
the position at SEMO. He is 0-3 against Murray State.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 3-0 Murray State win on Oct. 20, 1926.
the Racers hold a 20-2-1 advantage in the series. MSU is 10-1 against
the Indians at home, with the lone loss a 24-12 verdict in 1978, the
last
time the Indians have defeated the Racers. Overall scoring is
MSU
497, SEMO 217, for an average game going to MSU by a 22-9 score.
The largest MSU win was a 40-0 shutout in 1948. while SEMO's
best
was a 13-0 shutout in 1929. There have been six shutouts in the series.
five by MSU and one by SEMO.
THE STREAKS: Both teams enter tonight's game with winning
streaks on the line. Murray State has won its last six regular-season
games (which does not include the NCAA playoff appearance
at
Eastern Illinois I. while Southeast Missouri has won its last
five
games.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State is 1•1 when playing football on this date. In 1963, MSU traveled to Johnson City. Tenn..
to battle East Tennessee State and came away on the short end
of
a 21-14 score. In 1981, a trip to Tallahassee. Fla., resplted in a
14-11
win over Florida A&M. There have been no 100-yard -rushing games
by a Racer back on this date.
TONIGHT'S OFFICIALS: Referee: L.V. McGinty (OVC); Umpire:
Mark Kuhlman (MIAA ); Linesman: Bill Fryrear (OVC);
Line
Judge: Bob Fuchs(MIAA I ; Field Judge: Danny Doyle ( OVC );
Back
Judge: Bill Runge '( MIAA.).
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: In the last six years, Murray State has won 37 of the 54 games in which they've scored
first.
a .685 winning percentage.
RACERS AND SEPTEMBER: Murray State is 76-57-6 in football
games played in the month of September 'for a winning percent
age
of .568). That includes a 44-32-2 (.8521 record at home and a 32-34-4
(.457) mark on the road. Murray State won its first 11 home games
played in the month of September before finally falling to Tennessee
Tech 14-13 on Sept. 27, 1952. With a pair of wins in the upcoming two
road games (Western Kentucky on Sept. 19 and Louisville on Sept.
26), the Racers could even their road record during September.
DOUBLE DIGIT DEALINGS: Murray State has scored in/double
digits in 34 of the last 35 games it has played, including a d`tring of
11 consecutive games extending back to the third game of the 1986
season and including the 1986 NCAA Division I-AA playoff game
against Eastern Illinois.
STINGY DEFENSE: Since Murray State adopted the wide tackle
six defense in 1979, the Racers have shut out opponents three _times.
held them to a touchdown or less 30 times, and held them to two
touchdowns or less 53 times. That's in a total of 102 games.
LAST TIME: Murray State 42. Southeast Missouri 17, Sept. 6. 1986.
Houck Stadium, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 18,500) — It was a homeco
ming for junior fullback Bill Bird, and he celebrated in style. Returning to Houck Stadium for the first time since his high school
playing
days for Cape Girardeau's Central High School, Bird singlehandedly outscored Southeast Missouri 18-17 with three touchdowns
as he
logged his finest game as a Racer to that point. carrying the ball
19
times for 105 yards. He would have tied the school record
for
touchdowns in a game, but the third quarter expired just before the
Racers could run a plunge play which resulted in a fourth Bird
TD.
The Racers piled up 450 yards of offense in their first game
of the
1986 season, including 267 on the ground, mainly from
Bird and
tailback Rodney Payne. who stacked up 96 yards. The determi
ned
running the backfield mates demonstrated earned them the nicknam
e
of "The Missouri Mule Train," as they combined to break
a total of
30 tackles during their runs.
WHAT'S UP?: Here's a rundown of what Murray State's future
opponents are doing today:
Western Kentucky (Sept. 191 has the day off.
Louisville (Sept. 261 hosts Cincinnati tonight.
Eastern Kentucky ( Oct. 101 travels to Tennessee-Chatta
nooga
tonight.

753-6448

600 Main

753-0489

Murray, KY 42071

THE ASSAULTS CONTINUE: Willie Cannon tied the modern-day
MSU career touchdown record last week, logging his 21st career score
with a 30-yard screen pass from Michael Proctor. He has tied Billy
Hess (1967-70 ) and Lindsey Hudspeth 1978-80r. and stands 19 TDs
from tying the all-time MSU record of 40, set by Harlan Brodie in
1930. Here,s a rundown on the updated Racer top tens in which a current player is involved •
TOUCHDOWNS
1. Willie Cannon 11983-85). present, Billy Hess G967-70.
and Lindsey Hudspeth (1978-801
21
4. Bill Bird 1981-present Russ Hake 1967-691. and •
Carl Walker 11053-55)
7. Don Clayton (1972-74) and Rick Fisher 1969-711
19
9. Tommy Glover (1962-64 ) and
Danny Lee Johnson 11977-79, 19810
17
11. Rodney Payne 1985-presnt).
Nick Nance i197$-81i.
and Jack Wolf 11967-70 )
15
SCORING
1. Paul Hickert 1984-present )
186
2. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83i
153
3. Stan Watts 11968-71 )
141
4. Willie Cannon 11983-85. present)
130
5. Billy Hess i1967-70i and Lindsey Hudspeth 11978-801
126
7. Charlie Forrest 1963-65 and Carl Walker 11953-55)
121
9. Bill Bird (1984-present) and Russ Hake (1967-691 .
120
11. Don Clayton (1972-74) and Rick Fisher ( 1969-71 )
116

No 37

.etiett

RB. 5-11 215. Senior-3L
Cape Girardeau. Missouri (Central)

RODNEY PAYNE
RB. 6-1: 195. Junior-2L
St Louis. Missouri (Beaumont)

No. 74

No. 32

GREG HURD

WILLIE CANNON

ettl3

Restaurant

For a great meal before
the game!
Open at 4:00 Mon.-Sat.
Hwy. 641 N.
753-4141

No 28

BILL BIRD

For All Your Insurance
Needs, Stop In Or Call

oss Insurance

701 Main Street

Liberty (Oct. 171 travels to Tennessee Tech i Oct.
24 ) tonight
Morehead State (Oct. 311- hosted Kentucky State this
afternoon.
Youngstown State (Nov. 71 traveled to Bowling Green
State this
afternoon.
&tactic, Tennessee 4 Nov. 141 has the day off
Austin Peay iNov. 21i travels to Tennessee-Martin
tonight
CONGRATULATIONS TO GREG HERD: Senior offensiv
e tackle
Greg Hurd is continuing the traditiOn of outstanding
play the Racer offensive front has become known for. The Del-and.
Fla.,native was
named Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Lineman of
the Week after
grading out at 80 percent for his performance against
Tennei'lreeMartin. The award shows that Hurd is picking up right
where he left
off at the end of the 1986 regular season — he was named
to the same
award after the Racers.' regular-season finale at Austin
Peay last
year. He also continues a trend-in which the only
Racers to receive
the award lately have been DeLand products The
other was Charley
Wiles, a Kodak All-American last year who won the
award twice in
1986, once in the season opener against Southeast Missouri
. Wiles currently is a graduate assistant coach on Frank 13eamer
's Virginia Tech
staff.

OT. 6-3. 270, Senuor-3L
DeLand, Florida (DeLand)

Good Luck
Racers!

MERCURY
LINCOLN

GAME NOTES
Murray State Racers (1-0)
vs. Southeast Missouri State Indians (1-0)
September 12, 1987, 7:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Murray, Kentucky
GAME 2

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Welding

Gulf - 12th & Glendale
Eastside Gulf - 2nd & Main
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94 E. & 732

RACER FORMO,t

Hwy 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon-Sat 9-6

Repair

Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut

407 Maple
Souihseds of the Ct Squore
753-44S1

WAL•MART

Parts

Good Luck Racers
from all your Gulf Dealers!
Murray

Wed like to have the opportunity to show
you
what we mean with quality
Mat* Auto
protection and service Call o
f
f7 Insurance
Companies
us today

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

KOPF
REALTYRUD

Home 759-4900

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11. 1967

'83 Olds Toronado - P.S., P.B., power windows & door locks, power seats, tilt, cruise, air,

AM-FM stereo cassette. HLOADEDH

RB. 6-2, 200. Senior -3L
Sarasota, Florida (Sarasota)

Tickets are n
for the Weste
Sept. 19 ($6
the Louisv
Sept. 26(
Room 211 Ste
Monday throug
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MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"All The Way Racers"
401 Olive

753-5312

SAVE MONEY

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

"Buy Where The Dealers Buy"
See us for all your
used parts & used tares

Key
Auto Parts

A Division of Key Cars, Inc.
Hwy. 121 South - Murray, KY
(502) 753-5500

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1681
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Good Luck

Racers
Murray
Lumber Co.
104 Maple (near Downtown)
753-3161

WSJP
1130 AM
1500 Diugued R41
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-2400
SAM PARKER
Presider')
AIL

1,

Air time:
Murray State Vs. Southeast Missouri 7:00 p.m.
Don't Forget to Listen to the Mike Mahoney
Coaches Post-Game Show

\incrica\ Vinorite tit( Ire
4C=11
-tite

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Aboe,
defensive tackle Lance Golden bats a Pacer pass attempt
away in last Saturday night's action. Golden also recorded a quarter.
back sack as the Racers came from behind to defeat the niversity
of
Tennesse.Martin 34-6 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo I” (11

RECEPTIONS
1. Lee McCormick (1983-851
2. Jack Wolf (1967-70)
3. Billy Hess 11967-70)
4. Harvey Tanner (1965-671 and Gerald Young 11967-68)
6. David Thomas (1976-78)
7. Greg King (1978-81)
8. Gary Brumm (1974-77)
9. Bill Farrell (1970-73)
10. Willie DeLoach (1973-75) and Wayne Wilson (1964-66)
12. Stanley Howard (1985-present)
PASSING
1. Larry Tillman 1965-68)
2. Kevin Sisk 11983,85)
3. Tony Fioravanti (1960-63)
4. Matt Haug (1967170)
5. Tom Pandolfi (1972-74)
6. Mike Dickens (1976-78)
7. Gino Gibbs 11980-811
8. Charlie Forrest (1963-65)
9. Michael Proctor (1986-present)
10. Toby Thomason (1964-66)
FIELD GOALS
1. Jeff Lancaster (1980-831
2. Paul Hickert (1984-present)
3. Stan Watts (1968-71)
4. Hank Lagorce (1976-77) and D4vid Tuck (1980-83)
6. Steve Martin (1973-74) and Don Wright (1973).
8. Emodi Amagwula (1975-76)
9. Brian Crall (1979-80) and Charlie Forrest (1963-651

Go Racers

14 rater

122
101
96
91
81
80

68
67
60
47
5,037
4,917
3 449
3,407
2,970
2,677
2,553
2,329
1,783
1,391
35
32
21
15
10
8
6

Tile Ale& Sitoppe

No 26

No 6

STANLEY HOWARD

PAUL HICKERT

WR, 5-10, 175, Senior-2L
Brooklyn, New York (Thomas Jefterson)
RUSHING
I. Don Clayton (1972-74)
2. Danny Lee Johnson (1977-81)
3. Rick Fisher (1969-71). .
4. Nick Nance (1978-81)
5. Willie Cannon (1983-85, present)
6. Rodney Payne (1985-present).
7. George Greenfield (1969-72)
8. Tommy Glover 11962-64)
9. Carl Walker (1953-55)
10. Russ Hake (1967-69)
11. Bill Bird (1984-present).
RECEPTION YARDAGE
1. Lee McCormick (1983-85)
2. Billy Hess (1967-70)
3. Jack Wolf (1967-70)..
4. Bill Farrell (1970-73)
5. Greg King (1978-81)
6. David Thomas (1976-78)
7. Stanley Howard 1985-present).
8. Gerald Young (1967-68)
9. Harvey Tanner (1965-67)
10. Willie DeLoach (1973-75)

PK. 6-3, 195, Senior-3L
Clearwater. Florida (C)earwater)

2,804
2,522
2,297
1,928
1,844
1,840
1,771
1,766
1.669
1,611
1.253
1,837
1,560
1,393
1,343
1,147
1,097
1,080
1,074
1,019
966

"Makes Eating Lite Tasty"

309 N. 16th

Place Ain't Fancy
But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

w Available
n Ky. Game
each) and
lie Game
12 each)
art Stadium
Friday 9-4

GOOD LUCK RACERS!
THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE

come by and see us at:

612 S. 9th

753.5719

Murray

753 0045

Alden's Book
Service & Supply

from

'West KY's only cultured
marble manufacturer certified
by the National Association of
Home Builders Research Foundation.

753-5482

'86 Cadillac'CoupDeV816, loaded, leather interior, one
owner, 31.X X X miles A "state of the art" automobile

.20% off Boxed Scripture
Greeting Cards
'Brass & other gift items
'Children's Books • *Activity Books
*Bibles
905 Sycamore 759-1022
9 a.m.-5p.m. FA thrii
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U.S. Open semis set

Owners'
turn

Wilander cruises past Mecir
ensuring Sweden of finalist
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Now that he has
cleared his biggest personal hurdle, Mats Wilander just might
sprint to his first U.S. Open title.
Playing With just enough aggression and his usual patience,
Wilander whipped Miloslav Mecir
6-3. 6-7, 6-4, 7-6 Thursday night. He
emphatically ended the match by
taking the tiebreaker 7-0.
It was a sweet win for the third
seed from Sweden, who was 2-5
lifetime against Mecir and lost
here last year to the fifth-seeded
Czechoslovak.
Wilander plays countryman
Stefan Edberg, the No. 2 seed. in
Saturday's semifinal. Edberg
blitzed unseeded Ramesh
Krishnan of India 6-2, 6-2, 6-2
earlier Thursday.
Top-seeded Ivan Lendl and No.6
Jimmy Connors meet in the other
men's semifinal.

NFL says season
will not be halted

In today's women's semiVals,
second seed and defending champion Martina Navratilova plays
No. 6 Helena Sukova, whom she
beat for the title last year. No. 1
Steffi Graf was matched with No.
11 Lori McNeil, an upset winner
over Chris Evert in the
quarterfinals.
Before he plays Wilander in the
semifinals, Edberg had other
business. He and partner Anders
Jarryd. the No. 1 seed, met
American Davis Cup stars Robert
Seguso and Ken Flach, seeded second, in the men's doubles final
today.
Edberg had no trouble with
Krishnan, whose smooth strokes
were no match for Edberg's serveand-volley power.
"I felt I played the same way I
played all week," Krishnan said.
"The difference was I played a
better player today."

Kentucky colleges

Murray State head coach Mike Mahoney says that the Racers came out tight in their 34-6 win over
('TM
last weekend. MSU will be loosened up, however, when SEMO visits Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday at
7:30

Par photo b, 0141 Tuck

Racers turn attention to SEMO
From MSI:Sports Information

EKU opener headlines busy weekend
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky isn't expecting another easy season-opener
from Tennessee-Chattanooga on
Saturday. .
The Colonels, the preseason
favorite to win the Ohio Valley
Conference title, downed UTChattanooga 23-3 at home last
year. This year's contest will be at
Chattanooga.
"UT-Chattanooga has a lot of experienced players back and will
present a very tough test for our
team Saturday night," said
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
Kidd. "They have good size and
good team speed. We'll have to be
ready right out of the shoot this
year."
UT-Cliattanooga returns 16
starterifrom last season, including 10 on offense. The Mocs
are members of the Southern
Conference,
Eastern Kentucky returns eight
of 11 starters from a squad that led
all NCAA Division I-AA schools in
rushing defense last year, including tackle Aaron Jones and
cornerback Danny Copeland, both
preseason All-Americans.
In other games Saturday, Utah
State visits Kentucky, Cincinnati
goes to Louisville, Murray State

entertains Southeast Missouri,
Kentucky State goes to Morehead
State, Union travels to Millsaps,
Georgetown plays at Tiffin,
Cumberland entertains Evansville
and Kentucky Wesleyan plays host
to Tennessee Wesleyan.
Murray State seeks to remain
unbeaten in two games after
walloping LTT-Martin 34-6 last
week. Southeast Missouri opened
with an 18-17 victory over Troy
State.
Quarterback Mike Proctor
keyed Murray State's victory by
throwing for 275 yards and two
touchdowns.
Morehead State will try to rebound from a 29-0 setback to Marshall. Kentucky State is 0-2 after
falling 21-0 to Central State
"Even though Kentucky State is
a Division II team, their close proximity to us makes the game a
rivalry game for them," said
Morehead State Coach Bill
Baldridge, whose team is Division
I-AA. "They will play extremely
hard against us. They always do."
Baldridge said redshirt
freshman Chris Swartz will probably start at quarterback oyer
Lance Jansen. Swartz hit nine of
19 passes for 113 yards while
Jansen made 'nine of 24 for 104
yards.

We're Chewing Up The Competition
at

Faye's
Computerized Embroidery Silk Screening
Trophies — Sportswear — Jackets
Next to Pagliai's

753-7743

WANTED
Experienced
Farm & Construction
Equipment
Mechanic
If you fit the profile of a professional
mechanic looking for opportunities with a progressive growing dealership in Calloway County, let's get acquainted. The experienced
mechanic that qualifies will receive top compensation and liberal fringe benefits.
Send your name, address and phone
number to Box 1040-S in care of the Murray
Ledger & Times, Murray, Ky 42071 to arrange
a confidential meeting. Our people know of
his ad.

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Briter
SCHAUMBURG, Ill. — The National Football League Players
Association says it will strike on
Sept. 22. Team owners say they
will play games with whatever
players they can find.
Having established those positions, they'll now get down to the
business of trying to prevent that
from happening.
"We're going-to work around the
clock to try to get an agreement."
Jack Donlan, the chief management negotiator. said Thursday
after owners voted to play with
free agents and those players who
choose not to walk out.
A war of rhetoric has replaced
bargaining since the players' contract expired Aug. 31. After 17 sessions that accomplished little between April 20 and Aug. 14, the two
sides have met only once. The
411-hour meeting on Sept. 2 broke
off over the issue of security for
player representatives.
Telephone calls to the players'
union Thursday night after a staff
meeting were not answered
However. Doug Allen, the assistant executive director of the
union, told the Washington Post
that the owners' plan was a •'dumb
idea."
Allen said fans wouldn't accept
it and that veterans wouldn't cross
picket lines.
Some players have said they
probably would play even if their
teammates struck — among them
San Francisco 49ers quarterback
Joe Montana and New York Jets
running back Freeman McNeil.
Donlan said talks will resume
Saturday at a site yet to be determined. Management Council officials say it is likely to be outside
New York and Washington and
unlikely to be disclosed to the
media or public.
The two sides remain split on
the major issue of free agency.
The owners' vote t'as announced as unanimous despite the opposition of some football people.

With the first game of the
season now a pleasant memory
as a 34-6 victory over
Tennessee-Martin, the Murray
State University football team
turns its attention to the next
foe, long-time rival Southeast
Missouri, which invades Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday for a
7:30 p.m. encounter.
First-year head coach Mike-Mahoney and his staff have
played detective in darkened
rooms and the rookie mentor
has found clues to his practice
plan for this week.
"We were happy to win," he
said, "but there's a lot of
evidence on the film of things
we need to correct this week."
The primary area of concern
for Mahoney falls under the
category of penalties.
"We've got to eliminate the
penalties," he said. "The 14 we
had for 125 yards were way.
way too much. It cost us a lot a
couple of times: a big punt

return and a couple of drives."
After sputtering for a
quarter, the Racer offense,
powered by a sparkling performance from sophomore
quarterback Michael Proctor.
sprang to life on a rich mixture
of run and pass which resulted
in three touchdowns and a 24-6
halftime lead.
"I may have overcoached on
the concept of 'running the ball
right at them."' Mahoney
analyzed. "We're really best
when we mix the run and,pass.
That way we can take advantage of all of our weapons."
The most potent in the
arsenal was Proctor, who completed 14 of 29 passes for a
career-high 275 yards and two
touchdowns. He also ran for
another, the first in his collegiate career.
According to Mahoney, the
Racers will need every arrow
in their quiver to overcome
Southeast Missouri.
"They're a lot different than

they were in past years,— he
said after viewing film of the
Indians' 18-17 upset of Troy
State, which was ranked third
in the nation in the NCAA Division II pre-season poll.
The different look comes
from a more effective ground
game. Running backs Trent
Lane 1155 yards and Brian
Lattimore ( 61-yards combined
for 216 yards and supplemented
the always-potent Southeast
Missouri air attack. which is
under the direction of senior
quarterback Jeff Brown.
"Their running game adds a
new dimension to them,"
Mahoney said. "They look
almost like a mirror image of
us on offense, running out of the
'I' like we do."
The mirror image analogy
was accurate for the teams'
performances Saturday. As left
in a mirror is right in reality, so
went the traditional strengths
against what actually worked
(Cont'd on page II)

Nelson 'comfortable' in first chance, White finds power.
third with one. out in the bottom of player and first since Lee May on
the ninth.
June 21, 1973 to hit three homers in
"Any time you come up with the a game.
game on the line like that and you
Davis hit a solo homer in the secome through, it's a great feel- cond inning and a two-run shot in
ing," said Nelson, who had logged
the fourth, both off Padres starter
By The Associated Press
133 strikeouts, 24 homers and 74
Mark Grant, and added a two-run
RBI at Tacoma this year.
San Diego Manager Larry Bowa
homer off Mark Davis in the sixth.
Nelson, who arrived in San
just wanted pinch-hitter Rob
giving Houston a 6-4 lead.
Diego only hours before the game,
Nelson to be comfortable in his
The Padres rallied in the bottom
had faced Houston relief pitcher
first National League at-bat. But
of the sixth when Tony Gwynn hit
Manny Hernandez when both were
Nelson's game-winning RBI single
his seventh homer, off reliever
in the Pacific Coast League early
ended up making Houston more
Larry Andersen. cutting
this year.
than uncomfortable.
Houston's lead to 6-5.
Asked why he sent Nelson to
The Astros' 8-7 loss Thursday
In the seventh. Gwyrui and Ranpinch-hit when veteran Tim Flannight knocked them five games
dy Ready hit consecutive RBI
nery was on the bench, Padres singles. The winning rally started
behind San Francisco in the NL
Manager Larry Bowa said,
West pennant race.
when Templeton singled.
"Nelson had faced this guy (Her"This is a game we would have
nandez I before. I was trying to
liked to have had because we
make it comfortable for him."
could have gained a little ground,"
said Glenn Davis, who hit three
Davis had a chance to even the
homers to bring in five runs for the score with a fourth homer in the
Astros.
eighth with the Padres ahead 7-6,
The Murray High soccer team
Nelson, who came to San Diego but he grounded out off reliever
increased its record to 3-0 yesterlast week in a trade with Oakland
Lance McCullers', with the count
day with a 5-2 win at Paducah
for pitcher Storm Davis, got his 3-0.
first major-league RBI when he
With his 25th homer this year, Tilghman.
singled in Garry Templeton from
Coach James Weatherly was
Davis became the third Houston
pleased with the 'team effort'
Murray put forth to defeat the
defending regional champions.
The Tigers got strong defensive efforts from Mark Whitaker, Carl
Keeslar, Greg Moffitt, John
Muehleman to compliment the
superb goal-keeping of Chris
Hayes.
Tilghman jumped out to an early lead when Robby Brown conheater
kerosene
verted a break-away, bat MiChaal
Keep your
Fulton quickly headed in a Greg
Knedler feed to tie the score
working all wmter.

,

National

American
Devon White found what he was
looking for, and gave the California Angels a victory in a game that
went into extra innings after nine
runs were scored in the ninth.
With one out in the bottom of the
10th inning Thursday night, the
California rookie outfielder
homered off Steve Howe to give
the Angels an 8-7 victory over the
Texas Rangers.
(('ont'd on page 11)

Soccer
MEIS Tigers, 3-0, down Tilghman

preosecison
e ne.up
icerosenlu
Neater

1. New Wicks
2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean & Adjust Flame
For Kerosun•Allodin•Corona•Hollrnark

$19.95
to $24.95

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto
"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"
Chestnut St. Murray

753-4110 or 753-2571

The Tigers' second goal came
when Chris Dill nailed a penalty
kick and Murray led 2-1 at the half.
Early in the second half, a goal
was deflected off a Tilghman
defender and credited to Isaac
Schroeder. The play was started
off a Dill corner kick.
Fulton got his second goal on a
break-away, but Brown scored a
long goal tightening the score at
4-2.
Dill, however, responded with a
goal from about 25 feet out ending.,
the Tilghman threat.
Murray will face one of the biggest challenges of the season when
it hosts Owensboro at 1 p.m. Saturday at Ty Holland Stadium.

cza NISSAN

CMAYSIEN
UMW

11111=11111
Make us your
car and truck
leasing headquarters.

1P4 LEASiNG
F'FIOFFSSKDNALS

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
604 S 12th

Dodge Trucks

(502) 753-7 1 14
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Major League Baseball...
(Oont'd from page 10)
"I just went up there looking for
a good pitch to hit. It was a
fastball, and I swung." White said
of Howe's first pitch.
It was White's 23rd homer of the
season.
Brewers 4, Tigers 3
Paul Molitor broke out of his hit-

ting slump with two doubles, a
single, a walk and three stolen
bases as Milwaukee defeated
visiting Detroit. Glenn Braggs
drove in two runs for the Brewers.
Molitor, who had only nine hits
in 57 at-bats since his 39-game hitting streak was snapped Aug. 26,
singled in the first, stole second

Murray State signs local cagers
Donald Overstreet, who led
Paducah St. Mary's High School to
the Region I tournament last
season, and Carl Sias, who recently received his discharge from the
United States Army, have joined
the Murray State University
basketball team
"We're pleased to have Donald
and Carl join our basketball program," said MSU head coach Steve
Newton "Both have the ability to
make contributions to our success."
Newton said the Racers had been
following Overstreet's progress
during his high school career
because of his athletic ability.
"We regard him as perhaps the
premier athlete in basketball and
track in west Kentucky last year,"
Newton said
Due to a lack of some classes in
the high school core curriculum required by the NCAA's Proposition
48, Overstreet must sit out the
1987-88 season, then will have four
years to complete three seasons of
play.
"Donald is an excellent athlete
and basketball prospect," Newton
added "He has outstanding vertical jumping ability, as attested by
his three state high jump cham-

pionships.
In the last two seasons,
Overstreet averaged 22.4 points per
game. He had a total of seven
30-point nights, including six as a
senior.
Sias, who served two years in the
Army, recently received his
discharge from Fort Campbell,
where he attained the rank of
Specialist-4th Class while serving
In the 501st Signal Battalion.
While in the service, he played
for the Fort Campbell team and
was selected to the All-Army squad
which competed in the AAU
Championships.
"Cart brings a much-needed
dimension underneath," Newton
said. "Along with our other frontline players, he should be able to
assist us in resolving our rebounding deficiencies of last season. His
successful military competition,
his maturity, and his ability to contribute at both ends of the floor will
be keys for us this season."
A native of Alexandria, La., Sias,
26, will have a senior's eligibility.
He spent the 1981-82 season at
Navarro Junior College, then attended East Texas State University for a half semester before
enlisting.

and scored on Braggs' single.
Molitor doubled to begin a threerun Milwaukee third off Detroit
starter Frank Tanana, 13-10, then
stole third and scored on Braggs'
infield single.
Tom Brookens homered off winner Juan Nieves, 12-6.
Red Sox 5, Orioles 4
Spike Owen tripled in the tying
run in the bottom of the eighth inning and scored the winner on John
Marzano's single as poston beat
visiting Baltimore.
The victory was the third in a
row for the Red Sox and seventh
without a defeat this season
against the Orioles. The Orioles
have lost four straight.
Todd Benzinger walked with one
out and, after reliever Tom
Niedenfuer, 3-4, got Pat Dodson to

pop out, scored as Owen tripled to
center. Marzano followed with a
single that brought home Barrett.
Joe Sambito, 2-4, got the victory.
Wes Gardner pitched the ninth inrung for his 10th save.
Athletics 3, Royals 2
Jose Canseco walked with the
bases loaded and two outs in the
bottom of the ninth inning to force
in the winning run as Oakland edg.,
ed visiting Kansas City. The
Athletics, second in the AL West,
pulled within 2'2 games of
Minnesota.
Gene Garber, Kansas City's
fourth pitcher, came on to face
Canseco, got ahead of the count 0-2
and walked him.
John Davis, 3-2, took the loss.
Reliever Eric Plunk, 3-4, got the
victory with two hitless innings.

Racers turn...
(Cont'd from page 10)
for both teams. Murray State
traditionally boasts a strong running game, but the pass came to the
fore for the Racers, while just the
opposite was true for Southeast
Missouri.
Senior Bill Bird led the Racer infantry with 44 yards in 15 attempts
as seven MSU backs combined for
127 yards. While that total is what
one Racer would compile in a
game last season, the need for the
running game wasn't as pressing
with Proctor's throwing eating up
the field at a clip that had MSU
averaging 6.5 yards per second
down and 7.6 yards per third down.
Chief beneficiary of Proctor's
productivity was sophomore Glen
Arterhuni, a converted quarterback who pulled in five receptions

for 95 yards and his first college
touchdown. Fullback Willie Cannon alSo caught four passes for 54
yards and a touchdown, which tied
him for the MSU modern-day
career touchdown record with 21.
Leading the defensive effort for
the Racers was senior outside
linebacker Willie Prather, who lived up to his pre-season All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection with
12 tackles and a pass interception.
Saturday will be "Business and
Industry Night' at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Groups from businesses
in 'the Jackson Purchase area
received a special group discount
through their employees on tickets
to the game as the Racers say
"thanks" to thg greatest resources
of west Kentucky: its people and
its industry.*

ls‘1,‘

Guerrero critically injured in accident
INDIANAPOLIS (AP ) Indy-car driver Roberto Guerrero suffered a critical head injury when his car careened into
the wall on the last lap of the
last day of tire testing at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Guerrero, 29, was unconscious and in critical but
stable condition at Methodist
Hospital Thursday night with
moderate to severe head in-

juries, said Dr. StephenyOlvey,
medical director for CT,the
Indy-car sanctioning body.
"His vital signs are stable
and he's unconscious," Olvey
said. "We don't expect that to
change in the next 24 hours.The right side of Guerrero's
March-Cosworth hit the secondturn wall about 4:15 p.m. on the
second day of testing at the
speedway.

to Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
'Includes choice o potato tossed
salad &

$475

ALL YOU CAN EAT

475
1906 Coldwater Rd.

E very Thurs, Fri & Sat

Open 8:00 a.m.

759-1864

6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

4,1111•••s
SIMI Mal

•
•
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Divisible
L
Pct.
GB
Detroit
84
55
604 Toronto
83
56
Mr
1
New York
78
61
561
6
Milwaukee
77 63
550
74
Boston
67
72
482 17
Baltimore
62
78
443 3219
Cleveland
53
88
376 32
West Division
88
L
Pct.
Minnesota
75
66
532
Oakland
72
88
514
Kansas City
69
71
493
California
68
72
486
Seattle
66
73
475
Texas
65
75
464
Chicago
59
80
424
Thursday's Garnet
Oakland 3, Kansas City 2,
Boston 5 Baltimore 4
Milwaukee 4, Detroit 3
California 8 Texas 7 10 innings
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore I Habyan 4-4 at Boston ISetters
64), in)
Minnesota i Smithson 4-6 at Cleveland
(Farrell 4-0), (n)
New York (Guidry 5-8, at Toronto
1Flanagan 4-8). in)
Detroit I Snell 1-1) at Milwaukee (1-liguera
15-9),(n)
Texas )Guzman 12-11 I at California
(Candelaria 8-5i, In I
Kansas City (Saberhagen 16-8( at Oakland
( Ontiveros 8-61, n)
Chicago (DeLeon 8421 at Seattle 4Campbell 0-3 In)
Saturday's Games
Baltimore at Boston
Minnesota at Cleveland
New York at Toronto
Kansan City at Oakland
Detroit at Milwaukee. In)
Texas at California. In)
Chicago at Seattle, In)
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at Boston
Minnesota at Cleveland
New York at Toronto

NATION AL LEAGUE
Easel Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
57
587 81
St Louis
576
BO
50
189
New York
572
2
79
50
Montreal
68
511 1089
71
Philadelphia
493 13
68
70
Chicago
468 164k
74
65
Pittsburgh
Kest Division
GB
Pet.
L
88
536 86
75
San Francisco
70
70
500
5
Cincinnati
5
70
500
70
tl.ta
435 14
60
78
Atlanta
417 1689
81
58
Los Angeles
407 18
83
57
San Diego
Thursday's Game
San Diego 8, Houston 7
Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
6l, (Youmans 9-7) at Chicago I Lan.
caMontreal
caster
San Francisco I Dravecky 9-9) at Cincinnati (Rasmussen 1-1). (n)
6-2) at New York Darting
12S
-ti
8,LAmis
in) (Th"
d
Pittsburgh (Drabek 7.11) at Philadelphia
K Gross 8.12). In)
Los Angeles (Valenzuela 11-13( at Atlanta
1Coffman 0-1). in)
Houston I Scott 15-10 at San Diego I Show
6-16).
Saturday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
St Louis at New York
Los Angeles at Atlanta
San Francisco at Cincinnati. (n1
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. (n)
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
St Louis at New York
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Los Angeles at Atlanta
San Francisco at Cincinnati
Montreal at Chicago
Houston at San Diego

Thursday's Transactions
American League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS-Activated Jim
Eisenreich. outfielder. from the 15-day
disabled list.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Recalled Juan
Bonilla and Phil Lombardi. infielders, Jay
Buhner and Roberto Kelly outfielders.

Orestes Destrade. first baseman and Rill
Fulton and Al Leiter, pitchers from Columbus of the International League
Natiotuil League
CINCINNATI REDS-Announced a two.
year agreement with Greensboro of the
South Atlantic League for a Class A
franchise

Detroit at Milwaukee
Texas at California
Kansas City at Oakland
Chicago at Seattle

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

Mazda, Inc.

Southside Used Cars

$ 1 55900
'87 Mazda RX7-Turbo Blue, 5100 miles
$ 5,995
'87 Dodge Omni 4 Dr., Red, 15,800 miles
'86 Chevrolet Conversion Van Twin air 44,800 miles $13,600
$ 6,695
'86 Mazda 323 32,300 miles
'85 Olds Cutlass Cpe Brhm. Gold, V8, 44,300 miles. $ 8,495
$ 6,595
'85 VW Jetta 4 Dr., turbo, diesel, red, 49,500 miles
3,900
'85 Audi 5000 S Turbo 4 Dr., gold, 40,600 miles
$ 6,995
'85 VW Jetta 4 Dr., grey, 55,400 miles
$ 5,49
'85 VW Golf 2 Dr., white, 34,800 miles
$ 3,995
'85 Ford Escort 2 Dr., red, 25,200 miles
$ 8,995
'84 Buick Riviera V8 engine, loaded, 62,200 miles
$ 4,395
'84 Ford Tempo 4 Dr., AT, blue, 49,800 miles .
'84 Pontiac Gran Prix LE Light cream, 68,200 miles.$ 6,495
'84 Dodge 600 Convertible Cherry red, loaded, 58,400 miles.$ 7 495
'84 Ford Tempo 4 Dr AT, brown, tilt & cruise, 64,500 miles 4,495
'83 Nissan 280-ZX T-top, red, one owner, 42,500 miles. 8,995
7,995
'83 Nissan 280-ZX Champagne, 54,100 miles
'83 Olds Sta. Wgn. 88 Custom Cruiser, 9 pass., 80,500 miles. $ 5,795

That's
State Farm
insurance."

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Carroll VAC •-• Audi
505 S. 12th St.

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

Good
Thurs.-Sot.
Sept. 10-12th

Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

to

SCOREBOARD

753-3581

'83 Ford Fairmont' „r., red, AT, cruise, 87,300 miles...$
'83 RX7 LE Sunroof, silver, 55,700 miles
'83 Olds Cutlass Cpe Pearl met., 64,800 miles
'83 Buick Park Ave. 4 Dr., leather seats, loaded, 100,200 miles$
'83 Mazda Sta. Wagon GLC Biege, 89,500 miles.$
'82 Chevy Camaro Zi§ Red. 58,900 miles
'82 Nissan 280-ZX T-top, AT, cream, 48,500 miles
'82 Buick Regal 4 Dr., green met. 55,300 miles
'82 Olds Cutlass Brhm. V8 engine, loaded 55,400 miles
'82 Olds Delta Royal 4 Dr., diesel, 118,500 miles
'82 Chevy Pick-up Silverado Sliver & red, 78,200 miles $
'81 Chevy Pick-up Custom 10 2-tone red, sharpe, 71,100 miles$
'81 Lincoln Mark IV 4 Dr., white, 58,600 miles
'80 Olds Cutlass Cpe V8, cream, 67,300 miles
'80 Olds Toronado Loaded, brown, 69,200 miles
'79 Mercury Gran Marquis Brghm. Black, 65,600 miles...
'77 Ford Pick-up Ranger XLT Red & silver, 93,600 miles....$
'77 Dodge Conversion Van Twin air, nice, 100,100 miles

3,195
6,495
5,495
6,295
2,995
6,295
7,295
4,695
5,695
2,495
5,995
4,995
7,395
3,595
4,495
3,295
1,695
3,995

Open till 7:30 p.m. Mon., Thurs., & Fri.
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Area churches release schedule of services for Sunday

Vanous churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, Sept. 13. to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
————
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Wayne Carter. pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at West Fork Baptist
Church. Bernice Garland will
serve as deacon of the week. Don
Norsworthy will direct the music
with Janet Arnold and Mark Winchester as accompanists. G.A.
Ward will sing a solo at morning
service. The Children's Choir,
directed by Beveraly Carter and
Tammy Blakely. will sing at evening service. Sunday School will
start at 10 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be
celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. at

St. John's Episcopal Church. Fr.
Andre' Trevathan will be
celebrant and preacher. He will be
assisted by Elizabeth Whitmer,
lay read, and Rose BogalAllbritten and Sean Hoskins, lectors. Church school teachers for
term beginning Sept. 20 will be
commissioned at 10:30 liturgy.
First United Methodist
Dr. Ben Boone, director of
Wesley Foundation at Murray
State University, will speak about
"Laughter of Disbelief — Surprise
of Faith" with scripture from
Genesis 18:1-15 at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services at First United
Methodist Church. Kim Hill will
sing a solo, "Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Child" at early
service. The Chancel Choir.
directed by Bruce Chamberlain
with Joan Bov;ker as organist, will
sing the anthem, "The Lord Is My
Shepherd," at 10:50 service.

Church School will be at 9:45 a.m. and Joe Lawrence will give the
day School will be at 9:45 a.m
sing "God's Family'' at morning
children's devotion. Randall Watts
Westside Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
hour and "Awakening Chorus" at
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will will direct the music with Carolyn
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich, evening hour. Keith Inman will
speak about "Leaning to Wait Pool and Donna Parker as accompastor, will speak about "The Joy
sing a solo and Alison Sears will
Upon The Lord" with scripture panists. Sunday School will be at
of Belonging" with scripture from
give a mission testimony at evenfrom Isaiah 40:27-31 at 9 and 10:50 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30
Exodus 6:2-8 at 10:30 a.m. service
ing hour The ordinance of bapa.m. services and about "Opera- p.m.
at Immanuel Lutheran Church. tism will be observed at morning
tion Good News Murray" at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Assisting will be Mrs. Marie
hour. Sunday School will be at 9 30
service. Tommy Scott will direct
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, Saegesser, organist,
a.m., basket dinner at IV noon, and
Jennifer
the music with Patsy Neale, Susie will speak about -The Agony of Jones
and Nicole Jedan, acolytes, Church Training at 6 p.m.
Scott and Kathy Ligon as accom- the Uncommitted" with scripture
George Friebel and Brian
West Murray Church
panists. Teresa Gilson will sing a from James 1:5-8 at 10:50 a.m.
Milbrath. Adult Bible Class will be
Cloyce Sutton II will speak
solo at 9 a.m. service. Mrs. Ligon service and about "Set Apart to
at 9:30 a.m.
about "The Neglected Vineyard of
and Tony Oliver will sing solos and Pray: Eliza Broadus and KenThe Lord" with scripture from
Basel Baptist
the Church Choir will sing "Good- tucky" at 7 p.m. service at
The Rev. James T. Garland, Proverbs 2430-34 at 10:50 am
bye World Goodbye" at 10:50 ser- Memorial Baptist Church. Fredpastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
service and about "The Purpose of
vice. Special music will be by Lisa die Allgood, deacon of the week,
6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist Singing" at 6 p.m. service at West
Watson and Julie Stone at 6 p.m. Lee Housden and Greg Knedler Church.
His morning topic will be
Murray Church of Christ. John
service. Sunday School will be at will assist. Milton Gresham will
"The Battle of Armageddon" with
McKee• will lead the congrega10 a.m.
direct the music with Margaret scripture from
tional singing. Also assisting will
Res-elation
Martin's Chapel
Wilkins and Brenda Hart as ac- 19:11-21. Music
be Harvey Puckett, Gene Watson,
will be directed by
and Good Shepherd
companists. Cindy Vance will sing Gene
Orr Miller with Gwyn Key Shannon Gamble, Bob Pervine
The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will a solo, "Broken and Spilled Out,"
and Oneida White as accom- and Festus Moody. Bible classes
speak at 9:30 a.m. service at Mar- and the Sanctuary Choir will sing
panists. The Choir will sing "Savwill start at 10 a.m.
tin's Chapel United Methodist "An Can it Be" at morning hour.
ed by The Blood" at morning hour.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Church and at 11 a.m. service at The Youth Choir will sing "Yes I
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor.
Good Shepherd L'M Church. The
Am/Lord, Listen to Your Children
and Church Training at 5:30 p.m
will present the fourth in a series
Choirs will sing at both churches. Praying" at evening service. Sunof lessons on "I Have Found The
Seventh and Poplar
Margaret Kennedy will play an day School will be at 9:40 a.m. and
Jimmy Allen will speak at 7 Book" with scripture from H
organ solo at Good Shepherd. Sun- Church Training at 6 p.m.
p.m. tonight and Saturday and at Chronicles 34:15 in the 10 a.m.
day School will be at 10:30 a.m. at
South Pleasant Grove
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m. ser- preaching:teaching session at
Former pastors will speak of
Martin's Chapel and at 10 a.m. at
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, vices on Sunday at
Seventh and Lake-Land Apostolic Church. In
their memories at Poplar Spring:
Good Shepherd.
will speak about ."Father, How
Poplar Church of Christ. Assisting the 6 p.m. Bible Study, Dan
Ed Richardson of Kentucky BapCan I Forgive Them?" with scripFirst Christian
will be Jerry Bolls, John Dale, Walker will present a lesson from
tist Convention will bring
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will ture from Matthew 18:21-35 at
Johnny Phillips, Dan Grimes, Luke Evangelistic service w ill
greetings: letters of greetings will
speak abut "Apathy!" with scrip10:45 a.m. service at South PleaWilliam Gargus, Kritt Allbritten. begin at 7 p.m.
be read; and congregational singture from Ephesians 2:4-7 at 10:45 sant Grove United Methodist
Make McW'ane, Jim Wilson, Trent
ing, according to the Rev. Chester
St. Leo's Catholic
a.m. service at First Christian
Church. Assisting will be Truman
Gibson, Johnny Bohannon, Jimmy
Masses will be at 6 p.m. SaturCulver, pastor, who invites the
Church. The Chancel Choir, Whitfield, choir director, Tommy
Allen, Maurice Weaks. Alan Mar- day and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
public to attend.
directed by Margaret Boone with
Gaines and Kathy Erwin, accomtin, Mark Hurt, George Patterson, St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
The church was organized on
Gary Galloway as organist, will
panists, Ann Wilson, Janice
Rudy Tripp, Ed Bucy and Bill Ed Tillman, S.J., pastor, will be
Sept. 14, 1887, with the introducsing the anthem, "Praise The
Nesbitt, Donna and Betsy
Hendon. Bible classes will be at celebrant. Assisting will be Martory sermon by Elder J.C. Spann.
Lord." Assisting will be Billie BurWhifield, Richard Nesbitt, Bobby 9:50 a.m.
jorie Wagoner. Will Aubrey and
A Plesbytery was organized conton, Marie Forrester. Annie ForHill, Hazel Lee Boyd and Michael
Frances Ross.
First Baptist
sisting of Elders Spann, D.V.
rester, Rachel Cella, Charlie
Parks. Sunday School will be at
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Outland and J.D. Outland;
University Church of Christ
Williams, Leah Hart. Walt Apper- 9:45 a.m. and Bible Study at 6 p.m.
speak about -Heirs with Christ"
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Deacons William Gardner, L.A.
son, Dave Eldredge, Terry Hart,
First Presbyterian
with scripture from Galatians speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. serFutrell and George Craig. J.D.
Jim Clanton. Sheila Shaw, Lynn
The Rev: Thomas Schell4:4-7 at 10:45 a.m service and vices at University Church of
Outland was elected as pastor by
Griffiths, Cathi Culek, Emily
ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
about "Set Apart to Pray" at 7 Christ at its new building. Sunday
the 26 charter members of the
Gore, Emily Davis, M.C. Ellis and
-To Comfort and to Challenge"
p.m service at First Baptist School will be at 9 a.m
church.
Jack Haskins. Sunday School will
wikh scripture from Exodus 20:2-3 Church. Grayson
McClure. deacon
University Baptist
The present church building was
be at 9:30 a.m.
at 10:45 a.m. service at First
of the week. G.T. Moody and R.P.
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor
built in 1962. A note burning serElm Grove Baptist
Presbyterian Church. The Choir
Hodge will assist. Dr. Ray Moore" will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
vice and dedication was held in
The Res-. David Brasher, pastor, will be directed by Anne Lough
will direct the singing with Joyce services at University Bapti.,,:
1967 with the Rev. Harold
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
with Susan Chamberlain as
Herndon and Allene Knight as ac- Church. Larry Gregory will direct
Lassiter, pastor in 1950-52, as
service at Elm Grove Baptist
organist. Church School will be at
companists. The Adult Choir, the music with Paula Gregory as
speaker, according to a history of
Church. Music will be directed by
9:30 a.m. and a Fellowship Coffee
distcted by Nell Earwood, will accompanist.
the church written by Otis Lovins.
Don Smith with Teresa Suiter and
will follow the worship service.
At least 30 pastors have served
Glenda Rowlett as accompanists.
Grace Baptist
the church during the 100 years of
Special music at the morning serThe Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor.
worship, some more than one difvice will be by Bobbie Burkeen, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
ferent time. They include J.D.
Electa Fulkerson and Don Smith.
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Outland, D.V. Outland, John
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Church. Leland Peeler will direct.
Stuart, S.W. Morgan, J.T. Stuart,
and Church Training and Junior
the choir as members sing "I
W.S. Morgan, Claborn Wells, A.J.
Choir at 6 p.m.
Know A Man Who Can" at mornByrd, J.T. Enoch, Charlie
Frances Drake
ing hour and "Nearing the Shore
Goshen Methodist
Stewart, P.H. Harris, Ed Outland,
The Rev. Susan Alison, pastor, at evening hour. Dwane Jones,
W.O. Hargrove, Eddie Lassiter, will speak
12. 19s7
Ft)R NATI'NI IAN .
at 11 a.m. service at
Anita Smith and Susan Jones will
F.B. Rogers, J.H. Thurman, L.D. Goshen
United Methodist Church.
be accompanist. James Rose will
ARIES SCORPIO
Wilson, Vernon Billington, Buron
Dan Woods will be lay assistant
serve as deacon of the week. Sun- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
((hi
23to No'.. 21 )
Richerson, A.R. Harris, Harold
Your charm does invite the cooper
Partners may not agree on every
Lassiter, Jack Jones, Charles
ation of others in business today thing today, but you're together When
Salmon, Jerrell White, Charles
Contacts prove helpful You need to it comes to.socializing liapp) tramar
Chumbler, Thomas Perkins, Lynn
exercise better judgment in spendtni. ac
tiost
iert
;
. helps the two of you heconie
Walker, Lloyd Perrin, Ronnie
TAURUS
Adams and Chester Culver.
(APr. 20 to May 20)
Far SAGITTARR'S

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
to celebrate 100th anniversary

Dr. Jerrell White
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
will celebrate its 100th anniversary on Sunday. Sept. 13. Those attending are asked to dress in attire
of 100 years ago.
Dr. Jerrell White, pastor of Second Baptist Church, Union City,
Tenn., will be the speaker at the 11
a.m. service. He served as Poplar
Spring pastor from 1963-67.
Special music will be directed
by Terry Byerly with Louise Short
and Tonya Wells as accompanists.
A potluck dinner will be served
at 12:15 p.m.
At 1:30 p.m. the 100th Anniversary and homecoming service of
music and memories will be held.
Featured will be The Shelton
Singers.

Your Individual
Horoscope

ciE

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

For health
insurance
with oldSPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

fashioned
personal
attention,
see me.

StArl

$219

•
HOffit•

I', 3 1 '

Special Good Sept. 8-12
si
!Health Insuram

T.J's

Shire Farm

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

Like a good

neighbor,
State Farm Is there
vat..p.m, ow.* Avt09'00.!

pion* 0./Ke

Ifs

By James H. Cain

Donald E Henry
WIN 1u; N ;

You can really have a good time (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
now by _relaxing and being yourself.
hest not to work hard today.
Put other interests aside and enjoy When you're relaxed, your charm
today's chances for romance and works to bring you valuable .career
contentment
gains.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
Dec. 22 to Jan III)
Try not to overschedule pair time
'This is certainly the time to pin
now. Make a point of enjoying the aside doubts and to enjoy the day as
comforts of privacy and home. Nour- it unfolds. You'll find that happmess
ish the spirit and happiness that comes through romance, travel and
comes from within
leisure.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some friends may keep you waitSome advice causes you. to revise a
ing, but there should be nothing posit it in in your career Dome life
keeping you from having a good time should be tops on today's agenda
today. Accept invitations. You attract Financial developments are favor
romance now
able
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22 I
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
461P
weiht
You should seek advice today on
In some situations today you may.
certain-aspects of a business venture
not have the right words-. In romance,
Overall your prospects for a success- however, you know your heart and
ful outcome are good.
speak with sincerity and effective
VIRGO
ness.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
TODAY, you are drawn to
IF
,
It seems. like you owe yourself a both art and writing-. You have many
vacation or at least a good time today. talents. Ile careful not to scatter your
Despite some hassles, you'll find it energies or become involved in too
worth your while to get away and to many things at once. An ability to
unwind.
express yourself is an asset to you in
LIBRA
both business and the arts. You'll find
(Sept. 2:3 to Oct. 22)
that social contacts will also contra
Try not to let everyone know your butt' to your overall success. Educa
business. Minimize interference and lion, advertising, publishing and
suggestions that could sidetrack you. counseling are some of the field,
.
Confidentiality breeds success today. which promise you fulfillment

A

1. Nostalgia is recalling the fun without reliving the pain.
2. To do right irrespective of reward or punishment is to attain the highest degree of morality.
3. Let no man presume to give advice to others that has not
first given good control to himself. Seneca
4. Tomorrow is simply an extension of today, and likely won't
be any better or worse than today, unless we make it so.
5. To belittle is to be little, to be grateful is to be great.
6. Some people never chance their opinion because it's been
in the family for generations.
7. A gem cannot be polished without friction, nor a man
perfected without adversity.

Caner.

GOSPEL MEETING

N

Make sweet
memories for your
grandparents.

Jimmy Allen - Preaching
Jerry'Bolls - Song Leader

Friday, Sept. 11-7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 12-7:00 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 13
8:30, 9:50, 10:40 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

7th & Poplar
Church of Christ

TUCK'S

PANELING

( 1 00 PATTERNS)

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7 30-3:00

Hwy, 45

1 Mi. S9:'
Martin,- TN
901/587.3000

4)03 LATTICE
01 CELOTEX ShingteA
Send the FTD"
Sweet Memories" Bouquet
Grandparents' DaN
is September 13.
(Al or visit us today.

leae

peted

FLOWERS

704 S. 4th 753-4320

EVERYONE WELCOME
I, 1 M Didernarki

FTDA

C

'Kier MA,

COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS
1
DOORS & DOOR UNITS
DOOR KNOBS
EXTERIOR SIDING
FAUCETS
FIBERGLASS BATH TUBS'
KITCHEN CABINETS
PANELING
PARTICLE BOARD
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS
VANITIES
VINYL FLOOR COVERINGS
WAFER BOARD

/9.95/,sq

97-i
LEADED
GLASS
DOORS
•••

oof-lt-Yourself
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and DECKS
s
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grandparents'
GDay
Sunday,
September 13 1987
db

Keyci• Leigh Wyatt
Grandparents
any & Patricia Miller

Stacey Robertson
Grandparents
J P & Wilma Prescott
James & Helen Uzze.

Savannah Nfthole Colson
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Cleo Colson

Andrew Smith
Grandparents
Charles & Barbara Chilcutt
Thomas & Helen Smith
' Great Grandparents
Porter & Evelyn Chilcutt

Joe Russell(Joey) Saddoris
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Joe W Dortch
Mr & Mrs Joe E Saddons
Great Grandparents Mrs Amy Dortch
•
Mrs Susie Workman

Brittany Horan* Green
Grandparents
Janet & Jacque Marvin
Canyon & Otis Cunningham
1
Millie & Bill Green

Andrew Scott Taylor
Grandparents
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Suiter
Great Grandparents
Mr. & Mrs_ Mason Thomas
Mrs. Melba Suiter
Mrs_ .Mary Olga Taylor

Jesse Orion Kinsolving
Grandparents
Ted & Helen McCuiston
William Kinsolving, Mary Kinsolving
Great Grandparents
Arvin & Clara McCuiston
Fred McClure, Carlton & Louise Fink

Lisa CaMon
Grandparents
Robert & Frances Carlton

Emily Futrell
Grandparents
Mrs. Allene Pritchett
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Futrell
Great Grandmother Lillian Miller

Kate K. Reeves
Grandparents
Walter & Rainey Apperson
Lester & Vonda Reeves

Jason Derek Hale
Grandparents
Dwayne & Janice Hale
Jim & Bettye Conner
Great Grandparents
Effie Kemp, Virginia Hale,
Hubert & Clara Bazzell
Great Great Grandparent
Carmen Horton -

Felicity Hope
Grandparents
Nicky & Patricia Ahart

Courtney Leann Erwin
Grandparents
Ted & Helen McCuiston
Theron & Rachel Erwin
Great Grandparents
Octie & Clara McCuiston
Carlton & Louise Fink, Ada Lyles

Angela Halkias
Grandparents Marlene Beach
Glen & Shirley Beach
Spiro & Maria Halkias
Great Grandparents 01/is Beach
Ralph & Goldie Edwards
Konstantinos Halkias

=A1
/
41.10t,
Katelyn Swift
Grandparents
"Buddy" & Betty Swift
James N. Coursey

4

Jessica Ashley Garner
Grandparents
Ruby Garner & Chester Garner
Great Grandparents
Taz & Ruby Youngblood

Jonathan David Frederick
Grandparents
Mr. & Mrs. Cleveland Foy
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Frederick
Great Grandmother Mrs. Nancy Foy

Tony Robertson
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Cleveland Foy
Mr .& Mrs. Ralph Robertson
Great Grandparents
Mrs. Nancy Foy & Mrs. Grace Flood

Kaylee Grace Ligon
Grandparents
Lenora Roberts. Linda Harding,
Billy Harding Great Grandfather Herbert Orr

Austin Scott Wyatt
Grandparents
Harold & Linda Wyatt
Del & Jean Fleming

•
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Happy Grandparent's Week
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Megan & Robin Thweatt
Grandparents
Bill & Carolyn Ha/lord
Joe Pat & Sue Thweatt
Great Grandparents
& Inez Thweatt,
Roosevelt Mathis.
Elbert & Leona Halton,

Adam, Brett, Lauren Nance
Grandparents
Mr. ti Mrs Galon Burkeen
Mr & Mrs Eugene Nance

Slue. Sett! & Sara Bryant
Granoparents
J P & Lala Parker
Porn Porn Bryant

& Hail,* Gryder
Grandparents
Betty J McKinney
Fred
'

0
Mitchell, Derek,& Tiffany McCuiston
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Max McCuiston
Pat & Brenda Smith

Josh Schecter
Grandparents Janice Knzan
Jackie Newberry
Great Grandparents
Arvin & Clara McCuistipn
4

Scotty Scheeler
Grandparents Janice Krizan
Jackie Newberry
Great Grandparents
Arvin & Clara McCuistion

Jeremy Herndon
Grandparent!,
Euel & Marie Kirricrs„,
LeeS Reba Hernoon

Melissa Herndon
Ciranaparent
Marie k rntvo
\ Reba Heprhjon

•••••••••••

'
11441..p.0

Amy Michelle McKnight
Grandparents
Hugh & JoAnne Deering
J.L.& Arvada McKnight
Great Grandparents
Hubert & Lucy Deering. Izel Mathis

Christopher Mark Denham
Grandparents
Shirley & Herb Denham
Ginn, & Jerry Hopkins

Susan Lassiter
Grandparents
Ruth & Charlie Lassiter
Woodrow 'Teague

Clint Stone
Grandparents
Mitchell & Carolyn Stom
Gerald & Sue Stone

Joshua Page
Grandparents Hulon Page
Mr & Mrs Howard Gibson
Mr & Mrs Bob Norton

Julie Diane Denham
Grandparents
Shirley & Herb Denham

Ryan Mitchell Berberich
Grandparents
John & Marion Berberich

Charisie Rhea Young
Grandparents
Janie Young. Charles & Ginny Conley
Great Grandparents
Charley & Grace Conley

Jessica Rae Phillips
Grandparents
Marilyn Erwin. Myrna Phillips,
James Dale Erwin. James F. Phillips

Eric Wayne Holland
Grandparents
Harry & Diane Elkins
Prentice & Modell Holland

Mitchell, Lance & Jeffrey Willoughby
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Henry Willoughby
Mr & Mrs Fred Thompson

it
Jeremy Haley
Grandparents
Johnny & Dorothy Maness
Joe & Barbara Haley

Justin Brien Burkeen
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Larry L Hale
Mr & Mrs Gene Burkeen

Jason Adam Smith
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Edward Glisson
Great Grandparents
Mr Bowden Ford & Mrs Vera Giisson

Robyn Ryan
Grandparents
Nicky & Betty Ryan
Ronald Housden & Martha Outland

Christopher Futrell
6ranaPtreni'S

Mrs Bruce F„Iit,
Mr & Mrs Charps h
Mr

&

04
:"11110.
Adrian* Leigh Southard
Grandparents
Faye & Gene Schrader
Christine Southard & Pete Farley

ar
Allison Leigh Haugh
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs N L Rowland
Mr & Mrs Charlie Haugh

Ryan & Taylor Houston
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Larry Hurt
Mr & Mrs 'Vicky Ryan
Mr & Mrs Don Houston

Rachel Leanne Haugh
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs N L Rowland
M' 3 Ors Charlie Haugh

Madeleine Anabolle Philp°.
Lawrence Samuel(Larkin)Philpot II
Grandparents
Lawrence & Lou Ann Phi/pot
Bob &
Belle Farless

Brooke Gee
c,randparent
Burt Gee

Amanda Lone Melton
Grandparent
Joy Melton
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Happy Grandparent's Week

Derek Mason
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Robert Swift
Mr & Mrs Edward Glisson

Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire
Grandparents
Mary Majors & the, !ate Wm Majors
Mr & Mrs Warren Shropshire
Great Grandmother
Ma belle Lan don

Tiffany Gayle Jones
Grandparents
William & Fronie Eldnage
Ray '5 Sue Hollingworth
Alton & Marie Jones

John ,Tyler Mitchell
Grandparents
Hon(as Mitchell
,Dan & Clot/is Seagraves

Kacie Brooke Crass
Grandparents
Sue Overbey & the late Larry Overbey
Sharon Crass & Hugh Gray Crass

Chelsea Janee Stephenson
Grandparents George & Jenny Clark
Charles & Dean Stephenson

sp

.4
/

IJ
Cory White
Grandparents
Rosemary & Tommy Miller
Margot & Dwain McIntosh
Shelia & Jerry White
Wanda & Larry Nance

Jennifer Burkeen
Grandparents
' J B & Jo Burkeen
Jean & Wade Norsworthy
Ernie & Mary F Sheridan

Lindsey Nekki Canup
,,,inoparents
ti Joephine M.. tHArb Canub

Tiffany Jordan Shemweil
ci•aqapare's
Mr & Mrs Li/burn Shemwen
Mr & Mrs Pat W Carraway
Great Grandparents
Mrs Opal Alien & Mr Luther Jones

Emily Black
Grandparents
Dan & Linda Black
J B & Jo Burkeen

Jamie Burkeen
Grandparents
J B & Jo Burkeer;
Jean & Wade Norsworthy
Ernie & Mary F Sheridan

Kala & Kristi Morton
Grandparents
Paul Max & Charlotte Wilson
Mickie & Margaret Morton
Great Grandparents
uthene & Estelle Grogan
Ruby Housden

Nicole .Darnall
Grandparents
Jim & Patsy Fain Charles & Bobbie Darnall
Great Gra6dparents
James &Reba Fain, Mary Nell Shirley
.

Miranda Jade Underwood
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs R J McDougal
Mrs Martha Underwood
and the late Stacy .Underwood'

Katie Smith
Grandparents
Charles & Barbara Chilcutt
Thomas & Helen Smith
Great Grandparents
Porter & Evelyn Chi/cut!

Amanda Lynn Cline
Grandparent
Gerry Cline
•

Mr

John Tyler Cathey
Mrs Bobby G Warren
Janice & Blane Cathey
6

•

•

••.t.

Lindsey LaShell Lamb
Grandparents
Mr& Mrs James C Lamb
Mr 8 Mrs Waiter C Wyatt

Amborly Paschall
Grandparents
Susy Darnell
Great Grandparents
Everett & Alice Outland

Mary Katherine Futrell
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs. Bruce Futrell
Air c% Mrs. Charles King

1

*'

41106"
44,

Gregory Scott Cook
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Larry Norsworthy
Mr & Mrs 08 Cook

Kacy Lynn Collins
Grandparents
Gene & Ann Collins
Carl 5, Clara Hamilton

Gregory Chad Gardner
Grandparents
Gene & Ann Collins
Marion Gardner

Jeremy Phillips
Grandparents
Jerry & Brenda Starks
Myrna Phillips & Jim Phillips

Andrea Marie Paschall
Grandparents
Everett & Tina Miles
Noble & Cleva Paschall

Whitney Dean Hendon
•
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs Dorsey Hendon
Mr & Mrs Bruce Garland
Great Grandma Vurlene Marr

1
Keyshia Deann Chadwick
Grandparents
Lanny & Judy Cunningham
Great Grandparents Jessie Key.
Morgan & Greynell Cunningham

Ashley Elizabeth Rankin
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs J A Cowart
Mr & Mrs J 0 Rankin. Jr

Michael D'Ella
Grandparent
Mrs Doris Carneal

Kellie Key
Grandparents
Mr & Mrs. Carlos Elkins
Mrs James Key
Mr & Mrs. C.E. Jones

Kyle Logan Harper
Grandparents
Ronnie & Sue Sills
Rabon & Joyce Harper
Claudine Darnel+

Tyler Solomon
Grandparents
Faye & Thurman Albin
Bessie Johnson

Kyle Starks
Grandparents
Jerry & Brenda Starks •
Reece & Los Earheart

Tiffany Rogers
GrandparentS
Thomas & Evelyn Tapp
0

Mindy Marie Chadwell
Grandparents
rs ay & Jay Chadwed
Joyce & Dud Thorne.
41$••,-

Tien
,
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NO
MEMBERSHI
DUES

VCF?
$400
per da

at„
Cet
V77

C

ok CI‘‘ MOVIES $1 50 each 11-cr.
Rent 3 or more & keep Iii Mori ;
6
VCR and 1 Movie $6 95/weekend
Swap Friday Rentals
on Sat & Sun for only $1 00
Dixieland Center
753-7731

1 Viper
4 Flat, baking
pan
9 Native metal
12 Mr Durocher
13 Chief artery
14 Lock opener
15 Mother and
father
17 Aspect
19 Unit of
Chinese
currency
20 Filter
21 ''Planet of
the -"
23 One-year-old
horse
27 Temporary
shelter pl
29 Dry
30 Three-toed
sloth
31 Morsel
32 City in
Illinois

-5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SPAT
RHO TAPCI
HERO OUR
EARN
UTE OUTER
ROT
TU UDES" AM FE
LADE'S MIAMI
OAIZIO S HAD
EIDIE
EINUL
HOD SUE M
ITS POT
LOA D S
SOUS PILL
PO AT
DUAL
AB
ANA
ADORN MI
ONFLAGRAT ION
ANTA
YES CILME
2 Ocean
3 Forewarning
4 Rational
5 Ardently
6 Bitter vetch
7 Latin
conjunction
8 Diminish

gradually
9 Giratfelike
animal
1 High
10 Legal matters
mountain
11 Sight organ
16 Orient
18 Retained
20 Hindu
2 1
1
4
5
6
7
8
10 11
9
garment
21 Make
12
13
14
amends
22 Danger
15$$16$$$
1718$$$
24 King of birds
25 The nostrils
19
20
26 San
Francisco
21 22
23 24
25 26
ball player
28 Part
27
28
29
33 "The 30
*Now"
34 Quill
31
3233$$$
34
36 Above
38 - beer
35
37 38
40 Vacant
36UUU
41 Part of play
39
41
42
45 Grain: pl.
40U$UU
46 Policeman
43
44 45
47 Possessive
pronoun
46 47
49 50
48 Emerge
victorious
4aUUUU
52
49 Baseball stat
54
50 Soak, as flax
53UUU
53 Equally
ril
55
57
DOWN

NU
UU

UUU

U.51 UUU

UU

1987 united Feature Syndicate
SPEANUTS

I CALLED CPUCK LAST

,,
YOVRE TURNIN6
A6AINST ...&..

NIGHT MARCIE I DON'T
Alm
TAINK HE LIKES YOU MORE THAN HE LIKES ME..
-_ --\
r
-7/---

..ei,

MARCIE
*. . .

1 1a

iv,
-

‘

.

------

-

-

to
,

414
:1
\
tr
7;;1.

L NI
6

gr•TT•rull
HNoi
\W!
AT A'\
BEAUTIFULMORNING 1...1

a.

I..,
....-zor.
. . . .4
_ _,, _,,.,.,. ,•es

YVE NEVER. FELT
SO AWAKE
IN yo-d
youR 1EAO-1ER.
WILL DE 61,41D
11D HEAR.
THAT

4

O MEAN
TH16 rSN'T
&ATOP-DAY

A

CAN YOU PO THAT?

0

BEETLE OAHU
YOU 5A/2 VOU
WERE SICK OF
MEATBALLS
At-JI7 WANTED
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

,

---'

Look who is

FORTY

CAW gob

Executive
Secretary

•
Happy
Birthday
BeckI!

-

1-14
FR)CAY

keS,
w

fr.
C • •

6

NOTICE

_

V

ciao

;

rsAatrat"7\

Mr

LOOK,OPIE: I CAN TOUCH
My NOSE WITH MY TONGUE'

Legal

Gymnastics

.-

.T.,
i

Help Wanted
9 Situation Wanted
16 Home Furnishings
26
TV
Radio
ART1ST model De
15AYCARE worker wilt EARLY American sofa, LEASE TO OWN 19'
partment of Art Part babysit nights, Mon Fri
makes queen size bed, color TV $28 a month
time Salary 15.00 per Excellent references
excellent condition, Murray Rental & Sales
hour
Experience in Call 759 1610 after Sp m
$250. Flexsteele recli
753 8201
artistic sensitivity DRESS
making. ner rocker, $100. lamp
preferred Work will be
alterations, drapes. etc
tablf„, $25 75.3 8255 call
assigned according to
4365830
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
before 11A M or after
need for models for fall
now has
GENERAL
house and 6P M.
Notice
2
and spring semester
10x55 TIP out in living
Contact Department of office cleaning 5 years rURNITUIZE and be
room and kitchen, par
GLASS repair & re
experience
References doing sale 3/3 bedding
tially furnished
489
placement for autos, Art, Murray, Ky 42071 Supplied
759 1578 or starting at $139 95, re
Necklace's, rings
E'OE ,
2816
businesses, homes, boats,* 502 762 3 7 8 4
753 8642
cliners
starting
ivtiF
at
12)(70 MOBILE home
mobile homes & heavy
bracelets, etc
1 would like to take care $99.95, 2 piece Oak
Central air, new natural
equipment Auto glass,
Of sick Of elderly per
bedrolm
starting
suites
gas furnace, 3 be
Ask For Jenny
plate glass, window glass,
son, $600 per month
$419
at
95,
piece
5
drooms, I full baths,
Earn Extra Cash
temp, safety glass, insuExperienced
753-2380
Phone dinettes starting at deck, out
late glass, plexiglasS,
buildings
for Christmas!
527 3.474
$
1
9
.
9
1
5
;
Carraway
Moving must sell After
store fronts, patio door
Average $9 and up an
MATURE
Furniture,
lady will
105 N
3rd
3 30P M 7536875
glass, storm windows &
hour demonstrating
babysit in your home, any 7531502
Food for the soul
1/148, 7 BEDROOM
door replacement.
Christmas Around the
age. Non smoker, have MAHOGANY rocker, mobile
Mirrors & glass table
home Owner
World
gifts untold, friends tops.
own transportation Call good condition Call 753
Display cover &
must sell 492 8819
759 1770.
Call 327-1102
5710
some types of home im
14x70 MOBILE home on
gathering and the
MILITARY regulation
provement woriesdone All
large shaded lot in
alterations.
All
Music
types
22
of
al
at M&G Complete Glass
county 2 bectroom. 2
bells will toll NELP wanted: Nutrition other sewing
Flags
Co . Dixieland Center.
PIECE Ludwig drumsef bath, dishwasher, car
Site Director for Hazel made to order. Ironing
753-0180
Oct. 24th is
port, porch. central
Senior Citizens. To aPPIY and babysitting. Call with Zildian cymbols
heat and air
THE Gold Nugget. call 7 5 3 0 9 2 9 Barbara 759 1836
Like brand new 901 642
Call
the day 759 1578
9442
south - side of square, 8:30a m. 4 30p m
babysit
WILL
in
my
Mayfield,. Ky. 247-6762. Mon Fri.
1400 SALEM, 2 Bed
home, all ages East SELMER Signet Trum
See next week's
Diamonds, black hills LADY to five in with
room, 2 bath. firttlace„
pet call 753 2391
Elementary area 759
gold, 14kt gold chains
central - air, gas heat,
invalid lady
paper for more
Room, 4630
partly furnished, front
"We sell for less!" "We board and salary 759
WILL keep child 3 years 24
guarantee it." Jimmy 1661
porch. outbuilding
Miscellaneous
I'll say.
or older in my home
Thompson Jeweler
Located at Fox
1979 580 C CASE back
MAINTENANCE 753 0118
Meadows Call alter
SUPERVISOR , Im- Win keep children
in hoe, very good condi
4p.m 759 9452
mediate opening for my home, $25
tion 437 4467
a week
qualified commercial Special prices for 1 par )0 CU FT Kelvinator 1/x72 1981 CLAYTON
maintenance roofing ent working Have very frost free refrigerator, mobile home Cenff al
heat and air, fireplace,
supervisor. Must travel good experience
To whom and all
Love 1150 /74 2796
bedrooms. 1 bath,
extensively; excellent children 753 7694 after 771 FORD, 1300 69 van,
it may concern:
salary, benefits and 5p m., leave message or exceptionally good body, partially furnished 753
7913 before SP M or
transportation fur
I love my wife
contact Linda Parker, 719 $1000 Frigidaire auto 753 4544 after
7P M
nished.
Send
resume
disnwasheS 4th St , in my home
, 175 436 2506
and I will protect
1970 12x60 MOBILE
showing all previous only
BARBER chair.
her and our prohome, 2 BR. 1 bath
experience and re
WOULD YOU LIKE TO mifrors, 3 chairs, oar
Phone after 3p m 759
quired salary to P O.
perty with any
COME HOME 10 A ber .pole. latherizer
9609
Box 947, Mayfield, KY
CLEAN HOUSE? Re
Also. double barrel shot
means I deem
1974 12'60 TRAILER
MASSAGE therapisl asonable rates. Excel
gun
with
hammers
necessary.
on 100x180 shaded lot 3
trainee part time posi
lent references Will 759 4502
bedrooms, 1 bath
all
tion. Prefer female over also do laundry
BET
ER
built
&
storage electric and wood heat
R.C. Evans
30 Must be athletic and ironing. Call 753 4339
buildings, now on dis
Furnished and air con
possess a 'Ugh moral
play at Treas .n
charocter and a willinditioned.
Murray 8'x12'.- starting
gness to work
112.500 or best offer
No
at $585
Call L E
experience necessary,
Days 759 1221, after
Williams 489 2663
licensed instructor will
4P M 759 1153
r50LLY for pulling me
train qualified candid
1975 12x65 1 BED
dium or small size cdr
ate Apply in person
_ROOM mobile home.
Call 753 1353
Head Quarters. 715 S.
Crest Central
with 8 years experience FAYE S Tiger and Crown
12th St, between 5P M.
neat and air, partly
Laker
gym
bags.
7P.M , Thurs., Fri and
tS searching for part-time
furnished
washer and
shirts, lerseys, sweats,
Sat. No phone calls
dryer Call after 4P M
3 Card of Thanks
emPloyment Have exjackets,
caps
Next
to
NEED a lob. 4 openings
753 2670
Pagliai's
tensive key punching
now. You may qualify
1982
Card of Thanks
rrrit
-wocio for sale mobileTIDWELL 1.4x64
if: (1)you do nags have
home Excellent
data processing swit437 4667
The family of Aylon
GED or your high
condition, newly car
FRIGIDA
IRE
chboard
dryer,
&
school
protess
diploma,
'
Ional
(2) you
McClure would like to
peted, gas heat, central
white Call 7536752
have been out of school
secretarial skills -Call P.
air
2 bedrooms, 2
express our sincere
GLIDDEN latex wall
9 months or more. (3)
baths kitchen, living
thanks for the many
Huffine, 753-2491.
paint 5 gallon can,
you are between ages 16
room
Phone 753 3310
$29 99 Get at Black's
acts of kindness
& 21 We are a EOE
after 7P M
Decorating
This project is funded
Center. 701
shown during the loss
TM DOUBLL7 WIDE
by the Western Ky
WOULD like to care for S 4th St , Murray
of our loved one, for
mobile home, 3 BR. 2
Private Industry children
HOUSE trailer, 10x45.
in my home Re
the prayers, visits
Council
JTPA
1977 Ford pick up truck. baths with some ap
Call ferences available on re
pliances and ftreplace.
J.T.P A Out Of School
1982 Datsun p u truck
and phone calls,
quest 753 5290
CH and air on 125235 lot
753 9378 between 8.30
Can
be
seen
at
823
N
19th
flowers, food and
in Conrad Heights sub
12:00 5 days a week.
11
Instruction
St. or Phone 753 2923
division Would consider
cards. Thanks to
'RECEPTIONIST LEARN
HUNTER
Special
S
to Square
trade for house in town
Bros. John Dale &
cashier: part-time. Dance
camper for safe gas or
Western style
Call 753 7992
Seeking
intelligen
t,
electric
refrigerator
. gas
Jim Canter for the
Classes start Sept 13,
)4x60
DOUBLE wide
organized, work orien- WOW
stove,
furnace, $900 Call
Hall, 3rd and
funeral service. Also
with extra 12x12 room
ted individual. Apply in
after 5 30p m 753 6919
Maple,
Murray,
2-4
attached
House type
the singers, Blalock
person Head Quarters, P M
KEROSENE heater
436 2495
Siding, central neat and
715 S. 12th St.. Thurs.,
Coleman
Funeral
wicks installed
Beat air,
nice carpets, ser
Fri. and Sat , 9A.M.the rush, get your
Home and the pallvice pole Priced to sell
4 - 30P.M
No phone
heater ready now' Just
bearers.
Cali 753 2616
calls.
$9 plus the price of the
MSU Chserloailitra
We will always reRECEPTIONIST Fut(
wick, Coast to Coast IMMACULATE 1981
Gerry Pace Vince Sfr0-i
Buccaneer, 24x60 double
time Typing a must.
Hardware 753 8604"
member your kindwide, 3 bedroarn.-2 bath, 1
Must
be
able
to
work
31
'KY
Information
For
:
fescue
seed
Also,
ness and friendship.
atres. 37fteliite
Plus
weekends. Call 474 2258
wheat
straw
Cochran
and hay 753
Lynda
- 753-4647
system, living room'
Herbert. Linda, and
for appointment.
8156 or 753 6401
REPS NEEDED for
Shelia McClure
LARGE, large, large opens to tri level deck
LEARN TOO YE
with large swimming
business accounts Full
selection of storage
TRACTOR-TRAIL ER
Charles and Janice
pool, 129,500 759 4472 or
Time, $60,000 S80,000
buildings in stock for
Littleton
753 0044
Part Time, $12,000 $18,
immediate delivery
U00 No selling, repeat A55Eg
Acree Portable 28 Mobile Homes tor
Rent
business. Set your own
IDS
Buildings. Mayfield,
5. Lost and Found
hours. Training pro
BEDROOM 14x4/3
Ky
502
7831
247
NCI ILSPINVA MCA MUDS& Poo 1.IIW
LOST - Beagle puppy, vided. Call 1-612 938
WM end WOWS* •oo woof to qv*
LAYAWAY your $I 7 5 per month
pesow. WO p.••••••••••
black and brown. Mar• 6870, M-F, 8am to 5pm
tic
O.
Christmas purchases 492 8819
tin Chapel area
An (Central Standard
Accredit's:1 thember NATTS
OR 3 BR, furoished or
now
Coast to Coast
Financial Aid Available
swers to "Jeb" Phone Time)
unfurnished, some new
Hardware 753 8604
ALLIANCE
753-2495. Reward.
SALES position
furniture, natural gas
Ex,
.t(._ TSiS •-•••••mr.
MULCH for sale shred
LOST- female Boston perience preferred or
ti s.__ ,
5
electric, air con
tied
hardwood
bark
by
the
Terrier, black, wearing will train right people.
ditioned
Shady Oaks
truck load, brown or
Fres
Too
Cal
Anyforne
pink collar
In Lynn High commissions,
753 5209
black, fresh or full corn
Grove area Phone 435 growth potential with
NORTHWIND Mobile
Posted U haul or we de
4399
expanding company
Home Park on North
liver can Jerry 759 480e.
MALE: mix between Call (901)247.3210.
1 2 lnsura n c e
TOPPER for L.W.B. 16th Street .now has
Alaskan Malamute & SEEKING full or pani
trailer tots and trailers
Ford Ranger, white with
Collie, white, no collar, time employee with
for rent 753 9866
red trim, $65. Call 435
large dog. Hwy. 94 East experience in oftice,
SON OR DAUGHTER
409
29 Heating and Cooling
on AB Lassiter Rd. name accounting and insur-SAGE
ir
TRY
before you buy
friendly
759
Bee Bee,
ance work, such as
FISHER
grandpa wood
Mary Kay provides
1123 home, 753-0578 work. Medicare and having
Unless
still
in
stove 489 2300 or 489
glamour instruction to
various skills as needed
School
College
or
2534
help you make confi
6. Help Wanted
in a Optometric office.
their family group
WE buy, sell and repair
dent color choices Cali
COSMETOLOGIST/ Send resume to: P.O.
1
1
today Shirley Brown, used air conditioners
hospital insurance
barber , stylist part- Box 1809, Murray, KY.
Dill Electric, 759 1577
professional Mary Kay
may have expired
time only. Local Salon
beauty consultant, 436
seeking intelligent,
due to age. Our
30 Business Rentals
2674
work oriented stylist
most popular MaNeeded
OR A car shop 753 9386
with excellent comjor Medical Policy
or 753 4509.
Immediately
munication and technioffers comprehenBUS'IllESS space for
Attention
cal skills. Minimum 1
2 experienced
store or office. 1 mile on
year experience, prefer
sive benefits at
Hunter
s!
Auto Body People
Hwy 94 East 753-0079
someone not locally
reasonable rates.
5 years experience
Business space, near
trained, Income to $7
Army
Surplu
s
For
free informaUniversity Phone /53
necessary
per hour. Apply in
Yard Sale!
tion call:
9393
person, Head Quarters,
Full time
715 S. 12th St. No phone
roR rent Office or
Yearly employment
Fri. & Sat
Jerry McConnell
calls. All inquiries
store space at Southside
Send resume to.
Corner
of
6th
Insurance
•
confidential
strictly
.
Shopping Center. Phone
Martin Auto Body
&
Chestnut
753-4199
753 6612 or 753 4509.
15-El1, meat depart
P.O Box 712
Cam() shalt, & pants,
ment and checker help
"tree laical Claim service"
SPACE for rent Studio
Shelbyville. KY
field jackets, ponchos,
office or small business.
needed. Apply in person
40065
Someone creative
at Owen Food Market,
rain coats, ammo cans
502 633-0682
1407 West Main St.
preferrably call 753 3138.
(large & small), wcip)
14
Want to Buy
pants
32 Apts for Rent
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
WANT to buy a topper for
1
& 7 bedroom apart
El Camino. Call 753 5805.
ments Lease and de
WILL pay $800 to $1000 for
posit. No pets
No
1913 V nickles. Call 1 645
children 753 9208
3607 Clarksville.
1 BEDROOM apartment located at 1628 C
Miller Ave $720 rent
and deposit. Call 7533415; after 5P M
753
7123.
1 or 2 BEDROOM
Most items are
apartment near down
Red Oak White Oak
town Murray. can 753
less
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
and Poplar
436 2944.
CONTACT:
A Few Efficiency Apart
James Mathis
ments
10.Bedroom
Dover. TN
Available For Leasing To
26
TV
Radio
615-232-8488
Qualified Persons Age 82
or Older, or Disabled as
ZENITH
19
color TV,
or 292-5928.
just serviced, sharp,
Defined by Social Securt
clear picture, $125 Call
ty Regulations. Rent Flax
16. Home Furnishings
489 2715,
ed On Income.
1.150 you need a 15 cu ff. LEASE TO OWN 25"
Applications and
freezer/ refrigerator, console TV with remote,
Information Available by
excellent condition. 753 $53 a month. Murray
(bntacting Housing
Rental 8. Sales. 753 8201.
7361.
Authority of Murray
'ECL1NEFU& roll away LEASE TO OWN • Wir
716 Nash Drive
bed, $25 each. 2 maple bar eless remote VCR, $32 a
month. Murray Rental
Young Victor Frankenstein stays after school
Telephone: 753-5000
stools, $25 each. 759 1016.
& Sales. 753 117ni
1

THE Larry Salmon
mentioned in classified
ads is not the Larry .1
Salmon of Coldwater
who is a former schooi
administrator and
pastor

Jewelry Repair

SHOWTIME

34 Monk's title
35 Nickel
symbol
36 Libras
birthstone
37 Snowless
39 Raises
42 Kiln
43 Simple
44 North
American
scoter
46 Dried
coconut
meat
48 "Stormy -'
51 Sign on door
52 Blemish
54 Before
55 Meddle
56 Anglo-Saxon
slaves
57 - Patrol"

2.Notite

Roy's
Discount
Pharmacy

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

CLASSIFIEDS

1-800-334-1203

4

SIM

DECA
Tom-Wat Kit

WANTED:
Lumber Logs

It's HereIt's Great

than $3.00
Call Kim
753-9866

k
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CLASSIFIEDS
Apts to, Rent

32

/ BEDROOM furnished
apartment, outstanding
location near campus
Now available $195
753 8585
7 BEDROOM apartment in Westwood Sub.
All appliances included,
washer/ dryer hook
up Lease and deposit
required
$310 per
month Call 759 1503
BEDROOM duplex,
unfurnished
Married
couples only
No pets
Call 753 7486
LAKEFRON'T apart
men?
2 bearooms,
garage, kitchen with
appliances furnished
Lease and deposit re
quired No children or
pets
436 2484 or
753 7272
XAUR Cal opts
Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Eq,,ai
Now renting
Housing Opportunity
759 498.4
NICE '2 bedroom
duplex, close to cam
pus, $230 a month
Before 5P M

NOW

available Newly
redecorated 2 bedroom
duplex
Kitchen with
range and refrigerator,
large living room with
wood burping fireplace,
carpeted throughout
$200 per month plus
deposit No children or
pets 436 2755
OW taking op
piecations for 1 and 2
bedroom. section 8. low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments Call 753 8221
_Equal Housing
Opportunity
TAKING applications
SectIon- tr Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts
H.ardin,
Equal Housing
Oppoilunty
U FURNISHED 2 Pe
droom duplex near
university $220 per
month Call 153 542P
34

Houses for

Rent

1 BEDROOM un
surpished house at Col
dwater $90 plus de
posit, water furnished
489 2267
BEDROOM near un
iversity 753 9562
BEDROOM brick
house Carport 753 2467
after 5P M
1 BEDROOM house. 704
S 13th St AC. gas heat
No pets
References
required
$300 per
month 753 4862
1 BEDROOM brick, OTT
Waldrop Dr . adiacent
to MSU, furnished or
unfurnished $350 per
month plus deposit No
pets Family only 753
5714
1 BEDROOM, fenced in
backyard in city $315
per month, lease and
- deposit rEr'quired
Cali
.759 1503
CYPRESS Creek
Lakefront, 2 BR house,
furnished, you pay elec
tric Years lease deposit
No pets Adults Call 436
2366
TWO bedrooms, stove,
refrigerator
Married
couples only, no chit
dren or pets
Re
ferences and deposit
492 8594 after 6P M
36

Livestock Supplies

41

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls
Per
formance & semen
tested
Excellent qual
ity $650 & up Cadiz,
Ky 522 8794
38

711 Chestnut

Pets -Supplies

Saturday Only

AKC Siberian Husky,
weeks old, Dik & wh.,
blue eyes, $150 Stud
Service Huntingden, Tn.
901 986 952%)
AKC registered Basset
Hound puppies, In color,
males & females Call
753 5666
BASSETT Hound, AKC
registered, 7 weeks cod
For more information
call 492 8844 after OP M
NICE friendly blonde
male Cocker Spaniel
Moving must sell, $-50
90 1 479 2229, South
Fulton

41

Livestock-Supplies

/ SORREL colored
quarter horses,
geldings 1 has 4 stock
irig feet and blaze face
1850 for pair or will sell
separately
753 7975 or
759 9404

Make
sss
sss
$ssssssssss
s$sssssssssssssss
$sss
sss
ssss
sss
ssss
$sss
sss
$sss
$ssssssssssss
sssssssssssss
sss
ssss
sss
ssss
$sss
ssss
ssss
sss
ssss
sss
ss$s
sssssssssssssssss
ssssIssssss
sss
sSf

Public Sales

Yard Sale
8 a.m. - ?
Mattress box spongs bed
frame head & loot boards
Srm17 Corolla typemirlet
Singer vacuum cleaner Lots of
g000es 'Of everOne

No tarty Salm

YARD
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1203
Poplar

Public Sales

Yard
Sale

Garage
Sale

Sat., Sept. 12th
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
504 S. 9th St.
cheia,en s c•othes toys

Sat., Sept. 12th
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
805 N. 19th

women s &lines anO shoes
gidn rack books 86 Mazda
Pck-up odds & ends

Men's wOmen S
children's clothes and
household items

41. Public Sales

Yard
Sale

46

Face
Brick

sw

Per 1000

Saturday
8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Vowel! &
Son Inc.

Corner of 4th
St. & Bee
Creek Drive

Martin, TN

Garage
Sale
Sat.. Sept. 12
1501 Beckett Dr.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

587-2301

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m. 5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m.-12 noon

43

Moving
Sale
Back parking
lot of Corvette
Lanes Bowling
Atiey

Yard
Sale

Saturday
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1617 Loch Lomond

Sat., Sept. 12
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Name brand clothes
jr • miss
through

misses. sizes 5-12

4th house on right
on Van Cleave Rd.

men's sizes 32-38 and
s-m-ig 3 nice winter
coats

Chain saw exercise
bike... school desk
clothes. etc

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

Saturday
Sept. 12th
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Sat., Sept. 12
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1013 Payne St.

Coles Campground Rd
Take 16th St. N. to the
end. Turn right, 11 mi.,
blue house on the let.

,.OrnP,Jter stereo
T V. clothes.
garden tiller, & more

Who sells
more homes?

Yard Sale

Saturday
8 a.m - ?
1608 Dodson Ave.

Shades. coffee & end
tables, peg board,
ceiling fan, metal
shelf. brackets, lots of
clothes lots of mist'

Clothes, household items
furn

&I K cosmetics &

4 Party
Yard Sale

Moving
Yard Sale

Saturday
9 a.m. - ?

Thurs-Sat
8-?

Hazel, KY between
lit & 3r0 Street

Off 94E on 280.
You go 3 miles,
watch for signs.
Furniture,
Clothes etc.

Guns, straight razors
glassware. household
items cloFhes books S
misc

Yard
Sale
Yard Sale
Sat. 12th Only
7 a.m. - ?

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
121 South
(About 4,2 miles)_
Lots of
krif,;
Something
for Everyone!

Garage
Sale
Sept. 11 & 12
8 a.m - 4 p.m.
4 mi. from Murray
on 641 South

The CENTIL'RY 21' system sells more homes,
finds more homes and
delivers more succestul
transactions every day.
than anyone else In the
world So whether you're
looking to buy or sell. call
Della Miller 753 2721 She
listed and sold $143.400 in
IS days

Put Number 1
to work for you."

OntUlY21
.
Loretta Jobs Realtors

2 Family
Carport Sale

Sat., Sept. 12th
7 a.m. - ?
A-19 Fox Meadows
(South 16th St.)

Saturday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
102 South

Off Hwy. 94 East, turn
right after Ouncan's
Grocery, Hwy. 732, 6th
house on right.

14th Street
Caric.DII..c1
If Retina

Sand*for everyone"
Furniture baby turn
household goods
fishing supplies

Yard
Sale

With Classified

Saturday
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
1011 Olive

753-1916

19" color tv, sewing

Real Estate

COMMERCIAL lot for
sale on Hwy. 641, just
north of city limits. Excellent high traffic loca
tion for any type busi
ness. $25,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty
753 1222.
FRESH on the market
5,000 sq ft brick sided
building, in excellent
condition. Located at
corner of 4th & Olive
streets, in downtown
Murray. S65,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty
753 1222

Sept 11 & 12
8 a m - 5 p

101 1.1000, 1.10.

*41 6.14,6
602 753 14112
& •Alun ¶ Ile•I ?mole

•

ioryr,unitls

MA56%111115,
111.4111,
15 4.01,

Garage Sale
Name Your Price
Tell Us What
It's Worth!
(except furniture)

1603 Hermitage
Sat.. Sept. 12
7 a.m.-4 p.m
Rain or Shine

4 Family
Yard Sale
1502 Parklane Dr.
Sat., Sept. 12
7 a.m. - ?
Men's & women's
name brand clothing
exercise equip
albums, brass & jewelry Lots of misc

Yard
Sale
Sat., Sept. 12
8 a.m. - ?
E-6 Fox Meadows

44

Lots for

Sale

1 ACRES with lots a
trees, septic system.
Reduced price.
Southwest area 753
5233 after 6P.M.
kENTUCKY Lake lot. T
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500. Home 442 1770
or Office 442 3632. Owner financing.
NICE TO1 on 121, 6-1/2
miles North on natural
gas lines. 180x300, $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870.
45

Farms for

Sale

per
18 ACRES m
manent pasture, pond,
fencing, excellent
building site. 4 miles
southeast on old Salem
road $21,000. Financial
assistance possible for
qualified buyer.
527 0903
46

Homes for Sale

'1112 MILES southeast of
Murray
1982 Energy
Saver, 54x24 Doublewide,
bricked 1.'2 up, large
bricked front porch, 3 BR,
2 bath, fireplace, great'
room, dining room, Kitchen, ceiling fan, new
well pump, new septic, 22
acres, stocked pond, all
fenced, new 15x30 shed,
large corn crib. Very
quiet & friendly
neighbors. S38,000. Call
Mrs. Todd 436 2105.
2 MOBILE homes on 3
acres more or less.
West of Murray lust off
121 on blacktop road
Phone 489 2220.
1 BEDROOM house
753 7928 after 5P.M.

Fresh on the market...

cabinet, electric stove

-11.filtri•

II timal
A JOY TO SHOW' imagination by owner has brought
charm and livability to this starter home and or retire
ment home The interior is immaculate with pleasing
wallpaper You'll enjoy the live-in bedroOm 14 5x30
You'll also enjby a cookout on the patio under the
canopy_ Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors for your
personartour.. 753.1492.

103 S. 8th St.
Sat., Sept. 12
8:00 a.m.
Clothes,
misc items

Used

Cars

53

Services

53

Offered

Services Offered

1 BR, 2 story home, ap
pros 5 acres, 3 bay shop
and 6 stall barn $31,000.
Call Wilson Realty 753
3263
CONDO on lake- 1
bedroom with electric
appliances, boat dock,
new carpet and tile.
Immediate possession.
Owner will finance.
$16,500 436-5833 or 217877 3186.
DESIGNED with
distinction,/ practically
new contemporary home
with all the features for
comfortable family
g
Located in
Gatesborough subdivision. 90's. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
EXCELLENT retiremenf
home with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Home is
in like new condition with
beautifully landscaped
grounds. Great buy in'the
60's. Phone KopperJd
Realty 753-1222,
rXTRA nice duplex with
a double lot, good part of
town. Call after 430p.m.
753 2271.
FOR sale 3 bedroom
brick. Good neighborhood, tastefully de
corated, fenced yard.
Call after 5P M. for
appointment 753-7903.
NEW listing- by owner:
3 bedroom home, extra
large lot, 1/2 fenced in
near school and stores.
759 1761.

47.Motorcycles
84 YAMAHA 225 DX,
elec. start, shaft drive,
super nice, w/extras. Sl,
000. 753-3648.
'85 HONDA 200X, chrome
headlight & brake
guards. Exc. shape. $1,
000. 753-3648.
LIKE new road bike, KZ
1300 6 cyl., loaded with
options. Sacrifice. $1500.
1924 Coldwater Rd., behind Murray Pet Center.
49.Used Cars
1976 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, full power, needs
motor, S300. Call 7535372 after 4P.M.
1978 MERCURY Bobcat,
low mileage, good condition. Call 901-642-9442.
'1979 CONTINENTAL
Town Coupe, 4 door,
Landau, 1 owner, extra
good. 436-2427.
1981 BUICK Skylark, 4
door, stereo, air, sport
wheels, good condition.
753.9379, 492-8596.
1981 CHEVROLET Citation, Am/FM stereo
cassette, A/C. Call after
5p.m. 759.4751.
1983 MONTE Carlo, V-6,
S.P. wheels, W.L. tires,
stereo, excellent condition 63,000 miles. 1984
Olds 88 Brougham, V-8
all power. 753-4575 after
6P.M.
1984 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, excellent condition. $10,000. 437-4467.
1984 FORD Escort,
door, AM/FM cassette, 60,000 miles. Call
after 4:30 P.M. 753-9369.
1985. 3002X WHITE,
T tops, 5 speed, loaded,
excellent condition, low
mileage. 753.8310.
1986 RED ford Cougar.
Low mileage, new tires.
Inquire aft& 6P.M. at
753-7605 or 753.0354.
67 CHEVY, factory air,
electric window, extra
nice. Phone 489-2816.
'72 VW, new brakes,
cylinders, exhaust,
shocks, tires* paint, etc.
S1200. May be seenKenlake State Park, 4748842.
74 GRAN Torino Elite,
2 door, clean and ready
to go. Bucket seats,
automatic. 753 4736.
Cheap!
'75 DODGE. Auto, air,
16MPG, $350. Call Bonnie at 753-9489.
75 NOVA Custom, 2
door. 4 chrome wheels,
Grand Am tires. 14", 6
months old, wire wheel
covers 14''. 753-8695
after 4P.M.
77 TRANS Am, w/T
tops, 51,650. 753-3648.
'81 PONTIAC Phoenix,
4 door with hatchback,
automatic, air conditioning, AM/FM
radio, ideal student car.
S2000. 753 9449 evenings.
82 VW Rabbit, $1500.
Can be seen at 1000
Poplar 753 6898
'84 S 10 BLAZER, ex
cellent condition
Call
753 9909 after 5P.M
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent

rf 0111

CCM`

At

Attractively redecorated 2 BR home
with 1 car garage. Lovely tree shaded lot w/outside storage building
Affordable price mid 30's.
314S, 15th St
Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222

warm'
nem
=„sr.

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe

502 753 2617

•

, •

49

1 ACRE waterfront, year
around, 3 BR Also, '84
pontoon Can be seen
through Friday 436 2855

Chevrolet, Inc.

753-9775

Bethel United
Methodist Women
Yard Sale

Sale

Dwain Taylor

infant clothes

4

Homes tor

&whims rheAlssidsryAlftrararr

Start At

Yard Sale

For Rent or Lease

PENT TO OWN
Quasar VCR's $10 week
includes one free movie
rental week
52 weeks
TV's aid appliances
available
Check our
low prices , Movie
World, 753 4663
37

37

Miii-ray Ledger & Times

6terfor,

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Mc. of
Paris, TN
New 8. Used
GM Execut,ve
Program Vehicles
Ito i -641-3•00
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

50

Used

Trucks

1971 2 TOW truck with
bed, good condition.
Call 753 3662 after 8P.M
1975 DODGE Van, auto
trans., 6 cyl., white, $1075.
Call 753 1861.
1983 FORD van Bivouac
conversion, double air,
double tank, loaded.
Excellent condition,
41,xxx miles. 753-9349.
'84 MAZDA Sport LE,
good condition. Take
over payments.
753-0086.
51

Campers

85 MODEL Sahara 35
Park model, excellent
condition, custom built.
Call 753-1537.
52

Boats -Motors

23' RIVIERA cruiser
pontoon, w/50 h.p.
Evinrude. $3,000.
753-3648.
53

Services

Offered

Home I Care for
elderly couple or
individual 492-8879

•

•-•
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FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
OR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753 6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut•
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
kiAM1LTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
I do odd jobs of all kinds.
Mowing, raking leaves,
cleaning yards & gutters,
hauling trash, etc. and
anything that needs doing
that you don't want to do.
Call Andy at 753-6959.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753.5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning.- Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753.
7203.
MOBILE HOML
Specialist, Repair,,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, wash "hg,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
ODD lob specialist
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install.. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
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PAINTING: inferior
and extir Roofing.
Free e
tes. Call
Willie 436-2326.
PAINTING- interior,
exterior. 25 years experience. Quality work.
Reasonable rates. Free
estimates. Yearry's
Painting 436-2245.
QUALITY
workmanship
Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D L. Poole,
435-4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2 6 7 4 ,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Mo?gan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

BEDROOM house and
1.2 acres. 9 miles from
town, quiet rreighbor
hood. 3 fireplaces, large
rooms, high ceilings.
Shop, other out
buildings, fencing, or
chard, garden. $23,000.
435.4261.
ALL types of masonry
work. Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios.
Large or small lobs. 26
years experience,
Charles Barnett 753
54176.
55. Feed and Seed
A 1 ENTERPRISE
FOR sale: good Clara
Wholesale dealer in gas
Timothy and Clover hay
and wood burning ap$1.25 per ba4e. Call
pliances, offering full
489-2154.
service installation.
Also, fireplace repair.
*Chimney cleaning
*Masonry *Damper
Bird screen *Hoods.
753
*
436-5355.
5940 *
A 1 STUMP Removal.
Custom Kitchen
Reasonable rates, 10'
below surface. Call us
Cabinets
before you decide. Free
All Types Of
*
estimates. 753-0906.
*
*
APPLIANCE
Woodworking
Custom
*
SERVICE. Kenmore, *
*
Westinghouse,
&
*
'p*
Whirlpool. 27 years *
'p
Cabinets
Kitchen
Bath
&
experience. Parts and 'p
•Drop by & see our showroom
service. Bobby Hopper,
4,
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - (Behind Bunny Brood)
i
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
CARS
frigerators, etc. Earl
Jetta...local
1 owner, air, AM/FM
'85
VW
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
5341.
stereo cassette, low mileage.
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
'85 Plymouth Reliant. .,.4 door, local 1
blade work and bush owner. full power & air. A down payment of
hogging. Call 436-5430 or
753-0659.
$300 is probably all you will need to own this
BUSH hogging, free es
car.
timates. 753-5476.
COLLEY Tree Service.
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
Keep your trees in
owner car on the lot, 30,000 miles. tilt,
shape by topping, pruning, deadwooding,
cruise, air. power everything. AM/FM stereo
spraying, fertilizing, or
cassette. You won't find another one like it.
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal.
'85 Chrysler LeBaron...solid black, 2-door,
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free
bucket seats, auto. full power and air. rear
estimates. 753-0366.
defrost, tilt and cruise, sharpest on the lot.
CONCRETE driveways, patios, brick and
'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
block work. CALL 502this one is still here. Air. 5-speed, less than
492-8160.
MITCHELL Paving
40,000 miles, sporty, with fuel ecpnomy.
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy.gas saver with air,
striping. Also,
5-speed. AM/FM stereo cassette, runs &
limestone, oravel, topsoil and grading. Phone
drives great
753.1537.

A

The Pride is back in Paris,
Even in the used car department.,

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
Interior & Exterior._
Doors. Windows
Underpinning. Gutters
Vinyl & Carpet
Installed
Leveling, plumbing
sagged roofs & floors
repaired
"Best prices
quality results
Sliding Glass Doors
Complete & Installed
'450 thru Oct. 31s1
Lattice Decks from '250
"Factory Experience
Building 4 Servicing
Mobile Homes "
*PHONE (5024924488.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is a(
tively giiiekihg a Medical Technologist or
Medical Technician. Qualified applicants
must be A.S.C.P. eligible or A.M.T. cer
tified. For more information contact:
Richard Storts
l'ersonnel Director
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-5131 ext. 113

'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade, full
power & air. AM/FM stereo cassette.
'77 Plymouth Fury...1 owner. 318 V-8, extra nice & clean. See drive & even talk to
the previous owner This one has been
cared for like a baby
'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner, too nice to
believe Must see to appreciate
TRUCKS & VANS
'86 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van.. .local
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in, 7 passenger
seating, 2 tone blue, full power & air, tilt.
cruise. AM/FM stereo cassette.
'85 Plymouth

Voyager-Mini-Van. . .1

owner, full power & air, travel package that
makes the rear seat into a bed
'85 Chevy 5-10
'
4X4 Blazer.. .1 owner, new
off road tires. V-6, ready for the hunting
season, low mileage

Whatever It takes, we want to be
your car and truck company
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Bluegrass Downs result.
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Track Cosatilles. Fast
Temperature, 7$
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:
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Nothing But Speed
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*Minas Rocket Barrett
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BlesIng Deer
Go Pertty 1.0
2 60
.
Also Rockets Rampage Mr Extra Point
Time
Vanna Belle Star Easy Salonga
12 22
60d-$78111, 4011 yds. 2 yo. rude alb.
Romantic Warrior
Pledge .
44,, 280 244)
11 330
Love Yawl
2 60
Mr Pleaattre Rusty
Free Tex Trader Te Stylist!
*leo
Streaker !ma Ltlys Si Hem Driftln - Time
20 $3 Daily Double 11-31 121 30 • Exarta
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Srd
4 yo. in. cling,
SOO yds.
Easy Arrow Flight
620 4 330
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Devil Driller
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("haulm Len.160
Also Catch The Drift. Nina.
Deck Jeremy s Jag Time
41 91 Exacta
5.6 $2110
Ilk -57116. 21111 yds. $ ye & up. cling.
El Spark°
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r
25 26
6141)
Easy* Chick
764) 3 60
Speed Roc kette
2 80
Also Soar With Eagles Extra Easy Bug
Sis Go Kid Joys Pepper Mito Gossiper Fly
Fine Time
17 24 Trifecta , 1-6 9, 871420
Twin Tntecta Carryover 17 400 25
Handle OM 343
Attend...rue It.S.s

1707 West Main

Murray

We are here to serve you and your loved ones

Call Jim Smothers or Jennifer Wolff

Mildred, Murray; four grandchildren: 13 great-grandchildren:
two great-great-grandchildren;
one nephew.
Services will e Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chape of Linn -Vasseur
Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev
Tommy Brown will officiate.
Burial will follow in Horn
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p.m. Saturday.

Stock Market
Industrial Avenige
Previous (lose
Air Products

Calloway Monument Co.
We have over 40 years' experience
in design and craftsmenship"

OBITUARIES
Rube Burpoe
Rube Burpoe. 95, of Walnut
Court, Benton, died Thursday at
8:55 p.m. at Lake Haven Health
Care Center, Benton.
He was a member of Olive Baptist Church, a retired farmer and a
veteran of World War I.
Mr. Burpoe was preceded in
death by his wife, one daughter,
one son, and his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Burpoe.
Survivors include one son, the
Rev. R.J. Burpoe and his wife,

Sneaky Angel
260
Also Pecs Pal krn.ul Flashy Jet Host Chic
Called Bloody Mr Sharp Creek Time .15 ?I
Exacta '3-I' 22a
TM -PM. WS yds. 2 ye. rods. cling
Panama Jeu , Borctelon
4 40 3 40 3
High Tropsn
40 650
RalpOs Gsi Ann Go
4 AO
Also Sierret Force .Airco Dolly Green
Machine Top Altamount Snicks Scoop 0
Hone'
, QUIdle. Design Time 15 90 Trtfec
ta 37 10 $367 30
MID
7711 yds. 3 ye a up. eking' _
., A, .. Burgess
5 320 285)

753-1962

2nd Annual

AT&T
BriggsA Stratton
Eltrysier
CSt ('orp
Dean Foods
l)ollar Gen. Store
tIvxon
Ford
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

3$l,
3E4

unc

32%
101 88
95%

101 4A
+3,

103%

•I I

97%

unc
+ 11
+ 3,1

1011
811/4

Penaalt
4uaker Oats
sears
Tevaco
Time Inc.
t'.S.Tobacco
Wal•Mart
Bently's
C.E.F. Yield

I4

+

41

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

71/
1
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13O% +
40% + 1/4
2111AB 301,4A
41% +34
331,4 unc
591/4 + I $
IMI/g :1 s
331, + 3,
5.3 +
40% + 3s
1017/s

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM
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Milburn Baptist Church and a
retired machinist maintenance
man.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Vleeta Dodson Collins; one son.
Nolen Collins, Paducah; five
sisters. Mrs. Eunice Syleath and
Mrs. Vera Glisson, Cuba. Mrs.
Zettie Turner. Clinton. Mrs.
Georgia Gale, Tamarelia. Ill., and
Mrs. Effie Blanton, Casey: one
brother. Buddy Collins, Farmington; three grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

Best Prices in the Area

September lith & 12th Friday & Saturday

LBL Chess Tournament held
at Murray State University
The third annual Land Between
the Lakes ( LBL Chess Tournament, sponsored by the Murray
State University Chess Club, was
held recently in the Curris Center
at MSU.
Fifty-nine area chess enthusiasts
gathered for the event, making up
the largest field in the tourney's
three year history.
Competition was held in three
divisions: open, amateur and
novice.
In the open division, Ronald
,Burnett of Antioch, Tenn., captured
first place with a 4-0 record. In
class B, Keith Adkins of Paducah,
John Coghill of Madisonville and
David Gilchrist of Carrier Mills.
shared the top spot.
In the amateur division, Herman
Hamp of Ft. Campbell won first
place by defeating Roger Jett of
Paducah in a tie-breaker. The class
D championship was shared by
Earl James of Marion; Kevin
Oakley, an eighth grader from Nortonville; and John Cashon of
Paducah. The cla-ss E champs were

Vernon Gantt of Murray, Ronald
McManus of Mayfield and Gray
Mills of Covington, Tenn. The top
unrated player was James Prizina
of Covington, Tenn.
In the novice division, John Laffoon and Scott Buchanon of
Calloway County High School
finished first and second respectively in high school competition.
The junior high winner was Amber
Savells of Northside Baptist Christian School in Mayfield and the
runner-up was Grant Brooks from
Nortonville. In the elementary
school competition Rob Davis and
Dennis Nall of Murray Middle
School shared first place and the
winner of the primary competition
was Amy Bandy of Nortonville.
The MSC Chess Club will host the
fourth annual MSU Scholastics
Tournament on Oct. 3 and will compete in the collegiate state championships M Frankfort on Oct. 24.

Furnaces
2 sizes available
for heating average
size home.

Save up to 20%

Hog market
Federal State Market Sews Service SepteMber
It. 1241. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Inclining Buying Stst3ons Receipts: Act
3661.1. 1230 Barrows it tiins 1.40-1.23 loser. Sow.
steady 1.80 lower.
U8 1 2 YU tile lbs.
136.0034.30
954.80-36.00
US 1.2 108-08 lbs.
$53.50.541.00
2.18 2-3 220.250 lbs.
S54.30-53.30
US 34 250-270 lbs.
Sows
245.00-411.00
U8 12 $70350 lbs.
11114-460 lbs.
$45.00-411.00
US
545.00.47.00
Utt II-3 441.510 lbs.
250.00 53 00 fee 54.00
US VS 5012150 lbs.
11111-510 lbs.
244 00
US
Boars $111.88-42.511

ro.
tenni' Nan Gentles 1.31

go5•01P.

Keep The 0re..1

Capable of
heating up to
1 800 sq ft

most popular
vkod stove'

Save up to 20%

Save up to 20%

Ahsley's newest circulator with
Blower System

Preseason Savings
Fireplace & Hearth Inserts

by
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Pftee

WHAT DO VOL' EXPECT
FROM A PHARMACY?
It is our opinion that you should expect a lot
from the pharmacy you choose for your family For. It concerns your most precious
possession-good health
WE SHOULD HAVE WHAT VOL NEED
When your physician wants you to take a
medicine he wants you to have It as quickly
as possible Your pharmacy should be very
well stocked with drugs. medicines and other
health aids
WE SHOULD KNOW YOUR DOCTOR
Your pharmacist should make every effort to
cooperate with the physicians In the mm
munity If there is ever a question about a
prescription he must unhesitatingly call and
discuss It with your doctor
WE SHOULD BE DEPENDABLE
You should expect your prescriptions and
other needs to be handled carefully, closely
checked, accurately recorded and potent Information must be readily available to you or
your physician
WE TRA' TO RE ALL TKOS AND MORF
Our pharmacy Is based on these prb.clpies
We know what you should expect from .11I and
we are prepared to live up to your
expectations

Hwy. 641 S.

753-7688

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SIRVICI PARTS

Free Stith-ding Stoves

Nevi The "Sahara"
hearth circulator

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmac
Sawed-off gun part
CAPSULE
of Belcher bank job SUMMARY
BELCHER

, Ky.(AP ) — A man
toting a sawed-off shotgun made
off with an undetermined amount
of cash during a robbery Thursday
of the Ferrells Creek Branch of
the First National Bank of
Pikeville, authorities said.
No injuries were reported during the robbery, which occurred
about 2:30 p.m., said Trooper Kenneth Frost of the Kentucky State
Police.

Circulators
?9.kmerica's

641 South
Murray
753.2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

restAroentst

Gifts,

ckei

Ashley's newest insert
able to heat 2000 sq. ft.
Sized to fit small
fireplaces.

Ashley's most
popular fireplace
insert. 500 CFM blower
w/ash pan. Heats up to
2500 sq. ft.

Save up to 20%

Save up to 25%

Don't Miss
These Savings!
Triple wall chimneys,
stove boards, stove pipe
& fittings.

API

Attractive — Efficient
and only

$49909!
Save up to 30%
_MURRAY

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main

753-8201]

•Ky's Largest Ashley Dealer
4

1 .1a
a 5,5

+I2
unc
4.11

TRUCKLOAD

William C. Collins
The funeral for William Cecil
(Bill Collins will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Clinton. the Rev. o
Glen Tyler and the Rev. Larry
Davidson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Oakwood
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home where Masonic rites will be
conducted at 7 p.m. tonight
(Friday).
Mr. Collins, 80, Rt. 2, Arlington.
died Thursday at 12:05 p.m. at his
home. He was a member of

Friel.% as of 10 a.m.
+ 29.86
Goodv ear
2.576.95
I.B.M.
49 +3,
Ingersoll Rand
26'R 28' 4
,lerrico
32% +14
Kmairl
Kruger
381 4 + 34
4274 +I
.1(Pennei
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THE FASHION STORY FOR FALL IS SHORTAND SWEET PASS IT ON!
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Planning new wardrobe begins in the closet
By The Associated Press
Planning a new wardrobe, or
updating your current one,
begins in the closet, according
to a recent issue of Workstyle
magazine.
"Begin your wardrobe
strategy by analyzing the contents of your closet," says
Workstyle, a Kelly Services
publication, in an article aimed
especially at those going back
into the business world and
looking for a more professional
image.

As you sort through your
clothing — "ruthlessly," says
Workstyle — separate the
items into garments that are no
longer usable, worn-out or inappropriate for business or simply don't fit): clothes that you
like and wear regularly; and
clothes that are still attractive
and usable but have not been
worn often.
Then, analyze the clothing
you wear regularly, listing
them by fabric, color, type and
style. Many women, for exam-

ple, like to have a suit, a skirt
and two blouses, a soft sweater
and a dress for wardrobe versatility. Many men like at least
one suit, several pairs of slacks
and a sport coat, plus coordinating shirts and ties.
To create a full-time working
wardrobe, the magazine suggests, choose fabrics that are
light or medium weight that
can be worn at least nine months of the year. Neutral colors,
such as navy, royal blue, beige,
gray, black and cream, are ap-

propriate all year long.

these tips

Next, try to salvage the
clothing that's serviceable, but
seldom worn. Try to coordinate
the odd-color blouse or shirt
with a favorite skirt by pairing
It with a contrasting scarf, for
example. Pair the jacket from
one suit with a skirt or slacks
from another.

— Beware the clothing sale
A reduced price tag can often
be an incentive to buy a garment that is poor quality or
doesn't coordinate with the rest
of your wardrobe

If, after the closet clothing
analysis, you find you must
shop for more, Workstyle offers

— Never shop when you're
rushed, there's a tendency to
compromise on quality or
spend more than planned
— Shop with a plan.
— When you buy, buy quality.
•

Sweaters: the new ‘power'attire for today's woman
By The Associated Press
Will sweaters become the
new "power" attire for
women? 7
"Sweaters that look right on
campus can also move to the office with just a difference in
pants, skirts and accessories,"
says Mary Colucci, executive
director of the National
Needlework Association.

As women become more accepted in business, they no
longer feel they must conform
to men's ideas of proper professional attire. Instead, they can
opt for a more relaxed, yet
hard-working look."
She suggests that knitting
your own sweater can assure
that the look is right for any
occasion.

An angora sweater with a
keyhole neck and pearl buttons
goes well with casual skirts for
school, she says, and can be
paired with a slim skirt for
commutig to work.
The newest sweater look, according to Miss Colucci, is based on the styles of the '50s, with
pearl buttons, short sleeves and

fuzzy textures.
Another vote for sweaters —
at least cotton sweaters —
comes from Ira B. Livingston,
vice president of U.S.
marketing at Cotton Inc., a
research and promotion
company.
''Sales of 100 percent cotton
sweaters, especially among

women, took off two years ago
during the fall selling season,"
Livingston says. "What we
found out was that women, who
normally wear sweaters directly over their skin, preferred the
feel of 100 percent cotton as opposed to the scratchy feel of
sweaters produced from other
fibers."

FriLL ioviaPriziolez
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SOUTHSIDE MANOR • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

It's having an awareness of fashionmlooking
stylish without working at it. No matter what the
occasion or the temperature—We make it easy to
look fashionable.
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Designers give theories on why hemlines are inching up
— The
NEW YORK 1AP
miniskirt is making a comeback
after being shelved for nearly 20
years, and there are numerous
theories on why hemlines are inching up.
Calvin Klein thinks longer
lengths became old and tired.
Akira says women are being
rewarded after years of exercise
and dieting. A design teacher
thinks it all may have started as a
joke.
"It ,came out of the big '60s
revival that fashion is going
through," says Bill Ranticelli, a
freelance designer and faculty
member at Parson's School of
Design. "It started as a bit of a
goof but it looked quite refreshing
on the runway and very :young.

Nothing 'youthfulizes' more than a
short skirt does."
American designers went big
with the mini in their fall-winter
collections. They offered playful
casualwear, sophisticated suits,
and sleek, glittery evening clothes
— with hemlines mid-thigh or
above.
"It just seemed to me that
anything long got very old-looking
and tired," says Klein, who paired
short, short stretch Miniskirts
with opaque stockings or over-theknee suede boots.
"I think this was something that
was gradually happening. I don't
think we're going to go back to
midcalf skirts for a long time," he
says.
Klein says he didn't think the
minis of the 1980s were a

says. "I think today's in-id-thigh
minis will evolve to a comfortable
above-the-knee length for formfitting skirts and dresses, and
below the knee for loose or full
skirts."
Patricia Pastor, who designs for
the Perry Ellis collection, is amazed at the recent hoopla surrounding short skirts because she says
As designer Akira says, today's they've been around for some
women have "pummeled, jogged time.
and Fonda-ized" themselves into
shape and thus, "as the most
"This fall there was a tremenbeautiful and athletically fit dous amount of it but they were
women on the planet, theyMeserve- there last spring and last fall," she
a new look' to show off their lithe, says. "I was looking at old
shapely bodies."
videotapes of Perry Ellis collecthrowback to those of the '60s
because the proportions were updated and "completely different."
His.stretch miniskirts and short
wraparound dresses coincided
with body-hugging fashions by
other designers made with soft,
sensual fabrics like cashmere and
wool jersey.

Diane Von Furstenburg also
notes a raised body-consciousness.
"It was time to re-evaluate the
body, re-emphasize the legs." she

More people put together wardrobes
by telephone or mailing in orders
NEW YORK ( AP ) — If the shopping bug hits — beware. You can
now buy that Benetton sweater or
those khaki pants from the
Banana Republic in the comfort of
your own home.
From designer labels in Spiegel
to L.L. Bean's outdoorsy clothing,
more and more people are-putting
together their wardrobes by picking up the phone or mailing in
their orders.
Convenience and reliable service are the math reasons people
shop by catalog, says Charles Tannen, publisher and editor of
Catalog Age, a trade publication.
"If you look at all the consumers, 30 percent like shopping
by mail. The others just need to be
enticed, need to try it once and
have a good experience," he says.
"The companies who offer
returns, who reassure customers
not to worry about anything and
who offer fast service are the ones
that are growing stronger."
Tannen also notes that the
employees who take in phone
orders are "many times much
More knowledgeable than clerks
In stores." He says that at
Talbot's, there are racks of merchandise right next to the
telephones so shoppers can immediately know if a certain style
Is cut small or large or whether
their order is in stock.
With more women working,
shopping by catalog has an added
appeal because it saves time.
"People just want to be able to
pick up a phone at 10 at night and
order something," Tannen says.
At Spiegel, the toll-free phones
are open 24 hours a day. R. Joseph
McLaughlin, vice president of
marketing at Spiegel, says buying
clothes by catalog is "a preferred
alternative to the hustle and bustle
of traditional retail shopping."

He says sales at Spiegel have approximately tripled in the last 10
years, to more than $750 million
annually, he says.
"The reason that mail-order
fashion has grown so much over
the past decade is the advent of the
working woman," McLaughlin
says. "I can descibe that customer
in two words: she's busy."
Francesca Dall'011ma Riley,
catalog director for Benetton, says
her company began catalog service in 1985 to reach consumers in
parts of the country where it had
no stores.
But others soon began shopping
Benetton by catalog."We find that
people who buy through catalog
are usually people who are too
busy to go to the store or people
who don't like buying in big
stores," Ms. Riley says.
She says Benetton catalog sales
total approximately $2 million annually. She did not know how that
figure compared to nationwide
sales at Benetton, which has 700

A PROFESSIONAL

PER

CAN CHANGE YOUR LOOK. YOUR
ATTITUDE.. AND MAYBE YOUR LIFE

stores across the United States.
The Limited also recently
entered the catalog market. Its
first issue was mailed nationwide
in mid-February. The 20-page, color catalog is packaged to look like
a fashion magazine.
An interesting side development
to catalog shopping is the
videolog, a catalog that is created
on videocasette and distributed to
customers owning VCRs.
Royal Silk is one of a few apparel companies to have one. Its
first 1987 videolog covers 60 of the
print catalog's 80 items.
The video includes a nineminute segmept showing models
wearing different styles; 20
minutes are devoted to close-ups
and freeze frames; the last six
minutes offer tips on how to care
for silk.
The company charges $5.95 per
videolog and includes a copy of the
print catalog. The cost of the video
is deducted from the price of the
first order.

dialitctIts,etc.
Dixieland Center

753-6745

$ 32 50

Cut and Style

Clearifier Shampoo
Clearifier Treatment
Reconstructor

Conditioner

SCRUPLE,5

COUPON
FALL SALE 20% off
All Used Clothing
Specializing in quality. NEW and USED children
clothing. 0-14, nursery equipment
and maternity clothes

Sale Good Sept. 11-19

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
900 Coldwater Rd. — Murray
759-4577 — Tues.-Sat _ 9:30-4

No Credit Sales — Cash Only
Coupon Good Sept. 11-19

BLAIR WOOLVERTON
mid

ENGLISH SOLE
cordially invites you and your
favorite male to view the
Holiday '87 Party Dresses!.

In the past. . .we have "Special Ordered- beautiful.
'(imeless, BLAIR WOOL VERTON sundresses h)r Our
discriminating chentel. . .NOW is the time to introduce BLAIR WOOLVERTON for lk)liday. BLAIR's
forte hlooms int fine Laces, Moires and Taffetas for_
that Special Evening during the Holidays.

No Appointment EVER, Just Walk In.
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 P M

PERM OR BODY WAVE
(Includes)

with a SCRUPLES PERM thru October 11,
you will receive an lloz. EFFECTS STYLING
SPRAY a $6.00 value FREE
%Ye UN Only Cciiipiis ononnomn tut

tions and in every single show we
have had short skirts."
Ms. Pastor did say that the
shorter skirts, which stop substantially above the knee, are a recent
development.
"That I think is a very modern
look and its new," she says. "It's
very exciting to all of a sudden be
able to show some leg."
The mini revival, however, has
raised the ire of ALAN Millstein,
president of the trade publication
Fashion Network Report.
Millstein says he thinks the
return of the mini was an effort to
gain publicity by certain designers
in Paris and New York.

The Mixer Time:
00 til 700 p.m.

LENGLISH SOLE I

Thursday.
September 1"
116 South Fifth
Murray. AT 4211"1

759-4140

Special'Orders:
. .to be delivered
by end of October
0% down payment
012v purchisc samples
21.i0% &Swum I
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A look at designers' fall and winter collections previewed in New York
MARY McFADDEN
NEW YORK (AP) — Following
pleated chiffon dresses for a shimMary McFadden pairs hand- mering fall collection inspired by
is a look at some designers' fall
and winter collections previewed painted quilted jackets and be- the ancient Etruscan culture.
jeweled boleros with her signature
Knee-skimming, full skirts for
earlier this year in New York.
wen `--
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The names you know. The styles
you need. The time is right to
advance your wardrobe with
coordinates and separates that work.

r41

town & countRy
Dixieland Center

V
41,

".ftwoo_seg

casual wear come in prints of
Etruscan vases and some of the
evening gowns are trimmed with
gold, diamond-shaped quilting
styled after Etruscan armor.
Ms. McFadden offers short
cocktail dresses in a variety of
skirt styles; including trumpet
layering, triple-tiered organza and
the "cabochon crunch," in which
the entire length of the skirt is
loosely bunched and bubbled.
These dresses — many with
smock-pleated velvet bodices —
are matched with sculptured
jackets of mixed metallics. One
ivory quilted jacket is embroidered with a golden,
geometric pattern.
CAROLINA HERRERA
Opulent evening gowns in taffeta, velvet and ruffled tulle and
Russian-inspired cashmere coats
with fur trim highlight Carolina
Herrera's fall collection.
Demure day sophistication can
also be found in smart tweed and
houndstooth wool suits'. The skirts
are all short and many of the outfits have velvet piping and button
trims.
An interesting twist for daytime

are her jersey "tent" dresses with
full circle skirts that swing above
the knee. The long-sleeved dresses
are shown in red, yellow and royal
blue with a black speckled reptile
design
The reptile print is carried over
to cocktail wear in a shimmery
dress with a ruffled skirt. Other
styles included a streamlined
black wool crepe dress with matching high-collared jacket and a
short white crushed taffeta dress
with black puffed sleeves
She again offers her silk crepe
tuxedOs, this season in fresh tones
of lavender and raspberry.
Her lush cashmere coats are
shorter than in previous years. A
mid-calf navy coat has padded
shoulders and Russian sable lining, another has a swakara inset
at the waist and a full, swinging
skirt.
CATHY HARDWICK
Cathy Hardwick's fall collection
offers flirtatious fabrics, shapes
and silhouettes.
Jackets are hot in oversized
traditional jean jacket-style and
(Cont'd on page 8)

Where The Gowns Are

Fall...vivid colors, brightideas,
beautiful portraits by

llison9Photoglaphy The Showcase
607 S. 4th St.

121 By-Pass
Hours: 10-5:30, Mon.-Sat.

Harry Allison
Cindy Chrisman-Veach

753-8809
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Clothing executive says fad fashions can prove costly
By The Associated Press
A "fad" is a style that many
people are interested in — for a
short time.
It's a passing fashion and
among the men's fashions that
have passed that way are the
Nehru jacket and bell bottom
trousers
Fad fashion buying, says a
clothing executive, can prove
costly and result in a closet full
of outdated clothing.
The Nehru suit was a oneyear fad and the leisure suit
lasted a bit longer," says Marvin A. Blumenfeld, president.of
April-Marcus, a retailing consulting firm, "but men who
wanted to be 'in' were stuck
with them when they fell out of
favor."
Blumenfeld recommends the
conservative, traditional
approach.
For business, for example, he
advises men to wear cuts like
the Ivy League suit with
natural, unpadded jackets. He
also advises single-breasted instead of double-breasted suits.
Conservative clothes,

Underwear imports
may spell trouble
for dominant U.S.
NEW YORK (AP) — U.S.
factories last year churned out
about 125 million dozen pieces
of underwear for men and
women, according to Carl
Priestland, chief economist of
the American Apparel
Manufacturers Association
(AAMA).Imports totaled about
22 million dozen, he said.
In nightwear, domestic production is about 20 million
dozen pieces and imports are
about 5 million dozen,
Priestland said.
However, the association
said, low-wage Asian factories
are cranking up production of
panties, negligees and teddies
in an export drive that could
spell trouble for the stilldominant U.S. manufacturers
of unmentionables. Asian nations have run up against their
quota limits in other apparel,
such as sweaters, and are
targeting underwear, challenging U.S. manufacturers that
have plants in places such as
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee
and the Carolinas.
From 1981to 1986, imports of
bras grew 21 percent; imports
of all underwear, not just
women's, grew 84 percent; and
imports of all nightwear doubled, according to the AAMA.
There are 1.15 million U.S.
apparel-making jobs, and
about 70,000 of them are in the
area of underwear and bras,
Priestland said.

Blumenfeld says, can be used
on more occasions than
"flashy" garments.
"If you buy a navy blue or
gray pair of trousers," he says,
"you can wear it for both for-

mal and informal occasions.
However, if you buy a plaid or
loud color pair, your choices
will be limited to some informal
occasions."
Many fad items, he says, are

gifts from the female in a
male's life. Women are more
daring in their dress, wear
brighter colors, and usually are
less conservative than men are,
he says.

"However, when they're buying for a man," says
Blumenfeld, "they should consider clothing that makes him
comfortable and will last
longer than a season or two."
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Taking fashions from the stage to the street
NEW YORK AP — In its
100-year history, Capezio has

grown side by side with the
American dance scene, but

along the way, the fashion
world picked up on the comfort

Step into Fall with the latest fashions from
Jo-An 's
Acid Denim
Skirts, Jackets, Jumpsuits
Jeans Only $2499
Denim Skirts, Jeans, Jackets,
Dresses and Overalls in many
different styles!
"Every Day's A .521C Day at Jo-An 's'

JOAN'S Varieties
Court Square

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S

and versatility of its products,
taking them from the stage to
the street.
"Everything a dancer wears
has got to be practical and functional. It can be taken from onstage to off-stage," says Alfred
Terlizzi Jr., president of
Capezio Ballet Makers. "It
becomes fashion."
Terlizzi emphasized that the
company's first priority is
dance and that the public's interest in Capezio products was
incidental.
The Capezio family has been
dedicated for a century to supplying dancers with the highest
quality, handmade shoes, he
said. Dance is "our first
business and our main
business. We will always do
that and never lose sight of
that."
Nevertheless, its influence on
fashion has been immense. The
Capezio ballet slipper was
perfect for the full, ballet-like
skirts of the 1950s. In the 1970s,
a new generation discovered
the comfort of the leather jazz
oxford. And as people took to a
more active lifestyle, such
dancers' staples as leggings,
tights, leotards and sweats also
made their way to the street.
The Capezio tradition began
in 1887 when Terlizzi's grand
uncle, Salvatore Capezio,
emigrated from Italy and opened a small shoe repair shop
across the street from the
Metropolitan Opera in New
York.
Capezio's shoemaking career
began by chance when Jean
DeReske. an opera singer,
misplaced his shoes and asked
Capezio to make an identical
pair for a performance of
Romeo and Juliet that night.
Soon, other performers were
coming to Capezio with similar

Look and feel
fantastic when our
professional and attentive
haircare specialists give you
our high quality, salon-perm featuring Helene Curtis
products - all at a Fantastic price!
OWNED AND OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON -SAT. (9-7 THURS.)
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Fantastic Sam's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-0542

cFargasti]
411S1Sanz's

Reg. 24.75 Sale
Sizes 2-18
'Choose from our new fall selections.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5 Visa-Mastercard

WHOLESALE
STORES, INC.
At New Location—East South and 51h Sts.
(Dillon Manufacturing Bldg 1
Mayttald, Ky.
247-2757

The original family haircutters'

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HAIRC TTERS:

I

$185°

L —

Fantastic Sam's
2608 Park Ave.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
442-4366

"Dance became a boom. It
just exploded. Our dancewear
sales quadrupled," he said. He
attributed the boom to the exposure of dance on public
television, a strong regional
ballet movement and the
popularity of Broadway shows.
The country's preoccupation
with health and fitness also contributed to Capezio's succesg,
Terlizzi said. Last year, it introduced a line of adult and
children's casual wear called
Fitness Group.

SATURDAY ONLY
Sept. 12th
Ladies' Top Quality
Skirts

/

Atit.

U.S. Shoe now owns the
fashion shoe line, but the family
has since bought back the right
to use the Capezio name on its
dance, theatre and recreational
products.
A heightened interest in
dance in the 1960s and '70s
helped put Capezio back on its
feet. Terlizzi said.

•

'I

A MOISTURE
QUOTIENT.

orders. His reputation — at
home and abroad — was furthered in 1910 when ballerina
Anna Pavlova bought a pair of
his pointe shoes on her first
American tour and publically
praised them
By the 1930s, the company
had expanded to include its own
designer bodywear line of
leotards, tights and dance
skirts and pants.
The company, which currently grosses mcire than $40
million annually, is thriving
under the third generation
manageMent team, led by
Nicholas Terlizzi's sons —
Alfred, Nicholas Jr. and Donald
— and Anthony Giacoio, a distant cousin.
Capezio, however, was not
always so prosperous and was
forced to sell its name and
fashion line of shoes in 1964.
"The company was having
trouble," Alfred Terlizzi said.
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Gown costs depend on the sparkles, beads used
PARIS 1AP — A custom-made
But, Berge admits couture is a
Paris couture ball gown painstak- losing proposition.
ingly fashioned by several
"I don't care," he said. "It costs
seamstresses can still be bought — about a million dollars to put on a
for a price. Starting at $10,000 and couture collectioddand we lose
reaching dizzy heights of around money. But we get it back
$30000. the cost of the gown elsewhere — in a lot of free adverdepends on the sparkles or beads tising coverage from the media."
used.
He said the investment about
Despite the cost, haute couture equals what a cosmetics firm
Is doing fine, thank you, according might spend on paid publicity and
to designers and fashion advertising.
executives
Jacques Mouclier, executive
"They pronounced Yves Saint - vice president of the French
Laurent dead 10 years ago," said Federation of Cotrture and ReadyPierre Berge, chairman of the to-Wear, said couture has made a
board of the Saint Laurent Co miraculous comeback.
They also said he'd give up
"France is unique in that we are
couture. But of course he won't.
the only country with a real
-Couture gives designers a couture industry — 23 designers
chance to do what they cannot in are accepted into our official
ready-to-wear: that is, use the couture syndicate," he said.
qualified personnel they choose,
The designers must meet ceruse the best fabric available, tain high standards of quality in
create without constraint."
clothes, and they must show twice

a year at least 75 exclusive
models, employing at least 20 people doing handwork, he said.
"Couture is not only useful for
showing off our talent ... but the
couturiers also use their highlyskilled workers to make most the
prototypes for ready-to-wear. This
means very high quality for readyto-wear as well."
He added that the reputation of
haute couture designers helps increase foreign demand for other
French fashion -affiliated
products.
"These couture designers can
show their best work, and make up
the loss of money on expensive
clothes by selling ready-to-wear,
perfume, accessories," Mouclier
said.
Of course, a few of the expensive
couture prototypes are sold — to
about 2,000 women around the
world who can foot the bill. The
designers allowed into the elite

Jewelry and other accessories taking
on some bold and whimsical ideas today
With the fashion pendulum
swinging back to miniskirts,
stylistsof jewelry and other accessories have come up with
some bold and whimsical ideas
of their own.
Take, for example, the new
dial designs some watchmakers have introduced this
season.
For poker players who want
an ace — or a king, queen, jack
or joker — up their sleeve,
Anne Klein has teamed with
Sutton Time to offer watches
with a playing card face.
And Armitron celebrates the
50th anniversary of Monopoly
with watch faces based on
squares from the famous board
game.
With other accessories,
romance is back — which
means mother's and grandmother's jewelry is in style
again, according to Lisa
Roman, a representative for
Jewelers of America, an industi*.titicle group.
"Perfect for today is jewelry
with romantic motifs, colorful
designs and textured metals,"
Roman says, noting that "gone

Sue's
Discount Jeans

Acid Jeans
Get 'em whth
they're hot'

are the days when it was
unheard of to mix white and
gold metals."
Bead necklaces with dot links
or lariats, twisted wire chokers
and fluted collars with highpolished accents will be
fashionable, she adds, and
bracelets are matched with
necklaces in large °links or a
single large cuff is worn.
Large hoops will continue
high on the earring hit parade

but in more elongated shapes,
while other shapes are sculpted
in geometrics, buttons and
discs.
Pins will be scattered on suit.,
and blouses, some as a bola
signature mark and others
whimsical to express a personal hobby, says Roman, who
adds that motifs include
cameos, birds, feathers,
hearts, butterflies and retro
pieces.

Fall Fashions '87

An Apple A Day...•
"Baked Apple" Potpourri is the
newest fall scent.
Great to give as a gift or
to buy for yourself.
Also, come browse through
our new merchandise

hippiness
1104
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713.4167

couture syndicate must be able to
give special shows for clients during each season, though video
shows are now allowed as well,
and private clients can even borrow videotapes to view at home.
Mouclier called couture "a
great springboard for our talent"
and pointed to Christian Lacroix
who has received backing from
the financial group Agache to promote his fashion ideas.
Lacroix, the current darling of
the fashion world, has just opened
his first couture house, having
made a hit as top designer at
Patou. His fans are happy to see
him installed in a beautiful town
house with a fountain and garden
on the fashionable Rue du
Faubourg St.-Honore.
He has shown great influence in
fashion, bringing back fun and
games in feminine, flirtatious
clothes that reflect hishackground
— colorful southern France, Arles
and the Camargue region.

Adolph SchU111311
FOR

Lilli Ann

FALL 1987

-Couture has a role," said Louis
Feraud, who employs nearly 50
people in his creative department
alone. "You bet it's expensive to
pay our talented people and use
the most luxurious materials. trut
this is what I call the high point of
'light industry.—
"Ready-to-wear is quite another
thing, whose point is the 'dernier
cri,' that is, the 'last word' in mass
production. The two are quite
separate, and couture is still
'hanging in.' We haven't heard the
end of it."
Not all people involved in the
couture industry are so sanguine.
In July, a demonstration by
seamstresses and a couple of
couture mannequins attracted attention on the Champs-Elysees.
The women, members of coutureaffiliated unions, protested
general working conditions and
the fact that the number of jobs in
their field had dropped from 1,500
in 1976 to 900 today.

THE
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(Cont'd from page 4)

The jackets also come in a short black silk charmeuse T-shirt.
come in leather lined with chartreuse and black striped satin, "micro" style with flyaway back
The moon and stars shine bright
black and white herringbone print in black and white check with mat- when wearing the selection of knit
ching top pleated trouser and cardigans, turtlenecks, leggings
or gray flannel.
and skirts in black and white and
timber and black with a mix and
match of the celestial designs.
Ms. Hardwick's first rule of the
season is a short, leggy look with
skirts and dresses stopping from
two to four inches above the knee.
A new shape repeated
throughout the collection is the
tulip dress — in black leather,
velvet and port rayon crepe faille.
Its hip-emphasizing tucks curve
gently from waist to hem.
LIZ CLAIBORNE
For fall '87, Liz Claiborne
highlights jewel tones of sapphire,
emerald and ruby that are sure to
stand out in a crowd. These colors
add new life to a set of sporty
turtleneck sweater dresses with
cable fronts and two-piece knit
jersey polo outfits with black col-

Don't
Stop

America s
Favorite

Sportswear

Grand Opening
Sellabration

314-cA(cif 1.316,1A
PREVIEW.

Dixieland Shopping Center
753-7441

lars and stripes across the backs.
Other sets come in mellow
melon and winter white angora
button-up-the-back cardigans over
pleated silk skirts.
Dresses become sporty staples
of any wardrobe when done in
zipper-front sweatshirting and
dyed twill with skirts in either
flared swing or long and slim
styles.
Shirtdresses come in tartan, infused with fuchsia, magenta and
electric blue for new color mixes.
And what Ms. Claiborne calls the
"ready-for-anything" jumpsuit in
navy and green twill appears to be
just that with lots of zippers.
snaps, belts and ribbed trim
detailing.
Evening looks are simple in
black hammered satin and crepe.
Knits get a sophisticated touch
with beaded shoulders, collars and
cuffs. To light up the night, a long
turtleneck tunic over slim pants

During The Month
of September
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comes in showstopping satin
amethyst.
BILL BLASS
Bubbles, bows and pom-poms
show up strong for both day and
night in the very feminine as usual
Bill Blass fall -winter 'S7
collection.
Blass opened his show with a
colorful cache of knee-length
melton coats in teal, raspberry,
melon, turquoise and lime. Some
have high collars that pull up to
block the wind or drape over into a
funnel neck. One comes oversized
with a batwing sleeve and welt
seams.
For day, Blass is full of flirty little dresses that end in short. simple flounces or big blousons ending
in ribbed hems above the knee.
There's a selection of mix and
match tweed cardigans, plaid
jackets, dotted short skirts and
cuffed Bermuda shorts for a
casual comfortable look.
Less versatile are his empire
waist mini-dresses that give the
wearer a too-cute little girl look.
Other jackets and short dresses
come in swingy trapeze shape for
a full look, some with whimsical
pompon necklaces, cuffs or
buttons.
There's still plenty of nighttime
frou-frou with long and short bubbles and bows everywhere. Black
satin bows can be found dancing
down the sleeves of a white
flowered gown or at the bodice of a
strapeless red satin bubble tunic
over a stenciled calfskin figurehugging mini skirt.
He goes overboard with a threetiered black brocade bubble dress
and a mint and black strapless top
cinched in with a belt.
AKIRA
In his program notes for his fall
'87 collection, Akira explains that
today's women have "pummeled,
jogged and Fonda-ized'
themselves into shape and thus
"as the most beautiful and
athletically fit women on the
planet they deserve a 'new look' to
show off their lithe, shapely
bodies."
With that in mind, he introduced
a collection of short skirts, constructed shoulders and small
waistlines.
The exception to the short skirt
comes in his wool challis dresses
with full fluid skirts and matching
scarves printed with reproductions of 17th century paisley patterns Akira discovered in a
manuscript while visiting Kasmir.
For night, Akira offers
everything from the long, slinky
crepe dress to short,tubbly dance
dresses and bouyant grand entrance ballgowns. Many of them
sizzle with incandescent shades of
bright flame orange and red,
emerald green, Persian_ blue and
ultra-violet.
He also mixes lush velvet and
sparkling point d'esprit with taffeta flounces, silk roses and rows
of bows.
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Manhattan fashion consultant predicts look on campus
Limit' fabrics — especially
By The Associated Press
Skirts will be short, boots high stretch leggings — also are
and sweaters loose on coeds at relatively new," she says, adding
America's college campuses this that the mostly cotton knit mixed
fall, according to Manhattan with stretch fabric will be found in
fashion consultant Terry Melville. skirts, dresses and tops.
And that longtime fashion
favorite — faded blue jeans — will
continue high on the popularity
list, says Melville, vice president
and director of women's fashions
for Macy's of New York.
The advent of miniskirts is expected to be greeted with enthusiasm on the campus, according to Melville.
'It's a whole new experience for
today's college kids, who've never
worn them" she explains. "People
who've been around since the '60s
remember miniskirts — but this is
a new generation."
The short skirts are available in
a wide assortment of stonewashed denims, cottons, rayons or
silks, in plaids or in solid colors.
Melville adds.
According to a recent national
survey, faded or worn jeans are
the favorite garment on campus.
Many are stonewashed so they
won't look like they just came
from the factory. In stonewashing,
the manufacturer washes the
denims along with pumice stones
to make them appear worn.
But acid washing, new on the
scene this year, is expected to
create a new campus trend. In this
process, the fabric is prewashed in
chemicals by the manufacturer,
then overdyed before it is sewn.
This not only bleaches out the color before the dying but softens the
fabric as well.
The big news in denims this
season is acid washing — plus
overdye." says Melville. "They
are faded by the washing, then colors such as different shades of
brown, beiges, greens and the like,
are added. In fact, they might be
called rainbow or Technicolor
denims."
Acid washing, she notes, applies
to denim jackets, shirts and
dresses as well as the traditional
blue jeans.
The fashion forecaster also
predicts that short skirts will
stimulate an interest in high boots,
some of which will climb as high
as the knee or above, replacing the
short boots of recent years worn
when the skirts were long, she
explains.
Melville says a popular item being worn by coeds with denims is
white, oversized shirts, which look
like blouses.
"The key element is that they're
white and 100 percent cotton," she
says. "They're crisp and clean.
looking."
The collegiate look, says
Melville, also will embrace oversized sweaters such as shetlands
and cardigans, along with
turtlenecks, which can be worn
with skirts and pants, and perhaps
displaying crests or monograms.
'What we call 'Stretch to the

The shorter skirts also will bring skirt is being worn."
The short leather skirt will be
the need for new stockings,
preferably opaque and formfit- another important item in campus
ting, according to Melville. The wear, she predicts.
"If you were to buy one imporbest colors will be black, brown or
navy, "depending on what color tant skirt to carry you through the

fall, the leather skirt would be
perfect," Melville says. "It can be
worn as a casual item, perhaps
with a plaid shirt or turtleneck, or
it can be worn with a white blouse
to make romantic."
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Success of summer's jean miniskirt bodes well for winter skirt
ROME ( AP ) — While Italian
designers are vacationing on their
favorite strip of Mediterranean
seaside, and reaping the visual

fruits of their endeavors, back in winter 1987-1988.
the cities shopowners are busy linThis summer's most popular
ing their shelves with the new outfit is a Jean's miniskirt coupled
fashion proposals for the fall- with a lacy, bustier top, a combination criticized by some as "too
daring- when it was proposed by
the Italian ready-to- wear
designers during their spring.
summer 1987 collections
presented in Milan last October.
Clothing for the entire family
Its success, however, bodes well
for the Milan winter skirt, which
will soon appear in the "made in
Italy" boutiques. More a hip-band
than a skirt, the tiny foot-long garment makes the'famous Mary
Quant
mini look old fashioned.
Downtown Murray
The style of the new Milanese
mini varies from supertight in
stretch fabric, to hobble skirt or
flared petticoated skating skirt.
But the prize for the skimpiest
skirt goes to flamboyant Gianni
Versace, whose fabric postage
stamp measures a mere 10 inches
from waist to hemline.
Those in search of a more
demure look should shop Byblos,
with his "folk" mini, either in petticoated dirndl skirts or pleated
plaid kilts.
The apres-ski set who want to
keep up with the minimal fashion
Downtown Murray
can call in at Missoni's for snug
knitted skirtlets, or look up the
leather craftsman Mario Valentino for one of his cozy white fleecy
skirts in warm shearling.
The adventurous buyer looking

FILL la F113I01/
Yours, Mine
& Ours

apple blossom

BOUTIQUE

MO

,

•

for nighttime thrills can choose choose from three versions of his
between the seductive lace famous garb. man-tailored with
miniskirt by Krizia, or the more wide lapel and saddle bag pockets,
subti satin and velvet banded collarless and slim-fitting with
Version by Versace.
buttoning up the side, or V-necked
For those who are happy to see with tapered waist and loose hip
the miniskirt relegated to the Car- line.
naby Street section of their local
For the new tent coat. Krizia
fashion museum, the designers to and Ferre would be the places to
look to for winter elegance Italian look. with Krizia offering sumpstyle are Giorgio Armani and tuous printed velvet evening
Gianfranco Ferre.
coats, and Ferre fur-trimmed
Both these ready-to-wear trend- navy blue military coats wearable
setters opt for elegant but by day and night.
wearable collections with a heavy
Speaking of fur-trimming. if you
accent on pants. The hemline of want the latest in casual
the classically cut Ferre skirt sophistication then drop by your
hovers discreetly around the knee, local Fendi fur outlet for a sporty
while the soft casualness of the Ar- shearling trimmed in imperial
mani rolled hemline skirt or sable.
culotte makes it a perfect town
The famous stoles of the 1950s
and country outfit.
are also back this fall in crotched
In the jacket and coat depart- wool at Missoni, woolen tweed at
ment, the style for fall-winter is Byblos. shearling at Ferre, and a
generally short and either variety of lesser or more expenprincess line or tent shaped, even sive pelts at Fendi.
for furs.
For those who find the tradiShoulders tend to be less exag- tional look of the "moda
gerated than in previous seasons, Milanese" too classical, the label
except by Versace who fills his to look for is Romeo Gigli, whose
jackets with shoulder padding the drab waif-like style, reminiscent
size of milk cartons — perhaps to of the Japanese, earned him the
make up for skimping on the skirt. award for the best up-and-coming
The most obvious address for a Italian ready-to-wear designer.
well-tailored chic jacket is ArThe Gigli look is based on a long,
mani, whose liningless jacket of minimal silhouette in gray and
the late 1970s earned him the title, drab shades of red, green and
blue, mainly shaped out of wool
the ''blazer king."
This fall, Armani fans can stretch jersey.
The off-beat designer, whose
studio
is located on the second
.......
LA{44
floor of a Milan garage, appeals
mainly to the young and
bohemian-at-heart. A typical outfit would include a hip-hugging
jersey skirt, matched with a bodyhugging cardigan with over-long
sleeves, or an oversized wool coat.
To complete your Gigli look you
With a little planning,
must keep your make-up ghastly
you can build a basic gold
pale, and tie your hair back in a
jewelry wardrobe that's
demure braid.

Put Some
Sparkle
In your fall wardrobe

versatile enough for
almost any occasion.
Begin by choosing
classic items that
can be mixed
and matched
clustered and
stacked, or
worn alone.
Gradually
you can add more
"trendy" pieces for
a special look.

Best of all we have real
14 kt. at Discount Price

Catalina(' plays
1 1Iii44

ROY'S

Ill IS
.. a new fashion theme that combines
pants, jackets, skirts and a medley
of sweaters in perfect harmony
with your life.

Discount
Pharmacy

Olympic Plaza
Hwy 641 N
‘,.

VakettalotAittt

t

Fall
Fashion
'87
vrar
fegrrai

New Shipment
Jeans, Jean Skirts
and Fall Sweaters.

Great Selections & Styles!
753-2380
orZ:110

Sue's
Discount Jeans
Hwy )21 N at Stella

753-2493
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Professional roles reflected in what you wear
NEW YORK i AP I —
Business women need to be
business-like about their work
clothes, but that doesn't always
mean tailored suits, says a
clothing manufacturer who
caters to the working woman
"Women's professional roles

are reflected in what they
wear," says Barry Wishnow,
president of J. Schoeneman,
which produces the For Women
Only label. "Suits don't always
work for everybody and neither
do pants, dresses and sweaters
for others There's a need
among professional women to-

day for sharp, fashionable
clothes in the office."
While For Women Only car-

ries many tailored suit models,
some stores are selling more
relaxed wear with softer colors

for professional women who
are dressing more casually at
work.

Pattern

DYNAMIC PATTERNS are a hallmark of Jeff Sayre'. men.wear
Here.
wool/mohair blend cardigan and matching crew neck .wratcr sport taupe and white
geometric pattern.; the cardigan ia eape.riall dafthing with the added detail of
fringe .eani.. The ',wester. are %Orli iner double-pleated troumer in a null!), wool
tweed. For fall. 1987.

CORN-AUSTIN
"THE ULTIMATE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE"
FOR MEN AND LADIES

FALL
•HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX
•JAYMAR-RUBY
•COLOURS BY
ALEXANDER JULIAN
•GENERRA

'ANN W
•ST MICHEL
'MARC D'ALCY

FASHION
'87

•KAREN KANE
•BIS

•CODE BLEU

•GUESS

•GUESS

•ESPRIT

OPEN 9-5:30 MON.-SAT.
OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 8:00

CORN-AUSTIN

402 MAIN, MURRAY
753-2472

KY OAKS MALL, PADUCAH
442-2605
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- Colored gems add accent to fall fashions
DALLAS AP
— Flirty,
feminine skirts and dresses: sporty, above-the-knee knits; furtrimmed jackets adorned with
peplums: ever-so-daring backless
evening wear — fall '87 offers a
look for every mood and a fit for
every figure.
To complement these versatile
fashions, the American Gem
Trade Association IAGTA, says
knock 'em dead with color in a
bevy of brilliant gemstone jewelry
designs.
"A colored gemstone jewelry
creatiotris one of the few pieces in
a fashion wardrobe that endures

from season to season and year to
year," notes Maurice Shire, president of AGTA. a non-profit
organization representing the colored gemstone industry.
Warm spice, paprika, pumpkin,
chocolate and pearlized taupe
highlight fall's rich selection of
warm brown tones.
To complement these brown
tones for special occasion wear.
AGTA recommends elegant rings.
necklaces and earrings adorned
by topaz, a gemstone that is found
4.several colors including yellow,
champagne and sherry.
For warm brown tones for office

and weekend wear, AGTA suggests bold jewelry creations
featuring citrine, a gemstone that
is more durable and less expensive than topaz. A citrine's color
can range from pale yellow to intense red -gold known as
"Madeira."
Found in Brazil and
Madagascar. citrine ranges in size
from two millimeters to as large
as 1.000 carats. making it a perfect
choice for chunky. sculptural
jewelry designs.
Wine country colors suctl as
mauve:pink, rose. burgundy and
purple bring a Renaissance feel-

ing to fall.
Ranging in color from royal purple to pale lilac I rose de France.
amethyst is a durable gemstone
that's right for these fashions.
Look for jewelry pieces with
large, unusual "designer"-cut
amethysts to add pi77.a7z to your
jewelry wardrobe.
A purplish-red gemstone with
pink undertones, the rhodolite
garnet, the five-year anniversary
stone, also is good with wine country colors. Two of the most
unusual rhodolite garnets, are the
cabochon ( non-faceted ( and fourlegged "star" stones.

Out-of-the-blue fashions for fall
'87 sport cool, acid-bright turquoise vd.deep midnight tones.
'or TN softer side, AGTA
recommends the durable
aquamarine, found in pale sky to
deep sea blue tones. To add a
delicate touch, try emerald, oval,
pear or cushion-cut aquamarines
set in white gold earrings and
rings
For those who prefer a more
casual look, there are attractive
beads and carvings of lapis lazuli,
an intense royal to dark navy
gemstone that has been mined
since 4000 B.C.

Oversized sweaters, blue jeans, sweats are 'in'
By The Associated Press
Oversized sweaters, blue jeans
and sweats are "in" for the nation's college campuses this fall.
according to a national poll. Wide
ties. neon colors, painter's pants
and torn-neck T-shirts are "out."
Sunglasses were named as the
accessory most essential to the
collegiate wardrobe. while ties
ranked as the least essential in the
personal-interview survey of 1.000
students on 25 campuses.
The poll, conducted by the

Roper • Organization for Levi
Strauss & Co., also indicated men
like to see women in miniskirts
and tight blue jeans. while women
like to see men in khaki trousers,
shorts, baggy blue jeans and
business suits.
Other results included:
— More than three-quarters of
students say their friends have the
strongest influence on the style
and type of clothes they wear.
— Vocalist Whitney Houston is
the most admired female music

star for her taste in fashion, and
David Bowie is the most admired
male.
— Blue jeans are worn 56 percent of the time by most students,
and a majority prefer their jeans
to be faded and worn ( 73 percent'.
Students ranked bright colors as
the most popular on campus ( 53
percent 1, with pastels a distant second ( 32 percent 1. followed by
earth tones ( 2'7 percentl. all black
126 percent and Hawaiian prints
124 percent I.

But there were regional dif- female music star, followed by
ferences in color and pattern Belinda Carlisle 116 percent( and
preferences
Sade i9 percent. Tied with 6 perStudents in the Northeast liked cent each were Susanna Hoffs,
the all-black look, those in the Janet Jackson and Madonna.
David Bowie drew 15 percent of
Midwest preferred Hawaiian
the vote for the male music star
prints, and paisley patterns were
most admired for his taste in
popular in the South. Polka dots
fashion, followed by Bruce Sprwere the least popular pattern
ingsteen 113 percent l, Huey Lewis
nationwide.
111 percent(. Sting l9percentl and
According to the survey. Robert Palmer (,8 percenti. Tied
Whitney Houston was the choice of with 6 'percent each were Peter
21 percent as the best-dressed Gabriel and Lionel Richie.
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Our 12th location, corncr of 12th & Olivc St., Murray
9:30-8:00 Mon-Fri, 9:30-6:00 Sat

